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ABSTRACT 

Children's responses to picture books are documented through this 

qualitative research involving a case study of three students in an intermediate 

elementary classroom. The study focuses on mutiple ways of knowing through 

examining students' responses to these books through language and art. 

Specific research questions within this context are: How is the learning 

environment constructed to support children's responses to picture books?, 

How do children respond to picture books?, What are the children's responses 

to the illustrations in picture books?, and How do children create their own 

interpretations of the illustrations and written language in picture books? 

The theoretical frame for this study is based in semiotic theory and 

transactional theory as well as reader response research, picture books and 

response, visual literacy, children's responses to art, literary content analysis of 

picture books, reviews of picture book illustrations, interviews with illustrators, 

and illustrators reflecting on their artistic processes. 

The curriculum design developed of this study integrates children's 

literature and art. The curriculum cycle was an introduction of a picture book or 

textset, followed by a literature discussion and art experiences. The infusion of 

fine arts into the classroom curriculum more closely resembles the multiple 

ways children approach learning in the world outside school. 

The combination of written language and illustration in picture books can 

provide children with an introduction to literature and literacy. In the study, 

students were encouraged to read a variety of picture books and respond 

through literature discussion and art experiences. The findings related to the 

case study of three students were organized within two main areas: meaning 
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making within a picture book and meaning making within the artwork. The 

picture book was defined as a unique art form that was central to the lives of 

students as they developed visual literacy. The students' responses were 

extremely sophisticated and showed that they were capable of complex 

understandings of art and literature. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION TO THE JOURNEY 

I think he did a lot of lights and darks and there's lots of 

different perspectives. Some of it is kind of sad and some of it 

looks happy. And I also think in a lot of his books that they're black 

and white and I think sometimes that makes the book better. Like 

Jumanii. I think the black and white really helped the book 

because if it was color I don't think it would get the feeling of being 

an old book because it's suppose to take place back like thirty-five 

years or something. And I think black and white kind of helped it 

do that. (Lucas, September, 1998) 

Lucas made these statements during a literature discussion on a text set 

of Chris Van Allsburg's books. Earlier, he had told me that art doesn't really 

interest him and that he rarely draws or paints on his own. Lucas did not feel 

confident in his drawing ability. Yet his comments reflected tremendous insight 

into meaning making from a picture book and the processes of the illustrator. 

His comments might reflect some of the Chris Van Allsburg's thinking as he 

made decisions about the best way to convey a story set in the mid-1950s. This 

student's responses to Jumanji (1981) begin to show the depth of children's 

understanding of art and picture book illustration. 

This study of children's responses to picture books was based in a 

qualitative research paradigm and involved a case study of three students in an 

intermediate multiage classroom within an elementary school in Tucson, 

Arizona. The issue of childrens' responses to picture books is of interest to me 

because I value students' responses that reflect multiple ways of knowing. 
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In exploring this Issue, this chapter begins with a background history of 

the experiences I have had that drew me to my research questions; my 

background with this area of study. The next section of the chapter focuses on 

the theoretical frame for this study through a the review of literature is in two 

major areas of research-semiotic theory and transactional theory. The 

literature review has these major sections: semiotic theory, transactional theory, 

reader response research, picture books and response, visual literacy, 

children's responses to art, literary content analysis of picture books, reviews of 

picture book illustrations, interviews with illustrators, and illustrators reflecting 

on their own process. 

Background History of the Study 

As a young child, I was always "doodling " in the back of the classroom. 

Teachers would ask me to put away my pencil and sketch pad and pay attention 

to what was going on in class. However, those same teachers asked me to do 

their bulletin boards. My fellow classmates chose me to do the graphs or maps 

for our group reports. As long as I can remember my role has been that of 

visual communicator, at times endorsed by teachers and at times discouraged. 

Much of my visual communication with others and my visual processing of 

information for myself was considered "off task" behavior. Remarkably, I 

received good grades through school. My reports were given A's because of 

the wonderful graphs, diagrams and charts included in them and my "neat" 

handwriting. I knew what I did well and what earned me those good grades and 

1 knew it was not the written language within those reports. The students I felt 

were "really smart" used language in a way that I could not understand. As a 
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learner, I accepted this compartmentalizatlon and hierarchy of written language 

over visual systems of meaning making. Now I question that privileging of 

language over visual images. 

I took art classes as electives in high school and pursued an 

undergraduate degree in fine arts. In college the ability to create and convey 

meaning within visual image was valued but not linked to real life experiences. 

Courses such as basic design, drawing and painting, as well as art history were 

taught as art removed from real life application. They were not taught with the 

view that art is a communication system used for creating and conveying 

meaning in our everyday lives. 

After college I worked a short time in commercial art, mainly a "cut and 

paste" process for advertising layout. With an art degree, I began substituting 

in a local public school and discovered teaching. I was inspired to go back to 

school and obtain a degree in education and eventually a master's degree 

focusing in children's literature. Being an elementary classroom teacher for 

fifteen years gave me opportunities to explore children's picture books with my 

students. As a graduate student studying children's literature at the University 

of Arizona, I had opp)ortunities to put the theories I was learning in my graduate 

studies into practice in my classroom. 

I explored a body of research referred to as "visual literacy." Visual 

literacy is defined within that research as the critical viewing of picture books to 

increase students' awareness of book design and of the artistic elements used 

by illustrators. When responding to picture books, children must discriminate 

and interpret what they see. Their "seeing" involves their attention, their 

recognition, and finally their understanding (Kiefer, 1997). Together my students 
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and I explored more deeply our understandings of the illustrations and of their 

creators in picture books. I came to understand that the visual sign system and 

the verbal sign system were woven together in a picture book. A picture book 

created a context where children and teachers could respond and create their 

own understandings of these books through multiple sign systems. 

I wanted more children to be able to have opportunities to respond to 

picture books. I asked my school district to start a project called Visual Literacy 

which would support students' exploration of picture books. For the past six 

years I have been director of the Visual Literacy Project for Tucson Unified 

School District, in Tucson Arizona. The project is funded through the state for 

the purpose of increasing student achievement in grades kindergarten through 

third grade. State funds are allotted per student. Different school sites have 

different amounts of K-3 monies dependent upon their enrollment. A menu of 

several programs is offered to all Tucson Unified schools. Individual schools 

then select the programs they wish to have implemented at their school or they 

may design a site-based option submitted to the K-3 office. The Visual Literacy 

Project has been highly valued by the district and classroom teachers whose 

students have been in the project. 

The Visual Literacy Project interfaces fine arts and children's literature. 

The project is a four week program where five classrooms each receive 

services for one hour a week. Each week children have an opportunity to 

explore a text set built upon an art concept found within the illustrations of the 

books or to engage In an Illustrator study. Students are introduced by a Visual 

Literacy artist to a hands-on art studio experience based upon that art element 

or a component of an illustrator study. 
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The Visual Literacy Project has grown from a small pilot study to a project 

enrolling nine thousand students during the 1997-98 school year. The annual 

evaluations have been oven^vhelmingly positive. The only recommendations 

from teachers are to lengthen the amount of time the program is in their school. 

Many schools have utilized funds through Chapter 1 and PTA to purchase 

additional units of the program thus extending the amount of time the Visual 

Literacy program is in their school. Although this growth has resulted in 

reaching a larger number of students, the depth of students' own meaning 

making has been limited by the restricted time schedules demanded by a 

project which must enroll many children across a large district. In addition, the 

artist-directed responses to picture books are a serious limitation to the 

children's own use of multiple sign systems in meaning making. The studio 

experience is predetermined by the artists as the lessons are created before the 

artist enters the classroom. The curriculum is not negotiated with the students, 

and so students have limited opportunity to construct their own meanings. 

Barbara Kiefer's (1997) work on examining children's responses to 

picture books has greatly influenced me. Kiefer points out that in much of the 

research on visual literacy, the students' individual responses were not 

considered when planning relevant educational programs. In her dissertation, 

Kiefer (1992) studied first and second graders' responses to picture books in 

order to examine the relationship of those responses to styles and techniques of 

illustration and to gain insight into recommendations for specific classroom 

practices and teacher instruction related to picture books. She analyzed how 

children choose books and talk about books, what children see in picture books 

and what behaviors and products grow out of their contacts with picture books. 
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As director of the Visual Literacy Project, I am also interested in more closely 

considering students' responses to picture books as a way to inform me as I 

restructure my own program. Kiefer criticizes earlier research that didn't 

consider children's depth of response and their change over time. In order to 

explore this change over time within the Visual Literacy Project, I feel it is 

necessary to extend the amount of time the artists spend with individual classes 

and students. 

Some of the classroom teachers who selected Visual Literacy from the K-

3 menu have wanted to know more about the illustrations in children's picture 

books and they, along with others, have enrolled in a graduate class, The Art of 

the Picture Book, co-taught by Dr. Kathy Short and myself. In the past four 

years, I have co-taught this course at the University of Arizona in three different 

semesters. This course is a study of children's picture books focusing on the 

relationship between text and illustration. Graduate students have come to their 

own understandings of the relationship between text and illustration. Through 

experiences in teaching a graduate course I better understand the complexities 

of both visual and linguistic systems in picture books and have explored picture 

books as a semiotic system. By examining the data I collected from graduate 

students In that course, I became interested In the responses educators have to 

picture books. 

Educators have an important role in expanding students' understandings 

of both text and illustration in picture books. Classroom teachers and librarians 

can be partners in the implementation of the Visual Literacy Project. As they 

learn more about picture books and as they recognize the multiplicity of 

responses their students have to picture books, they might take a more active 
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role in that implementation. A restructuring of the Visual Literacy Project should 

include support for teachers as they shift in that role, but in order to provide that 

support, 1 need to conduct further research in a classroom setting. I need 

opportunities to explore the responses of students to picture books and 

opportunities to observe and support a teacher in shifting his or her classroom 

so that a wide range of responses to picture books are recognized and 

encouraged. This wide range of responses should allow for the use of multiple 

sign systems. 

These experiences and issues have led me to a reader response study 

that focuses on response to picture books in an intermediate multi-age 

classroom. This research is based on my assumption that picture books are a 

unique genre where a nonhierarchical synergy of visual and verbal systems of 

meaning making occur. My specific research questions within this context are: 

How is the leaming environment constructed to support children's responses to 

picture books?. How do children respond to picture books?. What are the 

children's responses to the illustrations in picture books?, and How do children 

create their own interpretations of the illustrations and written language in 

picture books? 

Review of the Literature 

Given these questions, the areas of professional literature that provide 

the theoretical frames based for this research are semiotic theory, transactional 

reader response theory, children's responses to picture books, research in 

visual literacy, children's responses to art, literary content analysis of picture 

books, and illustrators' reflections on their own process. 
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Semiotic Theory 

Understandings of picture books are grounded within a greater 

meaning making process based upon semiotic theories of sign systems (Peirce, 

1913; Merril, 1995). A sign system perspective defines literacy as all the ways 

humans share and make meaning. This includes the sign systems of visual 

image, music, mathematics, movement, drama, and language (Anderson, 

Kauffman, & Short, 1997). Dewey influenced our thinking and broadened the 

view of cognition to include meaning making in all of these sign systems. But 

each of these systems imposes their own constraints and provide their own 

opportunities. Each sign system has a special contribution to make to human 

experience and a different potential for creating meaning (Eisner, 1994). 

All of these symbol systems are used to share meaning with others. The 

symbol or signmaking function is one of the primary activities of human beings. 

It is a fundamental process of the mind that goes on all the time (Langer, 1942). 

Peirce explains that signs are generative therefore incessantly becoming signs 

while njshing along the flow of semiotics (Danesi, 1993). These generative 

signs come from outside the mind and are therefore mind dependent. Langer 

and Eisner both draw from Dewey's thinking in acknowledging the power of 

sensory data. Langer states the essence of our thought is symbolization. The 

material furnished by the senses is constantly wrought into symbols (Langer, 

1942). 

These signs are drawn from outside the mind, or from experience with 

the environment. Semioticians believe in the mind dependent, input from the 

environment, and mind independent, reality within one's own thinking (Siegel, 

1984). They take for granted the immediacy of our internal experience as the 



continuity of tfie external world. Acting as interpretants of signs that surround 

us, we interact with those signs, internally creating our own meaning, our own 

poem (Dewey, 1934). In interpreting a work of art, the artwork tells something to 

interpreters about their own experience with the world. When interpreters 

perceive aesthetically, they will create an experience where the substance of 

the artwork is new. A new work of art is recreated every time it is aesthetically 

experienced (Dewey, 1934). 

Peirce describes a collateral experience as a previous experience which 

makes a novel situation accessible (Cunningham and Smith-Shank, 1992). 

Only where there is a collateral experience of an object can we learn anything 

else about it. Collateral experience is key to understanding how semiotic 

pedagogy may work. By helping students connect new experiences to their 

previous experience, teachers nurture semiosis (Smith-Shank, 1995). 

Students' collateral experiences serve as a context from which they make 

reasoned connections and responses to picture books. 

Transactional Theorv 

Louise Rosenblatt (1978) sets the stage for understandings in the field of 

literary response through her transactional theories. Transaction denotes an 

ongoing process in which all aspects of reading are impacted by each other 

and at the same time are impacting upon the other. The poem" comes into 

being in the live circuit set up between the reader and the text and illustrations. 

As with the elements of the electrical circuit, each component of the reading 

process profoundly affects each of the others. A specific reader and a specific 



picture book at a specific time and place create a poem. If any of these change, 

a different circuit and a different poem is created. But each reader makes of the 

text his or her own poem. No one else can read it for that person. However, 

they may learn about others' experiences with the text which may lead them to 

see their own reading experience differently, and so create a new poem. 

Transactional theory draws from Pragmatist philosophy (Dewey, 1929) 

Peirce, 1932). It is seen as a reciprocal relationship in which each affects the 

other. The reader and the text are viewed as more flexible, taking on their 

character during the transaction, which is an event also conditioned by its 

particular context (Flood et al., 1991). Transactional theory sees convention or 

codes such as language as always individually internalized. Each reader 

draws upon a repertoire of linguistic and life experiences. The new meaning is 

constructed during the actual transaction between reader and text. According to 

Rosenblatt the same text can be read either "efferently" which is a more 

analytical approach or "aesthetically" focusing on the feelings being evoked 

and organized during the transaction. In an efferent stance the focus is on 

analyzing and structuring what is to be retained from the text. In an aesthetic 

stance the attention is focused on what is being lived through ideas and 

emotions. 

Transactional theories are generally applied to language and the text 

often referred to is the written word but I feel these same theories can be 

applied to the illustrations which are the counterpoints to the written language 

within picture books. Pictures may also be read either efferently in a more 

analytic way or aesthetically through the emotions and feelings of the reader. 

This study will examine readers' responses to illustrations and written language 
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of picture books in transactional events where readers take aesthetic and 

efferent stances to their reading. 

This transactional approach to reading gives powerful meaning to 

"response." Research based on transactional theories looks at the transaction 

between the reader and the text (often referred to as the potential text). Out of 

this transaction meaning is created, and a new text is produced that goes 

beyond both the reader and the potential text. Transactional theories of 

research vary as to whether they focus exclusively on the transaction of the 

reader and the text or also consider the influence of social and cultural contexts 

on the transaction process (Short, 1995). 

Rosenblatt's work has helped educators understand what experiences 

children bring to a picture book and what their responses to those books might 

indicate about their meaning making in both visual and written language 

symbol systems. By examining responses of children to picture books, children 

are valued as a meaning makers within these two systems and picture books 

are viewed as a rich source of both visual and language meaning. All 

responses to a text are interactions between text and reader. Therefore all 

responses to a picture book, with its interweave of written text and illustration, 

are interactions between the reader and both the written text and illustrations. 

Louise Rosenblatt (1978) urges educators to be acutely aware of the live 

process of the literary event in reading. "The poem," seen as an event in the 

lives of the reader that is embodied in a process from the confluence of the 

reader and the written text, should be central to a systematic theory of literature. 

Readers are active, not blank tapes registering a ready made message from a 

picture book. They are actively involved in building a poem for themselves out 
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of their responses to both the written text and illustrations. They have to draw 

on past experiences with written language and visual symbols. They have to 

select from various referents that occur to them (Peirce, 1913; Merril, 1995). To 

do this, they have to find some context within which these referents can be 

related. They sometimes find it necessary to reinterpret eariier parts of the text 

in light of later parts. There is kind of a shuttling back and forth as one or 

another synthesizing element aids in their meaning making (Rosenblatt, 1976). 

Readers must attend to the text and the "qualitative overtones of the ideas, 

images, situations and characters" being evoked (p. 38). Rosenblatt urges 

researchers to "reflect on the fit" of a problem into a broader issues related to 

human development. Investigations into responses to literature are likely to 

produce teaching strategies "that foster the capacity for more rewarding 

transactions between readers and text" (p. 51). 

Rosenblatt (1978) gathered evidence of what went on during students' 

reading. She was able to discover continuities and differences in response and 

to analyze the processes that manifested themselves in the movement toward 

interpretation. Her aim was to immerse herself in rich sources of insights, not 

merely to accumulate a body of codified data. More recent research builds on 

Rosenblatt's work with methodologies using ethnographic techniques, including 

participant observer and case studies which describe a wide range of 

responses (Short, 1995). 

Reader Response Research 

Literature as a Way of Knowing (Short, 1997) helps teachers to reflect on 

their teaching practices to ensure that the curriculum encompasses learning 
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language, learning about language, and learning tiirough language. A sample 

dialogue box is included to help the teacher reflect through the questions: How 

do I help my students learn language in my classroom? How can I make my 

practices even more effective? What other engagements with learning 

language do I want to add to my curriculum? Each one of the three areas has a 

similar reflective tool. As the title of the book indicates, Kathy Short sees 

literature as an important pathway to knowing and understanding the world. A 

picture book is a way of knowing that utilizes two specific sign systems, written 

language and visual image. 

Newkirk's Listening In: Children Talk about Books (1992) is filled with 

transcripts of children's dialogue about literature. The research took place 

within a second grade classroom and examined children's talk among 

themselves and with their teacher. Reading is a chance to transform a book, not 

merely translate it, therefore, when pushed to say something about the book, 

students transform the author's words into their own. This transformation gives 

priority to the student's own language and meaning making. The real 

understanding of the words often comes when we speak over the authors' 

words (Bartholomae, 1986). Thomas Newkirk and Patricia McClure asked their 

students to "speak over" the words. In thinking about this same process with 

both words and pictures, I am puzzling what would "speaking over" the pictures 

mean as well? 

Another structure for literature response used by McClure and Newkirk 

(1992) is "selecting and planning," For children to discuss a book, the reader 

must select a part of the book to share and plan a way to do this. Because 

young children see reading as performance of a whole (reading the whole book 
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aloud is typical of their initial sharing of a response to a book), they must 

demonstrate their ability to plan by summarizing their stories up to the point 

where they stopped reading a selected piece of the text. 

"Blurring the boundaries" was another key point focused upon by 

Newkirk and McClure. They discuss a shift from a model where group response 

was very compartmentalized with the questions and comments occurring 

separately from the reading. Blurring these boundaries means instead of 

waiting for the book to be finished, the members of the group jump in and 

comment on the book as it is read. Students point out what they see in the 

pictures and repeat words in the book. Newkirk says he feels the familiarity of 

the book helped facilitate this shift in participation in a discussion. When 

children all know the book, they can chime in with their own observations and 

embellishments. This observation is further supported by research showing that 

students' comments increase with repeated readings (Morrow, 1988). 

According to Ralph Peterson and Maryann Eeds in Grand Conversations 

(1990), readers' responses should be more than just reporting the plot. Books 

to which children can respond in a deeper, more complex way must have layers 

of story action and meaning. Multilayered books contribute dramatically to the 

feelings readers experience and the thoughts they create. Stories that move at 

different levels help children perceive the complexity of story structure and their 

interpretive responses are richer. Peterson and Eeds examine seven major 

literary elements when looking at responses to literature: structure, character, 

place, point of view, time, mood, and symbol and metaphor. 

Structure encompasses story incidents that bring about movements at 

various levels thereby creating and resolving dramatic tensions. Structure 
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involves awareness of plot and tension. Plot, the narrative sequence, is the 

central element of the story. Tension is the suspense, anxiety, nervousness, 

strain, urgency, excitement, or fear that grips us as we read. A major tension in 

the story integrates a wide range of story action. Multilayered stories artfully 

maintain tension and keep the reader going through phases of uncertainty and 

questioning. Tension builds to a final resolution and leaves the reader with a 

satisfied feeling that loose ends are tied up. 

Characters can be brought to life in many ways-by metaphor or simile, 

by actions they take, by what they say and what others say to them, and by the 

reactions others have to them. 

Place is an intricate part of a story's whole that contributes to an illusion 

within the story and allows readers to gain an insight into life in their 

imaginations. In examining children's responses to books it may be helpful to 

notice how place contributes to the mood of the story, informs the reader about 

the period the story occurs, shows the reader the passage of time, or 

contributes to believability. 

Point of view shows how authors take up a position within the imaginary 

worids they create. Rrst person narrative gives the reader Intimate knowledge 

into the experiences of the person telling the story, but the reader cannot enter 

the thoughts and feelings of other characters in other times and places. Third 

person point of view gives the reader the all knowing, all seeing, all wise 

position. The reader is empowered to know the inner most thoughts and 

motivations of all the characters. Often as the story unfolds in third person, the 

reader sees what is happening to each character and has the added benefit of 

knowing their thoughts. 



Time is controlled by the storyteller. Time may pass chronologically, 

flashback to an earlier time, jump ahead to future time, or stand still. Peterson & 

Eeds (1990) suggest in order for readers to become aware of the author's use 

of time in the narration of a story, they may take notes of how the author orders 

the passage of time. 

Mood is a story element that pulls the reader into the text. Created 

through the use of words, rhythms, sounds, and images, mood intensifies our 

perceptions and aligns our emotions with what is happening in the story. The 

function of mood is to have the reader go beyond what is actually said in the 

text. 

Symbols and extended metaphors put the reader in touch with the 

meaning that cannot be stated directly. Abstract meanings are accessible 

through the use of symbols that affect our unconscious interpretations. For 

example in Sylvester and the Magic Pebble (Steig, 1969), Sylvester 

contemplates eternity as a rock. When we ask what a story is about, we are 

really thinking about story as extended metaphor. When we asked what 

Sylvester and the Magic Pebble is really about, students often move to a deeper 

level of response. Many students talk being isolated from your loved ones and 

the essence of material gain (Peterson & Eeds, 1990). 

Martinez and Roser (1990) examined children's responses to literature 

using a range of methodologies in different contexts. They point out that by 

careful attention to spontaneous as well as elicited responses, researchers 

have begun to gain understandings about children's responses to literature. 

Reader response research describes various influences on the responses of 

children, distinguishing between mature and immature responses and how 
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responses reveal children's efforts to construct meaning. 

Hickman (1981) states immediate responses may not totally reveal the 

inner thinking that occurs. Children's responses to literature develop as their 

experiences with literature broaden. Britton (1968) suggests giving 

opportunities 1o refine and develop responses children are already making" (p. 

4) rather than to instruct those responses. The Visual Literacy project has 

structured the initial responses and then allowed children to further those 

responses with additional experiences in studio time. Britton's research might 

indicate that restructuring response within the Visual Literacy project to allow 

the initial response to be undirected may facilitate children's construction of 

their own meanings with picture books. Giving children opportunities to freely 

explore the same medium a particular illustrator uses in the picture book 

introduced to the children may be a more appropriate initial experience. 

Short and Pierce (1990) discuss the necessity of open endedness in the 

responses children select as learners so that students can respond to literature 

based on their own experiences. When children are given choices as to what 

they read and how they respond to their reading, they pull from their own 

experiences. Drawing on their prior experience enables children to create 

transactional meanings from picture books. 

Karen Smith (1990) explains the advantages of small groups for 

discussions. She says the small group is intimate and allows for looking 

carefully at events that touch us as we read. The small group is a safe place to 

share ideas and rethink possible meanings the readers transactionally create 

from a book. Smith reflects on the teacher's role in facilitating a literature 

discussion where students have opportunities to respond to literature. She 



makes a distinction between questioning the members of a discussion group 

and sharing perspectives. She tries to teach children by demonstrating how to 

talk about literature. Smith would share "You know there is something about 

Trotter I liked." rather than question "Did you like Trotter?" Her work helps us 

understand the teacher's perspective or and role within a literature discussion. 

The nature of the reading event suggests certain vantage points from 

which to view responses to literature. Responses are the result of transactions 

between reader and text and this transaction occurs within a certain context. All 

three elements, reader, text and context, are essential to reader response 

theories and cannot be discussed independently of each other. It is within the 

naturally occurring contexts of I'rterature-based classrooms that researchers 

such as Hickman (1981) and Kiefer (1983) have explored the transactional 

responses of children to literature. 

Hickman (1981) first pioneered the study of children's responses in three 

multiage classrooms (K-1, 2-3, and 4-5). Her data consisted of field notes, taped 

interviews, and photographs gathered in these classrooms where literature was 

the center of the curriculum. She was able to uncover dimensions of response 

that were untouched by more conventional research. Hickman further noted the 

"I'rterary transaction, the one to one conversation between author and reader, is 

frequently surrounded by other voices" (p. 279). The social dimension of 

readers' responses indicates the need to attend to the other children's voices 

within the classroom as well. It is essential to listen to what they say and how 

they say it. 

Kiefer (1983) built upon Hickman's research by examining children's 

responses to picture books within the natural context of a first/second grade 
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classroom in which picture books played a central role. In this classroom the 

teacher played a significant role by choosing to read and reread picture books 

and Kiefer found that these rereadings deepened and broadened responses by 

the children. The opportunity to have repeated exposure to the same story 

changed their responses over time and resulted in more complex responses. 

She also observed that the language used by the teacher in talking about the 

stories was adopted by the children. The open-ended discussions the teacher 

employed seemed to elicit a greater variety of responses from the children. 

Kiefer's research so significantly affects my own that a section later in this 

chapter will explore her work in greater depth. 

This overarching transactional theory informs my understandings about 

visual literacy. However only engaging in literary content analysis fails to 

recognize that the reader carries on a dynamic, personal and unique activity 

with illustrations as well as written language in a picture book. 

Picture Books and Response 

Judith Lechner (1993) sees picture books as portable art galleries 

available to most children while museums filled with works of art may not be 

readily available. But a picture book, unlike a single work of art, tells a story 

through a series of pictures. She points out that a picture book is a unique 

medium that allows for the passage of time, the unfolding of events. She feels a 

young child's first response to picture books is that of total involvement with the 

unfolding of the story. The child completely identifies with the characters in 

narrative picture books. Further responses may take a more analytical 

approach focusing on problems faced by the illustrator as a storyteller. Children 

might see the dual challenge of creating a well composed, artistically interesting 



image on each page while attending to the storytelling function. 

By using picture books as unique works of art, children can become 

aware of elements of the sensory properties of art such as line, shape, color, 

texture and value or principles of art such as balance, rhythm and repetition. 

They can also explore where the illustrator positions the reader through 

perspective. In Jumanji (1981), Chris Van Allsburg draws the reader into a 

room through the use of lines which converge on one comer. From that corner, 

rhinoceroses which have come to life from the game board seem to charge not 

only at the children In the story but also at the reader. 

Van Allsburg is only one of many illustrators who use different 

perspectives to engage the reader in the story. Children's book illustrators 

create art to be viewed within the context of a story. Lechner (1993) feels we 

should ask children how the artistic expression furthers the story. How else 

might the artists have conveyed the same story? She states that illustrations 

are so closely related to the words in some stories that it is hard to imagine any 

other way of telling the story. Both the illustrations and the words are so closely 
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woven together that they seem inseparable. A close examination of the 

relationship between written language and illustrations can bring the wide 

range of strategies used by artists and authors to tell a story to children's 

attention and can increase their enjoyment and understandings of picture 

books. 

Recent publications discussing this relationship between pictures and 

written language within picture books have highlighted the complexity and 

sophistication of picture books (Anderson, 1995). In Barbara Kiefer's latest 

book, The Potential of Picturebooks: From Visual Literacv to Aesthetic 

Understanding (1995), she states that the picture book brings together "image 

and idea in a unique and vital art fonn" that can be explored on many levels by 

children (p. 6). Kiefer (1993) examines children's responses to picture books 

and uses four primary functions for categorizing children's veriaal responses: (1) 

Informative, providing information, a pointing or telling function; (2) Heuristic, 

problem solving function, including wondering about as well as offering 

solutions; (3) Imaginative, recalling, creating, or participating in an imaginary 

world; (4) Personal, connecting to individual experience, reporting emotions, 

stating opinions. Her subcategories within these broad categories are perhaps 

more insightful of the kinds of responses children have to both the visual and 

verbal aspects of picture books. Within informative responses, children report 

the contents of the illustration, provide information about art styles or 

techniques, describe pictured events, compare contents of the illustrations to 

something in the real worid, and compare one book to another. In the second 

category, heuristic function, children wonder about the events or content of the 

illustrations, make inferences about events, the setting, or a character's 
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personality, motives, or actions, make inferences about cause and effect or 

possible outcomes, make inferences about the preparation of the illustration 

(what the artist did), and make inferences about the illustrator's intentions. 

Under the third category, imaginative function, the children enter into the world 

of the book as a character or onlooker, create figurative language, and describe 

mental images. Within the fourth category, personal function, children's 

responses relate personally to events, setting, or characters, express feelings or 

describe personal effects of art elements, and express opinions or evaluate the 

illustrations. These well developed categories provide insights Into the 

examination of children's responses to picture books. My work builds from 

Kiefer's work in that I have included an analysis of visual responses as well as 

language responses. 

Included in Kiefer's book. The Potential of Picturebooks. is a web of an 

extensive focus study on "Exploring the Art of the Picturebook." The strands of 

this study are exploring media, making books, exploring picture book design, 

the art of the book, artists as meaning makers, studying illustrators, folktale 

comparisons, the art of the word, the Caldecott medal, the book arts of the 

Middle Ages, picture books for older students, beyond the classroom, and into 

the museum. The areas which I feel may inform my study are artists as 

meaning makers and picture books for older students. Kiefer offers invitations to 

explore these questions: How do artists communicate? How do elements of art 

make you feel? Can you list the different ways in which elements can vary? She 

asks students these questions in examining picture books for older students: 

How are social issues and human rights issues addressed in picture books? 

Compare these books to informational texts. Do the picture books heighten the 
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impact or make you feel differently? What makes a picture book more suitable 

for older children? When comparing an illustrated version of a classic tale to a 

nonillustrated version, does the picture book version contribute to your 

understanding in a different way? 

Barbara Kiefer's research led her to a number of conclusions about 

children's responses to picture books. These include that picture books provide 

children with opportunities for purposeful talk, increase their literacy, deepen 

their understandings of writrten text and illustrations, and open their awareness 

of art and aesthetics. 

John Warren Stewig (1995) wrote Looking at Picture Books to help 

teachers and librarians understand and respond to picture books as a visual 

and language experience and develop ways to more effectively bring 

theillustrations and language of a picture book to young readers. Stewig 

provides information on pictorial elements, composition, media, and influences 

of art movements to inform teachers so they can deepen the understandings of 

their students. Stewig encourages teachers to use the technique of "aesthetic 

scanning" in which teachers lead students through a series of questions to talk 

together about what they discover as they observe. They think together about 

sensory properties such as line, color and other visual elements. Together they 

explore formal properties or compositional principles, unity, proximity, how near 

or far various objects are from each other, similarity, continuation, how one 

object in the picture leads us to another, variety, dominance (established by 

placing one character closer to the viewer and thus larger than any other 

character), rhythm and movement, balance, and even page arrangement. By 

looking at the illustrations in picture books they scan for the properties which 
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express a feeling like tranquility or nobility and finally the technical properties 

which are the characteristics of the media and how artists use it. 

Stewig (1995) has readers consider Vincent Lanier's (1985) ideas on 

issues that affect how people perceive art and apply these to picture books. As 

we look to understand art we are affected by what others say about the artwork, 

the setting or context, how we have learned to see (for instance when children 

are asked to look at pictures to verify the text they will not view rt from an 

aesthetic stance as easily), how much we know about elements and principles 

of art, how much we know about the symbols that are used, how much we know 

about the history or culture of the artwork, what the artwork reminds us of or 

conscious associations with other aspects of our lives, and what relationship it 

has to our lives (Would I like to own a copy of this book?). All of the visual 

screens affect our viewing (Lanier, 1985). Becoming consciously aware of them 

may broaden our perception of the art in children's picture books. These may 

enhance the way children look at, think about, and respond to illustrations in 

picture books. 

Stewig (1995) addresses another factor in the meaning making within 

picture books-book design elements. He discusses how issues such as the 

shape of a book and page affect the overall meaning expressed within a book. 

The size of a book can influence the meaning a reader constructs. The size of 

typeface, serif (the short finishing stroke set across or projecting from the end of 

the letter stem) or san serif (the lack of serifs), the font style, the page layout or 

placement on the page all influence how a picture book is read. Stewig focuses 

mainly on the art or illustrations in picture books, not as all of these properties 

intertwine with the written text for a complex construction of meaning created 
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Visual Literacy 

David Consldine Is a researcher who views visual literacy as offering the 

potential for students to look more critically at the images that surround them in 

their everyday life. Consldine (1994) feels picture books play a crucial role in 

introducing children to a significant process preparing them to interpret the 

wider world of visual information that characterizes the information age. Picture 

books like The True Storv of The Three Little Pias (Sciezka & Smith, 1989) 

introduce children to critical viewing skills and the concept of multiple points of 

view. As they read the book, students are invited to rethink their opinions based 

upon new evidence. The book begins with A. Wolf, the hero-narrator, informing 

the reader, "Everybody knows the story as The Three Little Pigs. Or at least they 

think they do. But I'll let you in on a little secret. Nobody knows the real story, 

because nobody has ever heard MY side of the story." Examining different 

perspectives in picture books can easily be applied to the way different 

newspapers and television networks cover the same story. Today's worid 

requires an understanding of visual information. Some 65% of the information 

imparted between people is nonverbal (Considine, 1994). But if children see 

illustrations in picture books as decorations, they are less likely to devote time to 

thinking about their form and content. If they feel that pictures contain 

information that is not in the written text, they have reasons to process the 

pictures at a higher level. If the teacher asks the students to think about what 

technique the artist used, or why a vertical or horizontal format was chosen 
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related to the story content, once again children are provided with reasons to 

process both the written text and illustrations on a much deeper level. 

Considine ( 1994) states that quality picture books represent an 

outstanding union of storytelling through a creative fusion of pictures and print. 

He acknowledges this complex relationship between written text and illustration 

by affirming the purpose of the pictures corresponding to the text. The pictures 

provide more information or content about what happened in the story, and 

extend the reader's understandings of the mood or emotional connections to 

the story. 

Steve Moline ( 1995) also looks at visual literacy as necessary to our 

everyday lives. The contexts in which visual texts are encountered include 

finding our way, following directions, filling in government forms, applying for 

work, choosing consumer goods, planning a vacation and so on. The visual 

texts associated with these tasks include maps, street signs, and shop fronts, 

video terminal displays, weather maps, printed forms, advertising, retailers' 

catalogs, product labels, travel brochures, airline schedules, etc. All of these 

forms combine language and visual information to make meaning. 

Many of the encounters students have with the type of language and 

visual information presented in Moline's work are in nonflction or informational 

picture books. Most of these books contain diagrams, picture glossaries, 

cutaways, cross sections, flow diagrams, tree and web diagrams, graphs, time 

lines, maps, and tables. These have been left out of many research studies but 

are an equally important part of the visual information that should be examined 

within any study of students' responses to picture books. 
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Children's Responses to Art 

In addition to looking at responses to picture books, another area of 

research which informs my study is children's responses to art as examined in 

art education research. One of the most important outcomes of the qualitative 

research paradigm for the arts and art education is that it acknowledges the 

importance of context, the significance of relationships, and the relevance of 

personal signature in the assessment of outcomes (Eisner, 1993). There has 

been a recent movement in art education to use qualitative research methods to 

examine response to art. Most of that research has been for high school 

students within art education classrooms. 

Art educators have investigated various responses to art and the ability to 

recognize style. Parsons (1987) has investigated people's development of 

aesthetic understanding and proposed a five stage theory to explain that 

development. Such studies are relevant to art educators teaching in art history. 

One of the most significant moves in art education research has been the 

recent move from modern to postmodern theories of art. The modernist period 

is still the most popular approach to teaching art. In many schools, instruction is 

primarily studio activities based around the concepts of line, shape, value, and 

color. The student describes the shapes, lines, colors and other formal 

elements in a work of art and their responses center around how it makes them 

"feel." Postmodern artists are attempting to activate the observer to spend time 

reading meanings and messages in their sign and symbols rather than the 

aesthetic qualities in an art object (Wolcott, 1994). A postmodem approach 

must take into account the cultural, historical, and philosophical contexts of the 

work of art. By combining both modern and postmodern instruction, teachers 
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may encourage responses not possible with only one approach. 

Still most art instruction attempts to have students acquire a body of 

knowledge which must be learned first in order to fully understand a work of art. 

It does not acknowledge transactional meaning and often requires an art 

specialist to interpret and inform the viewer so that they may understand the 

"one" meaning of the artwork. Arthur Danto (1981) states; 

Works of art derive their identities and structures from historical and 

causal matrices and their meanings associations are bound to the 

cultural framework of the time. Works of art embody ideas that express 

an age and it is through attributes of style and expression that the viewer 

discovers the ideas. But participation (interpretation) is puzzling or even 

futile for a person with insufficient knowledge, (p. 17) 

Obviously a student "reading" the work of art with broader collateral 

experiences (Smith-Shank, 1995) may come to a work of art with more 

knowledge about its culture, historical, and philosophical contexts but 

participation with the art work is not absolutely reliant on the interpretation of an 

art specialist nor knowledge of a specific domain of facts. 

There may be a void in art education research on younger children's 

responses to art because it has not been viewed as significant. Perhaps these 

researchers do not recognize the potential in examining the responses of young 

students and their complex understandings of art and picture book illustration. 

The picture book as an artform has not been acknowledged by most art 

educators. 

Uterarv Content Analvsis of Picture Books 

Picture books may be their own distinctive type of literary genre. Some 

researchers have taken a literary analysis approach to examine how picture 
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books are constructed. In this case picture books are examined to study a 

particular structural organization for meaning potentials that are transformed in 

the transaction of the reader and the picture book. 

Lyn Lacy wrote Art and Design in Children's Picture Books (1986), one 

of the most comprehensive resources in exploring the use of design elements 

such as, line, color, light and dark, shape, and space, within illustrations. Lacy 

examines these elements as critical aspects that lead toward a better 

understanding of high quality picture books. 

Lacy also studies the role of picture book illustration in fostering visual 

literacy in children. She feels the more knowledgeable children become about 

illustrators' use of these elements in the illustration process, the more critical 

children will view the images around them. Children can learn not only to 

express their responses, likes and dislikes, but also to express why they have 

those responses in terms of the usage of these artistic elements. Children can 

also analyze the illustrators' use of those elements and their intended effects on 

their audience (Lacy, 1986). 

Lacy's definitions of the elements of line, color, light and dark, shape, and 

space are clear and comprehensive. Line as an element can include visible 

drawn lines (thick, thin, straight, cun/ed, horizontal, diagonal, continuous or 

broken) that can be used to imply depth, texture,weight and balance to a 

composition. Color transitions and contrasts can be used to imply modeling, 

texture, highlighting and depth (by warm for foreground and cool for 

background color transitions). Use of light and dark as artistic elements is 

closely related to the reader's preconceived attitudes and emotions associated 

with lightness and darkness. Shape in illustration is two dimensional and can 
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be organic as found in nature or geometric as found in the mathematical world 

of human made objects. Space is an element "into" a picture creating an 

illusion of depth, shallowness, or flatness depending on the needs of the 

meaning making within a picture book. 

All these elements are found not only in the illustrations of picture books 

but in the written text as well. Composition according to Lacy (1986) is the 

relationship of all these elements to each other and to the whole. It takes into 

account principles of overall design such as movement, rhythm, repetition and 

contrast. The responses of students to the complimentary use of such 

compositional principles within both written text and illustration has not been 

documented. It is this aesthetic complimentary relationship between written text 

and illustration that interests me. 

Another researcher who takes a content analysis point of view about 

picture books is Joseph Schwartz (1991) who wrote The Picture Book Comes of 

Age. He comments on the complexity of images within picture books: 

Picture books are never that simple. Their style, structure, 

proportions, configurations, colors, angles of lighting, perspective, 

and many other components hold illusions, associations, and over 

tones, may eventually turn into metaphors and symbols expressing 

points of view. (p. 2) 

Schwartz insightfully writes that when pictures and words come together 

to produce a common work, as in a picture book, it actually is two languages 

that join forces. Thewritten languge progresses in a linear fashion, with every 

word, every line, every page coming before and after every other one. The 

illustration on the other hand is a space with all its parts and details appearing 
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simultaneously. In illustrtaions we perceive contents and meanings with no 

prescribed direction. But in a picture book the two means of expression and 

communication, written language and illustration, work together most intimately 

to the point where one alone is unable to carry out the full intention of the work. 

Schwartz examines picture books, with their unique relationship between 

written language and illustration, as an opportunity to explore 'humanistic 

responsibilities' such as stress, love and anxiety in the supportive family, 

grandparents and grandchildren, longing for love, the emergence of identity, 

sense of place, vicissitudes of urban life, social action for the disadvantaged, 

and the threat of war and quest for peace. He specifically analyzes the pictorial 

images and techniques of the illustrator to enhance the story lines that support 

these humanistic responsibilities or issues. Schwartz creates themes that 

explore the potentials for rich opportunities for student response, but does not 

explore the responses themselves. 

An example of examining the illustrations of a book within the category of 

humanistic responsibility is Schwartz's discussion of the picture book Kirsty 

Knows Best (Brown, 1987). In the book, the theme of emergence of identity is 

explored as the main character, Kirsty, must cope with being different, 

considered an outsider and rejected by her peers. In Kirsty's life, the pain of not 

being satisfied with who she is reaches deep. She uses fantasy as an escape 

from this reality and as a way of working through her real feelings. The real life 

scenes shown in MacFee's language, whether description or dialogue, are 

clear and exact. There is a recurring refrain of "But Kirsty" whenever the story 

shifts to an imaginary sequence. The daydream scenes are in "rhymed poetry 

adorned by illuminated initials { p. 94)." Anthony Browne uses the surrealistic 
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images as a way to pictorially depict the shifts from reality to fantasy. When in 

fantasy Princess Kirsty wakes up in her Renaissance bedroom smiling and 

planning for a royal day, Browne uses inconsistencies in the splendid room 

indicating that Kirsty's escape from the present is not fully achieved. A modem 

clock stands on the night table. A poster of the classical miniature painting "An 

Unknown Youth (1958)" is hung at a haphazard angle, one of the ornate 

bedposts has a smiley face, the dragon snout in the upper right hand corner 

turns into mother's face in later illustrations and Kirsty is pretty with no eye 

glasses. When Browne illustrates a later transition back to reality, the alarm 

clock is gone, an Elvis Presley poster decorates the wall, and eye glasses rest 

on the night table. Within the context of the theme of emerging identity, Kirsty is 

a girl in crisis. The surrealistic images Browne creates help to emphasize 

Kristy's inability to cope with her own reality as she sees it. This theme is one 

that is very real to many of our students growing up and going through their own 

identity crises. 

Perry Nodelman, another researcher, has devoted a chapter in his book. 

The Pleasures of Children's Literature (1992), to picture books. Nodelman was 

one of the first researchers looking at picture books to recognize that visual 

literacy is defined differently across cultures. A visual depiction understandable 

to one human being can be meaningless to another. When looking at 

children's response, it is essential to remember that because pictures are 

permeated by the ideological assumptions of their culture, children will not 

understand pictures until they develop some understanding of the culture. 

In this same chapter, Nodelman uses some of the same criteria as 

previously mentioned researchers. For instance, color, black and white, shape 
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and line, media.and style are frames for his discussions of picture book 

illustration. One place Nodelman deviates from previous research is his 

inclusion of subcategories within the studies of illustration styles. Illustrators 

often convey the special atmosphere of tales from countries around the world by 

working in styles that reflect their places of origin. For example, Gerald 

McDermott borrows the style of the wall paintings found in the kivas, or sacred 

places, of the Pueblos for his retelling of the Pueblo story in Arrow to 

Jhe_§ijn {1974). 

Nodelman also notes the use of borrowed styles, where the illustrator 

has closely emulated the style and technique of specific artists. One example is 

John Steptoe's use of bright colors and heavy black lines of the French painter 

George Rouaul in his painting The Old King (1916). 



In addition, Nodelnnan explores the use of visual synnbols or the use of 

physical objects to represent abstract ideas. This is parallel to the use of 

symbolism and metaphor in the written text of the story discussed earlier in this 

chapter. Nodelman offers suggestions of "exploration" throughout the book. In 

exploring symbolism, he suggests looking at the versions of "Snow White" by 

Trina Schart Hyman (1974) and Nancy Ekholn Burkert (1972). The illustrations 

in these picture books depict many traditional symbols such as black cats, 

apples, spiders, bats, dragons, etc. that add meaning of the story. 

Some illustrations use cultural codes such as identifying dark with evil 

and light with goodness. Many illustrations show evil characters in the shadows 

and good ones in the sunlight. Cultural assumptions also help us to derive 

information from gestures and postures of characters. We understand that 

upturned heads mean happiness or slumped heads despair. But a word of 

caution should be expressed in that these gestures may be culturally based. For 

instance in native American culture a downturned head may not mean despair 

but respect. 

While meaning within illustrations and written text in picture book is 

transactional, much of the meaning is derived through the experiences of the 

reader. Some of the significant meaning comes from the ways in which objects 

within the pictures relate to each other. For example, square shapes seem rigid 

and round ones flexible. In Beatrix Potter's Tale of Peter Rabbit (1901), the 

small rounded shape of Peter escapes as he moves through a severe 

rectangular picket fence on his way into Mr. McGregor's garden. 
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Size relationships play an important part in the way we tend to read 

images. Larger figures tend to have more weight than smaller ones. If a figure 

is put in the foreground and another figure in the background, the one closer 

and therefore larger is given greater importance in the story. 

Along with size the 

location of an object on the 

picture plane can give it more 

or less emphasis. A figure at 

the center of the page such as 

Virginia Burton's TheLittle 

House (1942) tends to have 

greater importance than 

anything on the sides. 

Because we expect a heavier 

object to sink, the bottom of the picture usually suggests more weight than the 

top. We become uncomfortable when heavier objects appear on the top half of 

the page. Robert McClosky's Make Way for Ducklings (1941) uses this when the 
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large reckless boy on 

the upper half of the 

page almost runs down 

Mr. and Mrs. Mallard. 

The placement of the 

heavy boy reinforces the 

imminent danger at this 

point in the storyline. 

Some picture books use perspective to imply an imaginary third 

dimension existing on the other side of the surface of the paper. The figures 

that illustrators depict have a relationship with this imaginary space. These 

relationships also contribute to the meaning of a picture. Perspective, point of 

view, focus, and overlap all are used to emphasize the relationships between 

objects in pictures. 

To imply deep 

perspective, diagonal 

lines are often used to 

create a sense of depth. 

The diagonal lines act 

as arrows focusing our 

attention on the object 

these lines lead toward. 

McClosky does this by creating a strong diagonal line as Michael's body is 

stretched across the double page spread leading us to further back in the visual 

space of the picture. This diagonal line leads us to Mrs. Mallard and her tiny 
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ducklings. 

Point of view is used within illustrations as well as in the text as 

discussed earlier in relation to the narrator of the story. Just as in the story the 

viewer of a picture understands events differently when 

viewing them from a different point of view. In the The 

Mouse Bride (1995) David Christiana depicted the 

strength of the cloud by illustrating from below, closer to 

the mouse's perspective, to make the cloud seem large 

and ominous. The use of point of view within the 

illustration helps reinforce its use in the narration. 

Focus also affects the way we respond to an 

illustration. Long shots, where we 

view objects from a distance, which 

show them surrounded by their 

environment, emphasize the objects 

relationship to the other things in view. 

The illustrations in The Little House 

(1942) show the little house in 

relationship to its surroundings as the 

story progresses. 

Close-up's of characters' faces 

tend to make us focus on private feelings. In TheWhales' Song (1990), Gary 

BIythe's painting of Lilly's face as she looks up at her grandmother, helps the 

viewer to understand the intimacy of the moment between grandparent and 

grandchild. 



In perspective drawings, the spaces that objects in the picture occupy 

overlap with each other. This overlapping implies depth within an illustration. 

Leo and Diane Dillon in Whv Mosquitoes Buzz in Peoples Ears (1975) use this 

technique not only to imply depth but to lead the viewer through the sequence 

of characters as they are introduced in the story. Then antelope is sent to fetch 

iguana and the Dillons chose to place the image of antelope closest to the 

viewer. Antelope then overlaps iguana who overlaps the other characters in the 

story in sequential order of their appearance. 

A story, as has been discussed earlier, takes place across time. In a 

picture book, illustrations need to imply the passage of time necessary to depict 

action and tell stories. Several visual conventions suggest movement and time: 

illustrations with incomplete actions thus forcing viewers to imagine its 

completion, linear continuance where we imagine the lines extending beyond 

their depicted length, or action lines where many lines radiating from a central 

point implies explosion. People tend to look at pictures from left to right. As a 
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result we tend to 

assume time passes 

from left to right. 

Continuous narrative 

shows the same 

character in a number 

of different poses within 

the same picture. 

Satomi Ichikawa 

(1989) depicts Tanya's movement in Dance. Tanva. We understand that the 

three ballet positions Tanya strikes sequentially move across the page from left 

to right. 

Reviews of the Illustrations in Picture Books and Interviews with Illustrators 

Some professional books and journal articles have been written by 

people who have either reviewed the picture books and their illustrations or 

inten/iewed the illustrators. This section covers these references. These books 

and articles have given me a more informed perspective in selecting quality 

picture books to Introduce to the students within this proposed study. Quality 

picture books allow for a more varied response from their readers. 

It is critical to maintain a balance of cultural representation within the 

selections of books Introduced to students. Sylvia and Kenneth Marantz have 

written several books about illustrations in picture books which reflect many 

cultures. They researched the authenticity of the cultural depictions within these 

books. Their book, Multicultural Picture Books Art for Understanding Others 

(1994), has anecdotal notations about the illustrations in picture books from 
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areas with original tales or folk tales evoking the past: Asia and the Pacific, 

Middle East and North Africa, Central and Southern Africa and African 

American, Caribbean and Latin America, Aboriginal or Native Cultures of North 

America, European and the European Immigrant Experience. Because the 

picture book embodies the stories which are the spiritual underpinning of any 

group of people, it has great potential for bridging the differences among us. 

What we can learn about other cultures depends on the insights and 

craftsmanship of the picture books. 

Sylvia and Kenneth Marantz suggest asking these questions as we 

choose picture books: Does the book tell an appealing story that is culturally 

specific? Are the illustrations competent? Are the representations of the 

objects, humans, and animals convincingly portrayed? Are the authentic 

characteristics of the cultural group reflected in some way in the art work? Do 

the text and illustrations compliment each other, forming a cohesive unit to 

interpret the story? Picture books help us understand the issues and concerns 

common to all humans and may be rendered in different ways around the worid. 

I selected picture books which used a wide variety of visual experiences from 

many cultures in this study. 

The interest in and response to picture books is deepened when 

students increase their knowledge about the authors and illustrators 

themselves. The books and articles which give additional information about the 

creators of picture books are vital to supporting students' inquiries about picture 

books. These references provided me with background information about the 

illustrators and their woric which was valuable in structuring the invitational 

experiences in this study. 
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Patricia Clanciolo (1990) also gives short anecdotal reviews of many 

picture books. She gives information about the illustrations such as style and 

technique or medium, along with a very brief synopsis of the story. She begins 

Picture Books for Children (1990) with valuable criteria for choosing and 

evaluating picture books. Cummins' (1992) reference book representing 80 

illustrators' is a valuable resource. The book includes a biography of each 

illustrator and the illustrators revealing commentary on their own work. 

Children's Book Illustration and Design (Cummins, 1992) can be used as a 

reference for the students as they want to learn more about a particular 

illustrator's life and work. Two other books which can be used as references by 

the students are Talking With Artists. Volume One (Cummings, 1992) and 

Talking With Artists. Volume Two (Cummings, 1995). Cummings' inclusion of a 

photograph of the illustrator as an adult and as a child is very appealing to 

young readers. But even more magnetic for children is the addition of a piece of 

artwork done by the illustrator as a child. Young readers not only get a sense of 

the growth in the artist's wori< but a strong identification with the illustrator as a 

child artist. 

Another valuable source for foundational information about illustrations 

in picture books has come from journal articles such as the one from Horn Book 

( Vol. 1,1995, p. 56) in which Pat Cummings talks about how the book Talking 

With Artists came into being. Cummings discovered a common bond between 

the illustrators she interviewed in that they all felt they were artists eariy in their 

lives. In her book, she asked each illustrator at what moment they knew that 

they wanted to be an artist. The answers spoke directly to the child reader in 

powerful ways. Victoria Chess said "all children draw but illustrators are the 
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ones who keep doing after fifth grade" (p. 10). This leads me to wonder whether 

Intermediate students are at a pivotal point in their responses to picture books. 

Do they begin to respond less using the visual sign system and more using 

other sign systems such as language? 

The Horn Book Magazine publishes the Caldecott Medal acceptance 

speeches each summer. This is another wonderful source for understanding 

the illustrations in picture books through the artists' own words. These 

acceptance speeches are accompanied by an article about the illustrator written 

by a colleague or friend. 

The combination of 

these two articles gives 

me a great deal of 

biographical information 

about the illustrator and 

his work. Such detailed 

information as the fact 

that Chris Van Allsburg 

was originally a sculptor, helps students see that three dimensional influence 

on his drawing technique in books such as Jumanil 

Other journals have regular sections which feature illustrators on a 

regular basis. The New Advocate has a section called "Creative Process." The 

Horn Book had for a time one called The Artist at Work." Book Links had 

"Visual Links". All of these various journal informed me so that I could provide 

important and interesting information to the students as they explored 

illustrations in picture books. 
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Children's Book lllustrators(1992^ in which they interviewed thirty illustrators. 

Anita Silvey's (1995) book has a section entitled "Voices of the Creators" in 

which the authors and illustrators have commented on their work's meaning to 

themselves and to their readers. The illustrators' own perspective about their 

illustration process adds dimension to our understandings of picture books. 

Illustrators Reflecting on Their Own Process 

Some illustrators have written autobiographical books or collaborated 

with biographers to write books about them as illustrators. Marcia Brown in 

Lotus Seeds Children. Pictures, and Books (1949) gives criteria for "what is a 

distinguished picture book." She reflects on her goals as an illustrator and then 

discusses each of her own books in depth. Even though she uses many 

different mediums and techniques to illustrate her books, she says "freshness 

lies not in the novelty of the technique but in the intensity of the expression. 

People speak of some artists who use different techniques as if they had fifty up 

their sleeve ready to appear, full blown when needed. But the life of an artist is 

one of constant preparation" (p.70). In reflecting on Marcia Brown's words, I am 

reminded that art is a life long process evolving into many ways of expression. 

In looking at children's responses to the art in picture books. It is important to 

remember those who created the illustrations are constantly growing and 

changing as artists. As students respond in artistic ways to picture books, they 

will grow and change in their responses. 

Molly Bang (1991), an author and illustrator, reflects on her illustration 

process in Picture This. Perception and Composition. She stepped back from 

her role as illustrator to analyze the role design elements play in meaning 

making within a picture book. One of her techniques is the use of simple 
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abstract shapes in the retelling of "Little Red Riding Hood." She examines how 

sharp angular shapes create a different meaning from rounded cun/ilinear 

shapes or how simple changes of color dramatically alter the reader's 

perception of image. Students can use these design elements in a similar 

invitational experience. I feel it helps children better understand the use of 

these elements in many other illustrations within picture books. 

Selma Lanes wrote The Art of Maurice Sendak (1980), an extensive 

source of information on Sendak's life and personal perspectives on his books. 

Students are delighted to hear that one of the best loved books of all time, 

Where the Wild Things Are (1963), was originally planned as a book with 

horses as the characters. But because Sendak couldn't draw horses well, he 

changed to the characters to monsters or "wild things." A photograph of the 

eariiest book dummy is included in Lane's book to verify "Where the Wild 

Horses Are" was actually the Initial title. 

Sendak also helps us to understand the delicate relationship between 

pictures and words. He expresses It as a "juxtaposition of picture and word, a 

counterpoint. Words are left out and the picture says it. Pictures are left out and 

the word says It" (p. 110). 

A book about Ezra Jack Keats, written by Brian Alderson (1994), has 

great value in allowing us to see the continuous struggle an author-Illustrator 

may go through. In searching for understanding of how the text and pictures 

come together to create transaction meaning, this book tells In Keat's own 

words what the process is like for him; 
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It's expressed visually through my mind. I see it being acted out. I 

see it and I hear the words too. But I think the picture... it's a 

matter of counterpoint, one compliments the other... words 

suggest pictures, and pictures suggest words, (p. 114) 

Firetalkina (1994) is a children's book in which Patricia Polacco tells 

children about her life and work. This is part of a series of books by authors and 

illustrators. It can be a direct source for children to find out more about the 

creators of the picture books they love. Students' responses to picture books 

have greater depth after they read about the authors and illustrators. 

Each of these resources on response to literature, transactional theory, 

semiotics, responses to art, and the resources which overview picture books 

and picture book illustrations and illustrators are essential to understand the 

various perspectives which support this study. Each contains important 

background information from which this study grew. 

Conclusions 

This chapter discussed my background and the reasons which brought 

me to this study. The second part of the chapter was the literature review. The 

areas of professional literature that provide the theoretical frames based for this 

research are semiotic theory, transactional reader response theory, children's 

responses to picture books, research in visual literacy, children's responses to 

art, literary content analysis of picture books, and illustrators' reflections on their 

own process. 

In Chapter 1, I gave my background and the literature review which 

supported my study. Chapter 2 is the methodology I followed to conduct this 
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study. The next four chapters are overviews of my analysis in exannining my 

research questions. In Chapter 3, The Classroom Environment, I explore the 

research question How is a learning environment constructed to support 

children's responses to picture books? In Chapter 4, Constructing Meaning 

Through Responses within Literature Discussions, I explore the research 

question How do children respond to picture books? In Chapter 5, Art as a Sign 

System, I explore the research question What are children's responses to the 

illustrations in picture books? In Chapter 6, Portraits of Three Students, I 

examine the question How do children create their own interpretations of the 

illustrations and written language in picture books? In Chapter 7, I discuss the 

implications of my study. 
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CHAPTER 2 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

This study explores the range of responses made by intermediate 

students to picture books. It recognizes that the combination of written 

language and illustration in picture books can provide an introduction to 

literature and literacy. In the study, students were encouraged to read a variety 

of picture books. This qualitative study of literature discussion and student 

artwork documented students' responses to the written language and 

illustrations of picture books. Within this study the picture book was defined as 

a unique art form that was central to the lives of students as they developed 

visual literacy. 

Merriam (1988) states that qualitative research focuses on "discovery, 

insight, and understanding from the perspectives of those being studied" (p. 3). 

Through the examination of responses to picture books, I saw the students' 

discoveries, insights and understandings of the visual and language sign 

systems used in picture books. What is most important about a qualitative study 

is to understand the meaning of an experience (Merriam, 1988). Qualitative 

research strives to understand the whole of the experience knowing that there 

are multiple realities. The experience is not objective but interpreted through 

personal interaction and perception. Therefore the experiences in the study 

were seen from the students' perspectives through their own words as recorded 

in literature discussions, journal entries, artwork and interview transcripts but 

they were analyzed through my lens as the researcher. I strove to keep their 

voices and images authentic and central to the research. 
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Within qualitative research, a case study approach provided the best 

opportunity to conduct this study. I selected five students to follow and studied 

their responses in depth. During the fall semester I was a participant obsen/er 

in the classroom where the study took place. One morning a week, I visited the 

classroom in order to begin to orient myself to the students and their setting. I 

needed to interact with students to discover which students could best articulate 

their understandings of their experiences. 

This case study was a bounded system. It was in Adelman, Jenkins, and 

Kemmis's (1983, p. 3, as cited In Merriam, 1988) words "an instance drawn from 

a class." A case study is a specific phenomenon such as a program, an 

institution, a social group or a person ((Merriam, 1988). The cases were 

individual children, bounded within a single classroom. Five intermediate 

students had been initially identified as possible cases from my experiences in 

the classroom first semester. All five, two girls and three boys, were willing to 

talk about their art making experience freely, whether positively or negatively. 

Three were fifth graders and two were fourth graders. One giri and one boy 

were Hispanic. Three were Anglo students. Shane was tentatively chosen for 

his strong interest in art and his self perception as an artist. He expressed 

himself most comfortably in visual image. Lucas was chosen for his aversion to 

art. He only participated in art making when directly asked to do so. He relied 

heavily on language for his communication and meaning making. Ralph was 

chosen because he seemed to find a special identity through his art making. 

Mariie was new to the class but seemed articulate and transferred from a school 

with a strong art emphasis. Liz was articulate in literature discussions and 

willing to freely express her opinions. 
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Two of these initially selected students did not continue as participants in 

the study. Lucas chose to drop out of the study. I initially felt it was his lack of 

interest in art. He wanted to spend time playing outside and part of the time for 

studio conflicted with their lunch recess. When Sandy Kaser, the classroom 

teacher, interviewed Lucas in the spring, he said he dropped out of the study 

not because of the experiences in art but because of too many literature 

discussions. Both Sandy and I were collecting data from separate literature 

discussions therefore Lucas was involved with more of these experiences than 

the average classroom. Marlie moved and no longer attended Robins 

Elementary. 

I felt I needed to add students to the group from which I was collecting 

data. I selected students who volunteered to be in the study and showed a 

strong desire to participate. I again wanted students who would be able to 

clearly articulate their responses to picture books and reflected a range of 

responses to art and picture books. I selected three girls Jessica, Shanna, and 

Claire. From this selection of six students, three: Shane, Claire and Ralph, 

were ultimately be chosen for the case studies. Shane was chosen because of 

his strong interest in art and his sense of self as an artist. Claire was chosen 

because she had many experiences with literature. She considered herself to 

be a good reader and enjoyed reading both picture books and many other 

types of literature. Ralph was chosen because expressing himself through art 

seemed to be a way for him to feel successful. Ralph struggled in other 

academic areas of school. I studied their responses to picture books in depth 

and conducted a microethnography (Bogdan & Biklen, 1992). 

Microethnography refers to a case 
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study on a very specific organizational activity. In this study the organizational 

activity was response to picture books. 

Gaining Access to the Research Site 

Sandy Kaser, the classroom teacher where my study occurred, and I are 

both doctoral students in the Department of Language, Reading, and Culture at 

the University of Arizona. We have attended many of the same courses at the 

university. Originally Sandy had discussed with me her intent to extend her 

room to include additional space for a studio for her students. She wanted her 

curriculum to include multiple sign systems so her students would have 

increased opportunities to use multiple ways of expressing themselves in their 

own meaning making. She asked me about contact with David Christiana, an 

author and illustrator of children's books, who teaches graphic design at the 

university. At that time we discussed the possibility of my extending their 

experiences with David by also spending time with her students. Unfortunately, 

David took a sabbatical the semester when Sandy needed to schedule these 

experiences. It was at that time that I began to consider the possibilities of 

doing an exploratory study first semester to see if I might be able to do my 

dissertation study in the same setting. Sandy and I have been meeting on a 

regular basis since that time. We saw ways our two studies could support each 

other. Because Sandy wanted her students to use multiple sign systems and 

my study looked at responses to picture books which integrate two of those 

systems, visual and linguistic, it seemed that our studies complemented each 

other. 

I then contacted the school principal and she agreed to let me study 

within her site. The principal was also working toward her Ph.D. and was very 
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supportive of and understood ethnograpiiic methods of research. We had the 

district students' parental consent forms returned and filed. 

Research Setting and Participants 

Ethnographic methods of research were chosen to conduct the study of 

the responses of students in a fourth and fifth multiage intermediate classroom 

located in a middle class neighborhood. The school had a student population 

of approximately 275 students who were predominantly Anglo with a small 

percent of African American, Mexican American, Asian American, and American 

Indian population. The school was located in a desert setting in Tucson 

Arizona. Although the school site was in a more rural location, the school was 

part of a large metropolitan school district with a wide range of ethnic and 

cultural diversity. The socioeconomic status of the school children and their 

families ranged from students who lived in low income housing and middle 

income neighborhood homes to ranchers who owned acres of land. The 

school was not filled to capacity and this meant slightly lower class size and 

space available within the building which could be identified for special 

projects. It was considered a "good" school by the community. Many parent 

volunteers helped support instruction. 

The school was relatively new, only built five years ago. The entire faculty 

was interviewed and hired by the current administrator. Therefore most of the 

teachers had a similar teaching philosophy parallel to their principal. The 

teacher in whose classroom the study occurred had been at this site since the 

school opened. 

The new building reflected a more collaborative approach in teaching 

philosophy. As you entered the school building a large wall of windows invited 
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students, parents, and visitors into an entry hall. An the open office complex 

was to the right, where a secretary greeted you with a warm smile. To the left 

was a glass walled modern library with attractive displays of books for students 

to browse. Across from the library was a large central open space where 

various school project were often displayed. The intermediate classroom for my 

study was down the hall to the right. Bright blue and orange tile lined the halls 

as you approached the room. Most of the teachers in this elementary school 

had attractive displays of children's work decorating the halls. 

The intermediate classroom was actually two classrooms separated by 

an office space for the teacher. The main classroom was attractive and inviting. 

It was obvious there was an strong emphasis on reading. The classroom had 

posters of a shelf of books near the ceiling circling the room. The class motto "A 

Good Book is a Good Friend" was boldly written there. The classroom teacher, 

Sandy Kaser, and her students selected the theme of sunflowers. Posters, 

photographs and garlands of sunflowers added to the warmth and friendliness 

visitors felt as they entered the room. An old fashioned lamppost was in one 

corner which was lit for read-aloud times. The drama of the lighting added to 

the ambiance one sensed about reading as a treasured event in this classroom. 

To the side of the lamppost was a floor-to-ceiling bookcase across one wall 

where many books were shelved and displayed. The selection of books ranged 

from novels and chapter books to picture books. Some were single copies and 

others multiple copies of the same title. Tubs with special text sets were always 

available to students. A rug was on the floor where students gathered to read 

and talk about books. Desks were arranged in grouping of six to create 

learning pods for collaboration and discussion. This classroom was where most 
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of the whole group instruction takes place. 

Students had complete access to the center office space and often 

congregated to talk or complete some of the classroom responsibilities such as 

lunch attendance. Sandy had cleared a space for me to put things such as 

special books, photography film, or tapes and recorder that I brought in. This 

added to the welcoming I felt as an outside researcher in her classroom. 

The second room provided space for small group instruction and 

individual inquiry work. This second classroom was set as a studio where 

Sandy had placed many different types of art tools on shelves easily accessible 

to her students. Paint, pastels, printmaking tools and other media were 

available to students as they responded through visual mediums to picture 

books. Large panels covered with black fabric were arranged around the room 

to designate art and music areas. These black panels showcased student 

artwork. The care in displaying students' work was an indicator to the students 

and to visitors about how much Sandy valued her students and their work. 

Sandy wrote a special grant which allowed her to set up her classroom fully 

equipped with extra materials. 

Sandy Kaser was a master teacher who had been recognized within the 

district and nationally for her outstanding teaching. She was also a fellow 

doctoral student and was currently working toward her Ph.D. 1 felt this gave 

Sandy special insight into the research process. I sought Sandy out as a 

collaborator in whose classroom 1 wanted to collect data because of her 

professionalism and expertise. Sandy had many years experience introducing 

students to literature discussions and inquiry based instruction. 1 felt I will 

learned a great deal from Sandy as a fellow educator and researcher. As we 
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collected data, we met regularly to share that data and our ideas about it. We 

met regularly on my days at her school and occasionally on the weekends over 

coffee for informal discussion. 

Sandy and I shared a wide range of picture books with her students. 

They were given opportunities to participate in literature discussions based on 

some selected picture books. Students were encouraged to read widely on 

their own or in small groups. This allowed me to explore my research question 

of how fourth and fifth grade students in a multiage classroom respond to 

picture books. 

Classroom Learning Environment and Curriculum 

Sandy's classroom was not only a pleasant physical environment but a 

pleasant and productive learning environment as well. Her students respected 

and I felt they genuinely liked her as a teacher and a person. She had given 

them opportunities to know her in both capacities. I felt open dialogue in her 

classroom was the key to this relationship between Sandy and her students. It 

was an inquiry based classroom where students had an opportunity to voice 

their opinions and shared democratically in the decisions of instruction and 

curriculum. The class's major inquiry focusduring the year of the focus dealt 

with "sense of identity." They were also exploring the use of multiple sign 

systems in their own meaning making. Several specialists helped support their 

curriculum: a drama specialist and a visual arts specialist. Sandy had also 

contacted David Christiana, an author and illustrator, to come as a consultant to 

the school. Sandy herself was musically talented and gave the students special 

instruction in this area. Sandy felt it was a good year to study personal identity 

because she had such a diverse group of students this year. 
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First semester she began her curriculum by building on the concept 'The 

Art of Reflection and Inquiring Minds." She had three focus questions: How do 

people think? What do people value? What makes people great? With these 

questions in mind, Sandy's class began explorations related to people and their 

personalities, for example visual arts rotations exploring Chagall. Sandy stated, 

"Although I initiated these Chagall studies, the duration and direction of the 

study was determined by the ideas and interests of the students as well as my 

own thinking. Woven throughout those Chagall studies were opportunities for 

children to respond and reflect in a variety of ways with the eventual goals of 

being able and willing to examine there own thought processes." 

In the fall semester these learning engagements provided a foundation 

for Sandy's curriculum; students made a lifelong time line of their achievements 

so they could reflect on themselves as lifelong learners. In order to actively 

involve parents, Sandy invited them to volunteer up to four hours during the 

week of their child's birthday. The parents were asked to share a personal or 

career interest, read a book, or play games with small groups of students. The 

writing in which students engaged during this week was in response to the visits 

and became entries in a portfolio sent home with the parents. Sandy 

introduced author studies by compiling tubs of books. As the children browsed 

and read the books, Sandy observed what types of books they were drawn to, 

who paid attention to certain illustrators, and which children were struggling 

readers. As part of the class's responsibility to help the librarian write book 

reviews, the students used the Sketch to Stretch (Short & Harste, 1996) and 

made additional comments about the books. 
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I introduced sketch logs to her class by sharing a variety of my own 

sketch logs and books in which journals kept by the authors were used for 

different purposes. Sandy purchased sketch logs for each of her students. I 

read Sing to the Stars (Barret, 1994) to the class and asked them to respond 

using Sketch to Stretch. As they sketched, music played softly in the 

background. I then used Save the Last Word for Me (Harste & Short, 1996) in 

which the artist would show their work and remain silent while the rest of us 

made comments. The artist was able to share his or her thoughts during the last 

few moments of discussion. The sketch logs were then used for a number of 

purposes throughout Sandy's curriculum as a way to think about literature. 

A major focus within Sandy's curriculum was a literature study on the 

chapter book Man in the Ceiling (Refer, 1993 ) and a drama study surrounding 

the same book. Paul Fisher, a drama specialist, who had been working at 

Robins Elementary for several years, helped with this drama study. Students 

were asked to take on roles of characters in the book and "ad lib" conversations 

they might have had to show their understanding of the characters. Another 

learning engagement related to this book was when students selected phrases 

or meaningful words from the book and organized themselves into tableaus. 

Tableau are snapshot poses that become demonstrations of students' 

understandings of the book. From these drama experiences in response to 

Man in the Celling an issue of status emerged. This significant event along with 

four other events provided the foundation for Sandy's curriculum for second 

semester. These curricular events were: (1) a collection of personal responses 

that composed "An Identity Folder;" (2) literature discussion groups focus on 

book by Betsy Byars; (3) dialogue and journal entries related to the books 
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Sandy read aloud to the class; and (4) two significant studio experiences, one 

in response to a picture book and one in response to the all of the literature 

used during the year. 

Identity folders were compiled by each student to support the focus 

study. The identity folder was a collection of reflective writing. These were 

invitation helping students explore their own identities such as: (1) exploration 

of name origins: (2) an identity web; (3) a short essay of" who am I"; and (4) 

artwork related to sense of identity. This summary of curricular events briefly 

describes Sandy's curriculum as I observed it during the school year while 

working with her students on my own study. 

Research Design and Time Line 

In this qualitative case study, I was a participant observer in Sandy's 

intermediate multiage classroom. I met with the students once a week in their 

class during the first semester and twice a week for extended hours each day 

during the second semester. Based on my exploratory observations in the fall I 

selected the students for each of my three cases studies and formulated a 

tentative design for my study. 

The data was organized around my questions. My first question. How is 

the learning environment constructed to support children's responses to picture 

books?, is discussed in Chapter 3 where issues of curriculum and classroom 

environment which emerged from the data were analyzed. My field notes and 

the transcriptions from literature discussion sand interviews were used as data 

sources to explore this question. Chapter 4 explores the question; How do 

children respond to picture books? The primary data sources,were the 

transcriptions from participants' responses to literature discussions and the 
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interviews surrounding their artwork created in response to the picture books. 

These transcripts were coded for categories which emerged as the data was 

examined. 

Initially I wanted to explore the question, What are children's 

interpretations of the pictures and written language in picture books?, but the 

data which emerged from the study did not support this question. Students 

were more interested in the illustrations than the relationship between the 

written text and illustrations. Therefore my third question addresses only their 

responses to and comments about the illustrators in picture books. The 

research question explored in Chapter 4 is. What are the children's responses 

to the illustrations in picture books? This question focused on the art of the 

picture book as a sign system. I examined the ways students respond to art as 

they create meaning for themselves. Chapter 5 focuses on the question. How 

do children create their own interpretations of the illustrations and written 

language in picture books? To explore this question I examined data from the 

transcripts of the literature discussions and the interviews, their art portfolios 

and sketch journals. The data was collected according to the following 

schedule: 

Fall semester Spring Semester 

Exploratory observation Intensive Data Collection 

Thursday 10.30-12:00 AM Wednesday 12:30 AM -2:30 PM 

-picture book read-aloud /literature 

discussions 

Thursday 10:30 AM - 2:00 PM 
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-free exploration or mini-lessons in 

studio 

-sketch journal entry or sketch to stretch 

-reflective Interviews around resulting 

artifacts 

Data collection on the five students began in January. I narrowed the 

data collection to three students in January and collected the data from those 

three students, Shane, Claire, and Ralph. I continued to collect data until the 

last week of April. Data analysis took place during the summer of 1998 and 

focused on three case study students. 

Data Collection 

The curricular model I used fall semester is shown below. I will discuss 

this curricular model and then Indicate the data collection sources which 

occurredwithin that model. The simplified model generates from reading a 

picture book aloud and having a literature discussion of that book, then a studio 

experience in some way related to the picture book and a reflective interview 

about the artwork produced from that studio experience. 

Picture Book Reading 

Literature Discussion Individual Reflection Interview 

Around Artwork 

Studio Invitation 

Figure 1. Exploratory Learning Cycle 
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For example, I read Jumanji (1981) to Sandy's class in October. This is Van 

Allsburg's picture book relating the story of two siblings, Judy and Peter, who 

play a board game in which their house is transformed into a jungle with hungry 

lion, monkeys, python and erupting volcano. The children know they must finish 

the game and in the final moment all is set right when one player reaches the 

end of the board game. The decision to read this picture book was based upon 

the similarity of one of the student's drawing style and technique with Chris Van 

Allsburg's style and technique. To support this student's interest in drawing, I 

pointed out this similarity and provided an opportunity to further study Van 

Allsburg's illustrations. The studio experience was an invitation to create an 

enlarged detailed drawing of one section of their choice from an illustration in 

Jumanii. I instructed students to pick a section of an illustration that was 

interesting to them. The following week, individual students discussed their 

drawings with me in an informal interview centered around the artifact. It was 

from this four part process that I was able to identify the students to be 

participants in the study. 

In rethinking the curricular model that I used fall semester, I realized there 

was no opportunity for students to freely respond in any way in which they 

chose. I revised the process creating a more complex spiral which continued 

rotation with each picture book and text set. I added an opportunity for students 

to freely explore any medium or technique, to explore a "Sketch to Stretch" 

(Harste & Short, 1986), or to make an entry in their sketch journal. The lesson 

was more tightly structured as a directed teaching lesson introduced to support 

students in their own inquiries. These lessons would only invite students to 

participate but not require participation. Sandy felt the entire class benefited 
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from these structured lessons so I invited anyone in the class to participate, not 

only the case study participants. The revised model was a spiral rather than 

circular structure and began as a narrow thread. As the students' experiences 

build upon each other, the thread widens to show the increased depth in their 

construction of meaning based on multiple experiences. 

Picture book introduction (single title) 

Literature Discussion 

Free exploration within studio 

Reflective interview 

or sketch to stretch 

expenence 

and reflective interview 

or sketch journal entries 

and reflective interview 

Lesson within studio 

Reflective interview 

Picture book introduction (multiple title 

text set) 

Literature Discussion 

Free expkiration within studio 

Reflective interview 

or sketch to stretch experience 

and reflective interview 

or sketch journal entries 

and reflective inten/iew 

Lesson within studio 

Reflection inten/iew 

Raure 2. Example ofCurriculum Cycle 
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Within this curriculunn, I collected a range of data. The major data sources were 

transcriptions of literature discussions, artifacts from the various studio 

experiences, and transcriptions of reflective interviews. 

Fieldnotes 

I kept fieldnotes in a teaching journal. My descriptive field notes reflected 

my observations and recorded my ideas, strategies, and reflections. Fieldnotes 

according to Bogden and Biklen (1992), are a written account of what 

researchers hear, see, experience and think as they are collecting and 

reflecting on the data in a qualitative study. These descriptive notes covered 

the points of discussion with Sandy, the classroom teacher, and my 

observations of students' interactions and responses. I took fieldnotes within 

the classroom. At the end of each day I was at the school, I returned to my car 

and wrote notes in my fieldnote journal. I returned to these initial notes often 

after I returned home and jotted additional notes in the margins. I always took 

this journal with me when Sandy and I met after school or over coffee and 

added additional entries at this time. 

Literature Discussion Transcripts 

As part of my data collection, I audiotaped all literature discussions of the 

selected picture books and text sets. These were later transcribed and used as 

a primary source of my data analysis. The students in Sandy's class were 

already participating in literature discussions and I felt this greatly benefited my 

data collection. 1 transcribed eight literature discussions of selected picture 

books-two every month from January through April. 
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Artifacts 

Artifacts such as sketch journal entries, Sketch to Stretch (Harste & Short, 

1996) experiences and artwork from free exploration or directed lessons within 

the studio were collected. Sketch to Stretch is a strategy of response which 

involves learners in creating symbols, pictures, and other nonlinguistic signs to 

signify ideas generated through reading. Some of these responses were made 

during the regular class time when I was not at the school. To ensure the 

consistent collection of artwork, some of the class time when I was there each 

week was given specifically for studio experiences. The studio experiences 

were free explorations or a strategy lesson depending on our progression in the 

spiral cycle model. I offered the students opportunities to freely explore various 

media or techniques related to the illustrations in the picture books to which 

students were responding. The numbers of choices increased as the cycles 

progressed. Each time a new invitation was added, students could return to that 

invitational experience at any time in future studios. Students had access to 

their sketch logs and could choose to make entries in them anytime during 

studio . 

Reflective Interview Transcripts 

Reflective interviews with the Individual students about their processes or 

responses to the picture books were documented through audiotapes. The 

students had their own artwork as reference points as they reflected upon their 

processes. The inten/iews were conducted on the second day of my classroom 

visits each week. They were reflections on the free exploration artwork, the 

sketch log entries, the Sketch to Stretch entries, or the strategy lesson artwork. 

These were transcribed and used as a primary data sources. These were 
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primarily a research tool but did become an important part of the curriculum as 

well. 

I considered these interviews two-tiered because the first group of 

interviews focused on experiences connected to a single picture book and the 

second group of interviews focused on a text set built upon a particular concept 

that had surfaced from the single picture book discussion. My concept of a two-

tiered interview was based on Seidman's three-tiered interview format where 

the information from the initial inten/iew aids in the construction of the second 

and third interview. The second interview allowed for clarification of questions 

from the first interview and the third interview built on the second. 

An example of how this process occurred was when an interest in the 

use of movement within the illustrations emerged after reading and discussing 

The Ballad of Belle Dorcus (Hook, 1990). Some of the initial interview 

questions were: Talk about any connections you made to this picture book. 

What are your connections/ understandings/ interpretations of the illustrations? 

Choose a page in the book that is particularly meaningful to you and talk about 

it." I recognized the potential in talking about the ways in which illustrators 

introduced movement to build interest and excitement in the story. In order to 

create a situation where students could explore that concept, I introduced a text 

set which had more examples of illustrators' use of movement. The first tier of 

interviews was structured around the artifacts which resulted from responses to 

The Ballad of Belle Dorcus (Hook, 1990). 

The second tier of interviews was based on the studio responses to the 

text set on movement. These questions asked students to reflect on the ways in 

which their own artwork connected to the picture books. I asked, "The artwork 
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from the previous studio is here. Talk about its significance to you. Did any of 

the picture books you have read before affect your drawing? If so in what 

ways?" The latter questions in the second tier of this interview process were 

more specific questions: "Take me on a tour of the studio as you created this 

artwork. What are you doing and how did you feel about the process? Choose 

a page from your sketch journal you would like to talk about. Tell us why you 

chose this page and what makes it significant for you?" As the cycles 

progressed, there was less of a need for structured questions and the students 

simply talked about the connections they made to the picture books and their 

own artwork. 

As data on individual students was accumulated, three types of files were 

made for each of the six initial students who agreed to be part of the study. A 

large portfolio was kept for each student's artifacts, artwork, photocopies of 

sketch log entries and Sketch to Stretch. Each portfolio was a different color so 

I began to classify all the data according to colors identifying each participant. 

Shane had a green portfolio, Claire a pink portfolio, Ralph a blue portfolio, Liz a 

red portfolio, Shanna a yellow portfolio, Jessica an orange portfolio. 

Photocopies were made so both the classroom teacher and myself could keep 

copies. Release forms to allow this data collection were signed and returned to 

the school. 

I kept a section in a three ring binder of the literature discussion and 

interview transcripts. These were copied and coded with the same identifying 

colored dots for each participant's part of the dialogue. The colors made it easy 

to recognize patterns across the dialogue. As I studied these transcripts and 

began to analyze them for emerging categories, I copied these transcripts and 
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cut the transcripts apart and placed them in another notebook according to 

possible categories. I had to recode these in color again but the different color 

codings made it clear which participant was talking and if any patterns emerged 

from that information. Photographs of the artwork and students engaged in the 

processes were taken and were enlarged through photocopying. I filed those in 

the portfolios. 

The following is a time line of the data sources and the respective dates 

of collection. The graph is divided into two sections; data sources I considered 

to be primary to the study and data sources secondary to the study. 

Primary Sources 

Audio taped Literature Discussions (Eeds and Peterson, 1990) with 

participants and researcher 

Artifacts from studio experiences; artwork from free exploration 

artwork from mini-lessons. Sketch to Stretch, and sketch jourrieils 

Reflective in depth interviews 

with participants about artifacts which were responses 

to picture books 

Photographs and slides of participants 

and their artifacts documenting the process 

Informal notes on student's reflections about their process 

Researcher's fieldnotes (Bogden and Biklen, 1992) within the classroom 

Dates /Schedule 

Twice monthly 

Twice monthly 

Twice monthly 

Ongoing 

Ongoing 

Ongoing 

Secondary Sources 

Comments by participants on other picture books read throughout the semester Ongoing 

Notes from collaborative dialogue with classroom teacher Ongoing 

FIGURE 3. Data Sources 
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Data Analysis 

These data sources were analyzed using a constant comparative 

analysis (Glaser & Straus, 1967) consisting of four stages of analysis; (1) 

Incidents were compared and tentative categories generated; (2) Properties of 

the categories were formulated; (3) Similar categories were reduced to a small 

number of highly conceptual categories and data was checked for their fit into 

these categories: and (4) Writing of the theory from the coded data was done. 

Using this constant comparative analysis method, major categories emerged as 

students' responses to picture books were examined. 

Most of the data, transcripts, fieldnotes, and portfolios were examined by 

me and discussed with Sandy as we moved fon^^ard in the research. Sandy, as 

the participants' classroom teacher, had an insider's perspective which gave 

me a broader and more insightful view. I made additional notes in the margins 

of this file from these discussions with Sandy. It was from this initial data 

analysis and discussion that further interview questions emerged for 

subsequent picture books. 

My initial question—How is a learning environment constructed to support 

children's responses to picture books?-addresses the issues of curriculum and 

classroom environment which emerged from the data. The data source I initially 

planned to use to explore this question was my fieldnotes. But as I began the 

analysis I realized I needed additional information, therefore, I also used the 

transcripts. To use this data source in analysis, I photocopied this entire journal 

and put the copy in a three ring notebook. I copied it so the left side of the page 

was blank and available for making notes. As I examined this copy, I jotted 

down on the left side any connections or insights I initially saw. I then went back 
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and used several color markers to code the categories I felt were emerging from 

the data. This color coding enhanced my ability to recognize patterns across 

this data. 

As data accumulated from the literature discussion tapes, the interviews, 

and my own field notes, I developed a filing system to assure that I explored 

each of my questions through the analysis of the data sources. As the students 

and I began we needed a way to keep track of our curriculum so we could refer 

back, make connections, and understand what was coming next in our 

curriculum. We created a large web of our curriculum cycles, adding to this web 

as the curriculum evolved. This became a valuable tool to structure and record 

our thinking. It documented the evolution of the curriculum. This was a data 

source, I used in analyzing the connections students made between picture 

books and studio responses. The students made individual choices so each of 

their personal cycles is unique. This large web helped document these 

individual choices as well as choices we made as a group. 

I looked at transcripts of the literature discussions and interviews for 

information regarding the curriculum or classroom environment. I realized I 

could document the evolution of the curriculum by recording the students' 

comments and interests that helped to formulate this student negotiated 

curriculum. As the literature discussion and inten/iew tapes were transcribed I 

coded these first by color for each of the participant's statements. 

I used transcripts from the participants responses to the four literature 

discussions of the single picture books and to the four discussions based on the 

text sets of picture books. Each literature discussion was followed by a studio 

experience where the students created an artifact within the studio. The 
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interviews surrounding those artifacts were audiotaped and transcribed. These 

interview transcripts were coded for the same categories and used in the 

analysis. 

I asked two colleagues who were experienced in discourse analysis of 

literature discussions to read a sample of the transcripts to help with the coding. 

This peer debriefing was extremely helpful. At their suggestion, I first looked at 

my interactions with the students and then the student's interactions with each 

other. I looked at the transcripts my peer debriefers had coded and compared 

them with the copies of the same transcripts I had coded. The overiapping 

categoriesin both of our codings became very important. 

Then I copied all the transcripts again and began to make notes and 

connections for question 2, How do children respond to picture books?, in the 

left hand column. As I searched for commonalities in these notes, broader 

categories began to emerge. I made a final coding in the left hand column of a 

new copy of the transcripts. The last category, Noticing Illustrations, was a 

prominent part of the students' responses. I built on this concept to answer 

question 3,What are the children's responses to illustrations in picture books? I 

used the same transcripts from the literature discussions and interviews and 

made notes in the right hand column. From these initial notes categories were 

formed. These were categories that looked more intently at the responses 

children had to the illustrations in the picture books. I looked at the responses 

in each of these categories to reflect on patterns which I could think about more 

deeply and analyze. 

The last question was How do children create their own interpretations of 

the illustrations and written language in picture books? To explore this question 
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I used the transcripts from the literature discussions and interviews, the students 

art portfolios, and sketch journals. I made a file for each of the case study 

students. As these files were analyzed and categories emerged, they were cut 

apart and placed in subsections. At this time it was necessary to photocopy 

some of the data because it fell into more than one category. 

I included scanned images of students' artifacts (both artwork. Sketch to 

Stretch, and sketch journal entries) in the final document. I also included color 

scans of the illustrations from the picture books they discussed. I had much 

difficulty in completing this scanning process and feel I learned a great deal 

from the experience. The construction of meaning within two sign 

systems,visual image and written text, is not only critical in children's picture 

books but also in this dissertation document. The struggles I encountered with 

including multiple picture book illustrations, children's full color artwork, and 

photo documentation of the study within my dissertation must be shared with 

other researchers. It is my hope that in sharing my experiences others will 

benefit and learn from my mistakes. 

One of the reasons this scanning process was so difficult was because I 

was working on an old Macintosh LC III computer with limited capabilities. 

Initially I purchased a scanner to enable me to include multiple images in the 

document. In the past I have color copied images and used a cut and paste 

technique then recolor copied for final documents. This is an expensive 

process because you must pay to have each image photocopied, sized and 

recopied. I also wanted to include the images as an integral part of the overall 

design of the document. I needed to be able to wrap the text around the Image 

so it supported the construction of meaning as the document was read. A text 
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wrap is done after importing the image with a single command under graphic 

tools options, command TEXT WRAP on a Macintosh LC III. 

The first problem arose as I purchased the scanner. I needed a CD ROM 

to install the software necessary to run the scanner. I had to purchase an 

external CD ROM in order to get started. After purchasing the CD ROM I had 

difficulty installing the software because my LC III did not have enough memory. 

I returned to the place I purchased the scanner and ROM with my hard drive. 

They were able to bypass the obstacles by adding memory chips and 

converting all available memory to this project. They were able to install the 

software and teach me to use my scanner. 

The next issue I encountered was the amount of memory it takes to scan 

a single full color illustration. I learned I needed to adjust the resolution of the 

image scanning. Resolution is the number of dots per square inch. The higher 

the resolution the more memory is required. At this point I asked for some 

assistance from the Instructional Technology Department of my school district. 

Allen Swanson, an instructor for classes on scanning, gave me a formula which 

I have included here; 

Scanning 

Color and half tone verses black and white 

Black and white or line art 

Anything that is just one color or photocopied should be scanned as 

black and white. 

Pencil drawings should be redone with a felt tip pen unless there is 

shading. 

Color picture or photograph? 



Choose color photo 

Printing color on white paper with black ink? Scan as a color 

photo or black and white photo 

Size 

If you want the input picture = output picture 

Scan at the resolution of your printer 

If the picture to be scanned will be printed at a different size 

Estimate the width of the picture when it is printed. 

Measure the width of the picture to be scanned 

Divide the estimated width of the output by the width of the picture 

to be scanned 

Multiply the result times the resolution of your printer. Scan at this 

resolution. 

Approximate file size= 

Full 24 bit color 

Image width x Image height x scanner resolution squared x 24 bits / 

pixel divided by 8 

Picture is 8 x 10 inches 

Output to be printed is to be printed on the color printer.300 dpi (dots per 

inch) 

8* 10*300*24/8 = 21,600,000 (Yipes printer has only 8 MB memory) 

Full sizes can be enormous and very difficult to work with. Any file 

exceeding the memory capacity of your computer or printer will cause major 

problems. This formula gives guidelines for the necessary resolution for a full 

color image based on the size of the image scanned. For example it takes less 



memory to scan a 3x3 inch illustration than an 8.5x11 inch illustration as in the 

original picture book. It was prudent to scale down the images before scanning 

them into the document. 

My old computer still didn't have enough mega bites available to scan 

multiple images. I then needed a zip drive to increase my memory capability. I 

used a separate zip disk for each chapter. The number of images within some 

of the chapters required a great deal of memory, much more than a single 

floppy disk could handle. 

At this point decisions about the scale of the image and its placement in 

the written text become critical. For example it may become problematic to scan 

a 3x5 inch image into a short three sentence paragraph. There will not be 

enough written text to accompany the picture. If you move on to a new subject 

in the written text it will surround an unrelated image when text is wrapped 

around the image. The reader may become confused as they attempt to 

construct meaning from the illustration and the written text. 

It is also problematic if the illustration needs to be large enough to see 

small details being discussed. This is critical if the image must be large for 

clarity but falls at the end of a page where half the image is at the bottom of one 

page and the other half at the top of the next page. 

As I was writing drafts of the chapters, I typed PLACE ILLUSTRATION 

HERE to hold the place where I would later scan in the image. As I completed 

more of the writing, I became confused as to which images were to be placed 

where in the document. I felt it was time to start scanning, but problems arose 

as I continued to revise the text. As you add written text, the text moves down 

but the image stays in the position you initially place it. I needed to continually 
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reposition the images the images with the appropriate text. I also had to make 

adjustments as this revision caused the illustrations to not fit within a single 

page as discussed before. 

These are all serious issues but I feel the nature of this study makes it 

essential to include many quality images. The readers of this research study 

must be given opportunities to construct meaning within both the visual and 

linguistic symbol systems. 

Conclusions 

The major focus of this study was centered around students' responses 

to picture books. This focus led me to ask the following research questions: 

How is the learning environment constructed to support children's responses to 

picture books? How do children respond to picture books? What are the 

children's responses to the illustrations in picture books? How do children 

create their own interpretations of the illustrations and written language in 

picture books? I explored these questions through the case studies of students 

by collecting and analyzing data from literature discussion, interviews 

surrounding their artwork in response to picture books, and the artwork within 

their portfolios. 

To achieve trustworthiness, there were several techniques which I used 

to ensure that the results were dependable: (1) explain the assumptions and 

theory behind the study, the basis for selecting the informants, and the context 

or setting in which the data was collected; (2) triangulate the data using multiple 

methods of data collection and analysis; (3) describe in detail how the data was 

collected, how categories were derived and how decisions were made 

throughout the inquiry (Lincoln & Guba,1985). Therefore a thick description. 
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striving to be liolistic, exploratory, and grounded in theory was developed from 

my analysis of students' responses to picture books. I strove to keep students' 

authentic voices by including student dialogue from the transcriptions of 

literature discussions and reflective interviews and by incorporating the artwork 

into their dissertation. 
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CHAPTER 3 

THE CLASSROOM LEARNING ENVIRONMENT 

'Cause I felt like drawing about the story that I kind of felt free like 
in my mind and this just came out from my mind and I liked it. I felt 
like I was inside it (the picture). It helps me do something else to 
get my mind free of all the work and everything I had to do. I don't 
have to worry about. Like for awhile I get a break from the worry. 
Like I forget it. You know whenever I do art, like it makes your 
mind forget stuff. You're just paying attention to the art you're 
doing. I just mainly like drawing lots of things from my imagination. 
It's a way I can think about the story and stuff, to draw from your 
mind. (Ralph, interview October, 1998) 

Ralph is a fourth grade student who struggles with reading and writing and 

so needs to have an opportunity to think about the images in his mind. He is 

more comfortable and feels more successful using art as a tool for making sense 

of the world around him. It is essential that children like Ralph have a classroom 
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environment where multiple ways of knowing are accepted and valued by the 

teacher. 

The classroom curriculum and environment is the skeletal framework 

within which learning is constructed. The environment must be a place where all 

students' learning is valued. The environment should provide multiple ways for 

students to make sense of the world around them. The students should have 

opportunities to both interpret meaning and to compose meaning. While 

interpreting and composing are both processes of constructing meaning, the 

terms are used to signal the different roles taken by the learner (Short & 

Kauffman, 1997). In this study students had opportunities to interpret meaning 

by reading and discussing children's picture books.The readings and literature 

circle discussions were followed by studio invitations where they could compose 

art using a wide range of art materials. The invitations were built from aspects 

students had interpreted in the picture books which I explained in Chapter 2. 

Picture books were always available during studio so students could move back 

and forth between composing and interpreting (Anderson, Kauffman, & Short, 

1998). 

There are two sections in this chapter. The first section looks at the 

history of the curriculum. It explains the curriculum cycles and gives specific 

information about each of the four cycles which occurred during the study. The 

second section examines the research question-How is a teaming environment 

constructed to support children's responses to picture books?-and the issues of 

curriculum and classroom environment which emerged from the data analysis. 
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History of the Curriculum 

The classroom in which this study occurred has been described in detail 

earlier. Sandy, the classroom teacher, was exploring ways to allow space in the 

curriculum for students to make meaning in whatever sign systems that students 

most comfortably used. The teaming environment that I implemented with the 

students in this study complimented what was already happening in the 

classroom. The nature of the classroom curriculum and her students' extensive 

experience in literature discussions made my work much easier. Because Sandy 

and her students were open to new curricular plans, I was able to design 

curriculum cycles to support student' responses to picture books. I describe the 

general curriculum cycle and then overview the four cycles of the curriculum 

which occurred within the study. 

• The General Curriculum Cvcle 

Picture Book Inttxiductian (single title) 

:ure Discussion 

Studio 

Free Choice 

or 

Sketch to Stretch Experience 

or 

Sketch Journal Entries 

or 

strategy Lesson 

Reflective Interview 

Picture Booic Introduction 

muttipie title text set) 

Literature Discussion 



Strategy Lesson 

Reflective interview 

Sketch Journal Entries 

Sketch to Stretch Experience 

Free Choice 

Studio 

or 

or 

or 
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FIGURE 3 The General Curriculum Cycle 

Picture Book Introduction: The cycle begins with an introduction of a 

single picture book. I introduced the picture books with a brief book talk giving 

the background of the book and introducing the author or illustrator. Any prior 

knowledge of the students about the book or the author came out in this 

discussion. I reviewed my reasons for the selecting book to emphasize the 

connections of the book to the students and their previous work and interest. 

Then 1 read the book aloud to the students and we engaged in a literature 

discussion. 

In my curriculum cycle a single picture book came first followed by a text 

set. Although this order is not critical, a balance of discussions focusing on one 

book or on multiple titles is important because they engender different types of 

talk and thinking. My text sets were both based on work by a single author / 

illustrator and by different authors or illustrators. I wanted students to have a 

variety of experiences. 

In order to assure that the selection of the picture books was meaningful 

to the students, I listened carefully to their talk — what interested them, what 
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they cared about and what they wanted to know more about. I looked for ways 

to connect the curriculum to these ideas. 

Literature Discussions: Our literature discussions were modeled after 

the literature studies described by Karen Smith (1990): 

Literature discussion is made up of a small group of students and 
me. We came together to discuss in depth a book we care about. 
The small group discussion is intimate. It allows us to look carefully 
at the events that touched us while reading the book. It provides 
time to trace ideas we feel significant yet unclear. We can rethink 
and share possibilities thus giving all of us an opportunity to create 
new meanings, (p. 35) 

Our literature discussions followed several formats. We at times started with a 

single focus question. For some of the discussions, we would web our 

connections or insights to the picture book. Most often students brought post-it 

notes of ideas they wished to discuss and explore further within the discussions. 

The literature discussions always took place in the studio room separate from the 

regular classroom where the rest of the class was working with Sandy. The 

discussions were audio taped and transcribed. The transcripts of this talk 

documented the evolution of the focus of the picture book selections and 

curriculum cycles. 

Studio: The time following the literature discussions included 

opportunities for students to compose an art response to the literature. During 

this and all studio experiences I played soft classical music in the background. 

Studio time included a variety of artists' tools and mediums. These were open 

invitations to students to choose from a variety of materials available on several 

tables within the studio. Students might choose from the following studio 

responses: (1) a sketch to stretch experiences, (2) sketch journal entries, (3) a 
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strategy lesson or (4) a a free response using any nnedium and technique we had 

available. 

Sketch to Stretch is an effective strategy because students move from one 

sign system, language, to another sign system, visual image, as they create a 

sketch of the meaning of the book(Short,Harste and Burke, 1996). This strategy 

was introduced in Sandy's classroom previously but to assure everyone 

understood its meaning, we came together as a group to 

I drew the tree and if you look real hard, it looks 

kind of like Joshua's face and wings, the air in his wings because 

Joshua is a hero. I gave him wings because when people die, a 

symbol is the angels and stuff. His spirit stayed in the tree. The 

wings also keep the balance between good and evil. If one wing 

flies up, say the evil, then the good goes down. Or if the other goes 

down, the good one is here. (Shane Movement Cycle Interview ) 

Sketch Journal is a spontaneous and personal recording of inspired 

images, ideas, and techniques that can be further developed (Robinson,1995). 

Working with sketch journals, students can learn the process of investigating 

something in greater depth. Sketch journals, one of the options within studio 

time, were new to the students. Sandy asked me to introduce the concept to the 

entire class. 

share responses and then talk about the strategy. Shane 

sketched this interpretation of the meaning of the book 

TheBallad of Belle Dorcus (Hook, 1990). For Shane, 

Joshua is a hero who controls good and evil in the story. 

As he showed us his sketch he shared: 



i began by sharing Rough Sketch Beginning (Berry, 1996) a wonderful 

book whose format is a sketch journal. The book contains sketches of the things 

which inspired the artist while traveling throughout the world. Next we made a 

web of the things the students knew about sketch journals. I shared my own 

sketch journals which intenweave both images and words. I showed pages within 

my journals that were mind maps, flow charts, and sketches of my thinking. I 

shared that I use sketch journals to help clarify my thinking. I keep three or four 

of them going simultaneously because at times I need a large space for the 

portraits of my thinking. Other times it is more convenient to have one the size 

that will fit in my pocket. I shared that sometimes I use these as dialogue 

journals with other people as a way to think with someone else but other times 

they are a place for my own private reflections. We talked about the importance 

of the first entry in a sketch journal and then they were given an opportunity to 

begin sketching in their journals. 

Strategy Lesson was the final option which might be presented during 

studio time. Strategy lessons are instructional engagements designed to 

highlight some aspect of learning that the student or teacher sees as important in 
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relation to students' current use of an art element, technique, medium, style, or 

other art process (Short,Harste & Burke, 1996). For example, when we moved 

to the picture book TheBallad of Belle Dorcus (Hook, 1990), the students wanted 

to experience the same medium in which the book was illustrated and so I gave 

a strategy lesson on the use of scratchboard. 

In addition to the four studio choices mentioned earlier, I added to the 

selection of materials that the students could choose from as the curriculum cycle 

progressed. In some cases students made similar choices to each other, such 

as when I Introduced a new medium to the studio selection. In other cases, they 

made very different choices based on their individual needs in making meaning 

to responses to the literature. Once a medium or technique was introduced, it 

continued to be available to all students in the group during the studio. 

Reflective Interviews: The studio response was followed with reflective 

individual or small group reflective interviews centered around the students, art 

prints or student artwork. Although these were designed as a research tool as a 

data source, they became an important tool in the construction of the curriculum. 

As I interviewed the students, their comments gave me insights into their thought 

process as they created the art. Students made powerful connections to the 

literature which enabled me to make futher curricular decisions. Without the 

information from the interviews, I may not have understood the depth of their 

responses to the picture books. These interviews not only were important to the 

research but gave students opportunity for reflection. Opportunities for reflection 

unable children to think more deeply and critically. 

Exploratorv Curriculum Cvcle 

The exploratory cycle was an initial curriculum cycle which I used to help 



stmcture the curriculum design for my study. I used it first semester. 

Introduction of a picture book: We did one exploratory curriculum cycle 

before going into the complete cycle. I selected Chris Van Allsburg's book 

Jumanii (1981), a story of two children playing a board game which transforms 

their house into a jungle,.to begin this cycle because of a class discussion 

around a student's drawing and the similarity in the shading and soft sculptural 

quality of the illustrations in Jumanji. From this early decision and throughout the 

evolution of the cumculum, the decisions about the cumculum and learning 

environment were guided by the students' interests and responses. 

Literature Discussion: When the students discussed a single picture 

book, there was little retelling of the story and more personal connections. The 

students recalled different games that they had played. 

Studio: The studio response that came with 

Jumanji was a strategy lesson. I asked the students 

to select a section of one of their favorite illustrations in 

the book and create a detailed drawing of only that 

section or enlarge that section of the illustration. The 

detail drawings were large, 24 X36 inches. They used 

a similar medium as Van Allsburg did in his black and 

white conte illustrations. The students drew with black 

charcoal sticks on manila drawing paper. 

Reflective Interview: The Jumanji studio experience was new to the 

students in the group and most seemed to find It exciting. Ralph said that it was 

fun because he could choose whatever part he wanted. He chose the chess 

pieces because he liked the light and shadow on them and because they were 
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easier to draw. 

Introduction of a picture book text set: The next part of this curriculum 

cycle was an introduction of a text set based upon an issue that had arisen from 

the previous single picture book section of the cycle. In this case, what followed 

Jumanji was an text set based on Chris Van Allsburg's work. The titles of the 

books within the text set were The Stranger (1986), The Mysteries of Harris 

Burdick (1984), Two Bad Ants (1988), The Wreck of the Zeoher (1982), and The 

7 Was 7apppri (1988). Each Student in the group chose a single picture book 

(or in some cases two picture books) to read and discuss with the group. 

Literature Discussion: In Jumanji students began to recognize the surrealistic 

nature of Van Allsburg's story. They continued to explore this theme in the text 

set discussion: 

Lucas: Some of his books they're really imaginative. I think he used 

[ideas] out of his mind. And he never really looked at it. He 

really focused on it in his mind and not looked straight 

ahead. 

Shane: Most of his stuff looks serious but if you read the book it 

would show you it's imaginative. I thought he used a lot out 

of his mind in looking at it. Cause if you were looking at it 

you would never see a bed floating so he used a lot of 

imagination. 

We did not do the second studio experience or reflective interview in this 

exploratory cycle. I was still experimenting with the curriculum. 

As we began this exploratory cycle, we needed some way to keep track of 

the curriculum so we could refer back, make connections, and understand what 
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was coming next in 

our curriculum. As 

I discussed this 

need with Sandy, 

she suggested 

creating a web 

because the 

students in her 

classroom had 

extensive 

experience with 

this type of 

webbing. We began to compile large pieces of chart paper webbed with such 

information as titles of the books we were reading, responses we made to those 

books and the connections or insights which led to the decisions the group made 

about the next part of the curricular cycle. As we ran out of space on the paper, 

we simply added more paper in whichever direction we felt made sense to our 

overall thinking. This became an invaluable tool to structure and record our 

thinking as a group. I have included a reproduction of that web of the curriculum 

cycle. 

Web of Curriculum Cycle 

Whale Song 

7̂  / / / y y / / /\ Identity 

Directed Lesson 

J Portrait Studio Response 
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^H^zor?^ 

Text set on 

Portraits 

Amber on the Mountain 

going places ying-yan( 

change adventure 

Outside Landscape Text Set Journey 

far away circular stoi 

Studio Response 

Where the Wild Things 

Sendak Text Set , 

/ / / / j '  y  
Ballad of Belle Dorcus 

Studio Response 1 ^ /  
Text Set on Movement [y 

"Tzzzizzi: 
FIGURE 4. Curriculum Web 

To help us easily classify book titles on the web, we framed them with a 

rectangle. The studio experiences are circled with a cloud shape, and 

connecting Ideas are placed in star shapes. 

The interviews based on these text set responses are the second tier of 

interviews mentioned in the previous chapter on methodology. These interviews 

were kept within the transcript file along with the transcripts of the literature 

discussions. The student artifacts were saved in individual portfolios which were 

color coded for each student in the study. 

Because students made individual choices, each of their personal cycles 

Is unique. This is an example of a single cycle of curriculum for an Shane 

showing the specific decisions he made at each point in the cycle. Shane's 

cycle focused on Journey. The others will be shown in Chapter 5 where I 
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discuss eacii student in the study Indepth. 

Shane's Curricular Cycle 

Picture book introduction (Amber on the Mountain) 

Literature Discussion 

Free exploration within studio 

Oil on canvas 

Landscape 

Heavy Impasto technique 

Reflective interview 

Lesson within studio- Landscape painting 

Reflective interview 

Picture bool̂  introduction (multiple title text set) 

Journey text set / Come With Me - Landscapes 

Mouse match - Mouse Bride - Jesse's Joumey 

/ Literature Discussion 

, Free exploration within studio -stain glass black construction paper 

Reflective interview 

Lesson within studio- watercolor and salt or alcohol 

Reflection inten/iew 

Sketch Journal - dialogue one picture 

collatxjratively painted 

PortraitCvcle of the Curriculum 

After making changes to the exploratory cycle, I began with the first cycle 

of our curriculum. This cycle was based upon the theme of portraits. 

Picture book introduction and literature discussion: Simultaneously 

as the group reflected on the first choices we made in our first cycle of our 

curriculum, the students in their classroom were exploring the broad concept of 
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"sense of identity." 1 felt a natural connection was their "sense of identity" with 

self portraits. I selected a picture book, The Whale's Song (Sheldon, 1990), 

which I felt had powerful portrait images of the characters. As I introduced the 

picture book we talked about the close-up images of the face of the grandmother 

and her granddaughter. Ralph said that being close made "you feel like you 

knew them and like you were there." A portrait which has a close perspective of 

a character in a story gives the reader a feeling of intimacy with the character. 

This feeling of intimacy enhances the meaning constructed within the pictures 

and written text. 

Studio: Because of my own interest as a portrait artist, I began to draw 

portraits of each of the students in the group while they were engaged in 

conversation or artwork. I have included these in a montage of each of the 

students in later chapters. Students in my group became interested in the 

techniques of portraiture drawing and Sandy suggested I do a strategy lesson for 

the entire class. 

Interviews from this experience revealed very different reactions from the 

students. Some found this a positive experience, one they drew from again in 

other situations. Jessica had been previously drawing portraits and this 

instruction helped her to understand the proportions used in drawing faces. She 

drew different portraits in her journal as the year progressed. Most of the other 

students were either not particularly interested in the art experience or frustrated 

with the outcomes. I analyzed this reaction from a curricular standpoint and 

determined this was not really their inquiry as much as it was mine. I determined 

the direction of the curriculum in this cycle more than at any other point in the 

other cycles. Because it was the teacher or researcher determining the 
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curriculum rather than listening closely to students and their own interests, it was 

not as meaningful for some of the students. 

Introduction of text set: The text set within this first cycle was 

constructed with books which also had a strong relationship between the reader 

and a particular character or between characters in the book. Wilderness Cat 

(Kinsey-Wamock, 1992), Anael for Solomon Singer (Rylant, 1992), More Than 

Anything Else (Bradby, 1992), All the Places I Love (MacLachlan, 1994), and 

From Miss Ida's Porch (Belton, 1993) were the books in the portrait text set. 

Many close-up portraits occurred in the illustrations. One of the issues which did 

surface from the students' discussion was the use of horizon line within the 

illustrations in the books. 

Studio: Many art materials were out and available for students during this 

studio time. These were invitations to explore tempera paint, oil pastels, 

crayons, and watercolor. These were always on the open shelves in the studio 

area and available at all studio times. I added additional invitations as the cycles 

progressed. 

I added oil on canvas board to the choices the students could make during 

this time. Some of the students revisited the concept of horizon as they explored 

the invitation. We not only looked at this element in the illustrations in picture 

books but also observed it first hand by looking out the classroom window at the 

horizon line of the playground. By close observation of these images, students 

recognized that as they looked at the colors in the distance,the colors lightened 

and become more blue closer to the horizon. 

Another art invitation within this studio was a chance for students to draw 
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portraits in their sketch journals. Students sat across from each other and drew 

their classmates faces. Interviews during this cycle were individual. Students 

brought all of the art they had created during studio and talked about their art and 

their experience. 

JournevCvcle of the Curriculum 

The next cycle of curriculum centered around the theme of journey. I 

selected picture books which supported the concept of journey. 

Picture book introduction and literature discussion: Because of 

students' interest in horizon, I selected Amber on the Mountain (Johnston, 1994) 

as the first single picture book of the second cycle. This story about a young giri 

who lives on an isolated mountain has many illustrations with a distant horizon 

line in view. The illustrations highlighting this distance help to support and add 

Intensity to the isolation of the mountain and Amber within the story. When 

thinking about books which have many distant horizons in the illustrations, the 

students made connections to the journeys in some of these picture books. 

Studio: All the previous choices were available during studio time Shane 

had asked about specific brushes and a type of paint. Because I recognize that 

the right art tools are so important, I purchased these tools for Shane. The new 

invitation was watercolor and included artist watercolors, blunt shaped horse hair 

brushes, and watercolor paper. Liz wanted to experiment with paper towel tie 

dyeing, so this became an impromptu invitation using white paper towel and thin 

tempera paint. 

Interview: This time the interview was with pairs of students rather than 

all students in the study. 
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Text set introduction: The text set which I put together was based upon 

stories in which some type of journey or passage took place. Students made 

connections to their classroom focus on sense of identity by tying the concept of 

journey to change in characters or some type of passage. 

The books within this Journey/Passage text set were Mouse Match 

(Young, 1997), TheMouse Bride (Christiana, 1997), Sweet Clara and the 

Freedom Quilt (Hopkinson, 1993), Jessie's Journey (McAllister, 1992), Train to 

Somewhere (Bunting, 1996 ), The Great Migration (Lawrence, 1993), How Many 

Days to America (Bunting, 1988), and Come Look With Me: Exploring Landscape 

(Blizzard, 1992). 

Studio for the second cycle included all of the materials that had been 

available previously except for the oil on canvas invitation. The cost of the 

canvas board made it impossible to keep offering it as an invitation. I added a 

salt and alcohol combination with watercolor as another invitation. I also added 

painted tissue paper collage like the medium and technique Ed Young used in 

Mouse Match (1997). Many students did sketch to stretch in this studio. 

Interviews: These were individual interviews with the students in the 

study. 

Sendak Cycle of theCurriculum 

The third cycle within the curriculum was built upon books which were 

illustrated by Maurice Sendak. This cycle was an illustrator study. 

Introduction of the picture book and literature discussion: The issue 

of journeys/passage led us to the single picture book of the third cycle, Maurice 

Sendak's, Where the Wild Things Are (1963). In this classic picture book, Max 

takes a journey beyond his bedroom walls into the land of the Wild Things. It is 
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takes a journey beyond his bedroom walls Into the land of the Wild Things. It is 

up to readers to interpret whether this is a boy's passage or not. 

Studio: Sandy asked that I teach the entire class the watercolor 

technique. To expand the experience for the students within the study, I used 

small 3x5 inch illustration board. We went outside to paint desert landscapes, 

interviews: These were individual interviews with the students in the 

study. 

Introduction of text set and literature discussion: It seemed a natural 

progression to take a close look at more of Maurice Sendak's work. The next 

text set was picture books written or illustrated by Sendak. Because of the 

interest in Sendak himself, I included in this text set a resource book. The Art of 

Maurice Sendak (Lanes,1980). Also included in the text set were Alligators All 

Around (1962 ), Seven Little Monsters (1975) . Hector Protector (1965 ), The 

Sign On Rosie's Door (1960^. Outside Over There (1981 ). Dear Mill (1988 ). 

Chicken Souo With Rice (1962 ). and In the Niaht Kitchen (1970 ). Because I 

was able to obtain multiple copies of some of these books and most of these 

books are very short, each student read more than one book. 

Studio: As we read and examined the story and illustrations the students 

became intensely interested in the illustrator, Maurice Sendak and the technique 

he used, crosshatching of pen and ink lines. I added pen and ink as an 

invitation. I also asked students to use a strategy sheet. 

Movement Cycle of the Curriculum 

As the books within the movement cycle were read and discussed, the 

interest remained high in the technique of crosshatching and the use of line in the 

illustrations, therefore I selected Brian Pinkney's book, TheBallad of Belle 
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Dorcus (Hook, 1981) for the next cycle. 

introduction of a picture boolc and literature discussion: When we 

read TheBallad of Belle Dorcus (Hook, 1981) together not only were the 

students interested in the crosshatching technique Pinkney used but also the 

swirling of his lines throughout the illustrations. We discussed the movement this 

swirling of line creates in the illustrations. 

Studio; Pinkney also used a medium, scratchboard, that most of the 

students had not tried and they wanted to have this opportunity. Therefore 

everyone made this choice in studio and our studio experiences created interest 

in the rest of the class so Sandy purchased scratchboard. I provided the special 

scratchboard pens necessary for the entire class to have a strategy lesson on 

scratchboard technique. 

interviews: These were individual interviews. 

Introduction of the text set and literature discussion: The interest and 

discussion about movement in the illustrations gave the direction our last text set 

would take. I selected books in which the illustrations had lots of movement 

within the images. These books were Miranda and Brother Wind (McKissak, 

1988), First Snow (Christiana, 1997), Dancing (Cazet, 1995), Mv Mama Had a 

Dancing Heart (Gray, 1995), and I live with music (Shange, 1992). In this cycle 

I added art prints that also contained movement, 'The Giant" by N.C.Wyeth, 

"Oncoming Spring" by Charles Burchfield, "Study of Clouds" by John Constable, 

"In the Well of the Great Wave Off Kanagawa" by Katsushika Hokusai, "Sky 

Above Clouds IV" by Georgia O'Keefe, and "The Steersman" by Theo van 

Rysselberghe. Many of the students' comments at the beginning of the literature 
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discussion related to the movement in these art prints. The art prints added a 

dynamic that generated a great deal of discussion. 

Studio: This interest in movement within the images made me think 

about what artists "do" as they create these images. In order to create 

movement in images the artists body must physically move as they paint. I felt 

moving to a very large format would help student artists experience this 

movement for themselves. We worked on 4x6 foot corrugated cardboard sheets 

to create our last studio artifacts. Working in this large format was a new 

experience for all of the students in the group. From their comments during 

studio that day, I knew they enjoyed the dynamics of working this large. 

I deliberately wanted the music for this studio to reflect movement so I 

chose "The Nutcracker Suite." I was hoping the students would create 

movement in their artwork. My field notes reflected these observations. Shane 

and Ralph seem the most comfortable with this large format, but Shane is the 

only one who worked with his cardboard canvas standing up vertically. We were 

working outside and the wind necessitated that most lay their cardboard flat on 

the ground. Shane however found a protected corner where the exterior walls 

created a niche out of the wind. He placed his cardboard upright against these 

walls. Shane painted his stokes with the rhythm of the music. He used his whole 

body in the process not just his hands or arms. 

Interviews: When I asked him about this later, he felt the music wasn't 

influencing him. "I don't really pay any attention to the music. I'm only interested 

in visual art." However Shane did say he really enjoyed working this large and 

wanted to know how to get cardboard this size. 

These four cycles, Portrait, Joumey, Sendak, and Movement were the 
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curriculum framework on which I built the study. The curriculum cycles evolved 

from students' interest. I listened carefully to their talk and made curricular 

decisions based on what the students discussed. I feel it is important to allow 

students opportunities to talk about what interests them and what is important to 

them. The following section discusses the learning environment which allows 

this opportunity for students to dialogue. 

Characteristics of the Learning Environment 

I examined my field notes, the transcripts of the literature discussions, and 

interviews to analyze the research question I explore in this chapter-How is a 

learning environment constructed to support children's responses to picture 

books? 

The important considerations in constructing the learning environment 

which emerged from data analysis were: student negotiated curriculum, creative 

freedom, role of the teacher instruction, balance of strategy lessons and 

exploratory learning, role of dialogue, selection and discussion of literature, 

space for students' voices, physical environment, providing the right tools, 

learning engagements, and building upon a spiraling curriculum. 

Student Negotiated Curriculum 

Barbara Kiefer (1997) has written that in the planning of most educational 

programs the student's individual responses are not considered. My research 

design was constructed so student responses were taken into account as the 

curriculum was generated. I define student negotiated curriculum as building 

from the students interests as I examined their responses. I listened to students 

talk about the issues raised during I'rterature discussions and throughout their 
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studio experience. Those issues became the focus of the next cun-icuium cycle. 

The Portrait Cycle began with The Whales' Song (Sheldon, 1990) which 

was followed by a text set on portraiture. This was my choice of books based on 

the classroom inquiry, Sense of Identity From this point on the picture book 

selections for each cycle were based on ideas from student student dialogue: 

Ralph: I like the way the dock was cause the 

way it was formed and everything the 

way the wood was messed up. Cause 

the way the water was and the way he 

dotted the colors on the paint brush. I 

just like the water and see it's like way 

out, spread out, and this would be the 

whole water going straight. There's so 

much water. You know straight and it 

kind of goes up. That's what I mean like 

how to show the whole thing up. 

Chen: There's a name for that, Ralph. It's 

called horizon. 

Ralph: When you walk on it, it just goes 

straight, it's flat, and when you look at it, 

it goes up. 

Chen: It goes up to the horizon line. A lot of 

people don't understand that, so that's 

real cool that you understand horizon 

line can go ail the way back to the top of 
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the picture. Yours does in your picture. 

Ralph: Well she was real close, like if you were 

real close to the dock and then you just 

look at her and the whole thing would be 

blue. (The Whale's SonqArtifact 

Interview) 

In searching for connections to the concept of horizon, we looked at books that 

dealt with horizons. The text set on Journey grew from these connections. The 

student's connection was to the concept of horizon within the illustrations in The 

Whales' Song. I reflected on the kinds of books which included many horizons in 

the illustrations. These books are often about moving from one place to another, 

therefore I linked the concept of horizon to the broad theme of Journey. 

Jessica: These books are all about journeys kind 

of. Because all the people are moving somewhere. 

Claire: And this one has a lot of emphasis on 

like movement and like journeys. The 

Oregon Trail and stuff. 

Shane: In my book it's kind of like their going 

out hunting and if you ask me hunting is 

a way to move around. 

Claire: And in this one of the Oregon Trail really 

has to do with moving west. 

(Literature Discussion Journey Cycle) 

The next single picture book I introduced was Where the Wild Things Are (1963) 

by Maurice Sendak. This is a book about Max's imaginary journey to the place 
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where the wild things live. 

Jessica: Is he the one who does like the soup? I 

can go get it in the other room. Chicken 

noodle soup. 

Jessica's ideas helped us make the next curricular shift: 

Jessica: Chen, in this, in the books, some of her 

books or his books, whoever it is, to 

make hair they like cross hatch which 

makes shading and cross hatch. 

Claire: or to make texture and stuff. 

Liz: In Hector Protector he does a lot of 

crosshatching. 

Ralph: Look, Look at this page It's got lots of 

shades. 

Liz: He never even made hardly any lines 

around the outside edges,did he? 

Shanna: Everything is cross hatched in this book 

Shane: They like color it, then they go over it 

and cross hatch it. 

Liz: No that's not cross hatching right there. 

Ralph: What is it? 

Liz: You never know. 

The students all continued to point out crosshatching whenever they saw it in the 

illustrations and in the studio. Because of this interest in line and because Ralph 

brought in his cousin's scratchboard artwork, we moved into The Ballad of Belle 
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Dorcus. a book illustrated in scratch board. From the discussion of this book I 

formed a text set on movement. Ralph placed himself right in the illustration: 

Ralph: See the squiggly lines. I think that is the 

wind. I can see it right now. The wind 

goes all over us. It goes everywhere it 

wants to go. 

Shane: Like right here the wind in the cedars. 

The wind is moving ail around. 

In this case, I built from Ralph and Shanes discussion by listening closely 

to their references to the illustrator's use of movement within the picture 

book. 

Creative Freedom 

Art making must return to the child's natural style of sensory teaming. 

Play-based art learning builds on the child's creative beginnings. 1 believe that 

paintings and drawings should be extensions of the child's initial "messing" with 

materials and that artmaking should evolve from the child's original pleasure in 

making free scribblings, experimental lines, unregimented colors, and 

experiencing materials. Artistic expression requires the integration of sensory, 

emotional, and intellectual responses to experience (Szekeley, 1988). An issue 

that arose many times in this study was how much students preferred not having 

an "assignment" but wanted to freely explore art material and subjects. The 

students highly valued this creative freedom. They sometimes mentioned that 

they didn't only want to respond to picture books but wanted to just "do" art. 

They wanted the freedom to not draw something real but preferred to draw from 

their imagination. Drawing something real was restricting because they felt they 
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must make it look like tiie real thing. Even when we talked of artists who used 

their own style when drawing subjects like landscape and still life, they still felt 

that they needed to reproduce it "real like a photograph" In order to be good 

artists. At this time Sandy had the class reading Man in the Ceiling (Refer, 

1993) and they discussed strong feelings about not having anyone impose their 

ideas upon their own art. Shane said, "When Jimmy had to draw Bullet Head it 

depressed him because it wasn't his idea. He liked creating his own idea." 

Art assignments were seen as imposing into their own creative space. 

Shane mentioned this in his interview after the Jumanji studio experience. He 

said that he never liked "copying" and this was an assignment which he would 

not do on his own. He saw no benefit to learning about another artist's 

experience in this way. He mentioned he liked "drawing in the cartoon style he 

was used to and with pencil or pen not charcoal." He then showed me his step 

by step cartooning process. Shane already has a very developed style of art. 

The Role of Teacher Instruction 

As a researcher I began thinking about the implications of the role of 

teacher's explicit instruction. There has to be some instruction on the care of 

materials and technical aspects of art and opportunities to broaden students' 

background experience with unknown art mediums or techniques. However, 

these strategy lessons must be embedded within the student negotiated 

curriculum as the needs of the students arise. 

A good example of a strategy lesson to support the need of a student 

occurred when Ralph was frustrated with the proportion of a figure he was 

drawing. I taught him how to lay in a guide dot before he drew in his final lines. 

Therefore he could begin to visualize the difference in proportion first before he 
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drew in the line. It is easier to change the position of a simple dot than to make 

changes after you have committed to a whole line. This encounter with Ralph 

reminded me of Vygotsky's (1932) "zone of proximal development." I supported 

Ralph's own teaming with this simple instruction so he could become more 

independent in his drawing. 

The curricular decisions I made on strategy lessons were always based 

on student need. For example, when Ralph and Shane examined the illustration 

in TheWhale's Song (Sheldon, 1990) they discovered the texture that is 

characteristic of painting on canvas. They wanted an opportunity to paint on 

canvas as the next studio experience. I did some direct instruction on the clean 

up and use of a pallet with the oil paint on canvas. 

This relationship between direct teaching and exploratory learning is 

critical but it is not always easy to determine when to step in and give direct 

instruction or when to let the student find his own answers. Such a time 

occurred, during a watercolor exploration with Sandy's class. We were out on 

the hillside behind her school painting. I had responsibility for the entire class. 

Early in the experience, Shane came to me and stated, "I'm done." The rest of 

the students had barely begun their paintings. I looked at Shane's' painting and 

tried to think of some instruction I could give him to keep him with the group and 

"on task." I asked him to go back into his painting with a dry brush technique and 

add detail. "Dry brush" is where you have very little water on your brush or paper 

and are painting with a brush filled only with paint. He followed my directions and 

added black line detail to his painting. The only brush he had available was too 

large to control fine detail and the black distracted from the spontaneity of his 
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original more impressionistic work. My interfering instruction made his painting 

much less effective. After reflecting on this event, I discussed it with Shane and 

apologized for interfering. I think our frank discussion made him more aware that 

teaching is a learning process as well. Knowing when to intercede with 

supportive instruction and when to back out and let the student take over his own 

learning is a real art. This is an intricate and sensitive dance between direct 

instruction and indirect teaming; a dance that takes practice to master as a 

teacher. 

In one of our discussions toward the end of the semester, Sandy 

mentioned that after seeing me with her students, she felt more comfortable 

setting up a studio for her own students because I gave very "little instruction." 

Previously she was apprehensive about her lack of knowledge about visual art. 

It seems better to allow some exploration and then move in as the student needs 

supportive instruction. Teachers are more comfortable allowing the space for 

students to construct their own meaning in areas where they have the strongest 

background. In these areas, when students need support, they have the 

expertise to recognize what they need, when they need it and where they can go 

to get the information they need, then learning becomes more fluid. 

Selection and Discussion of Literature 

In selecting books for literature discussions, two types of literature groups 

were formed: shared book discussions and text set groups. Shared book 

discussions occurred when readers shared the experience of reading the same 

book. Shared book groups were able to have an in-depth discussion of their 

responses and understandings of the same picture book. Text set groups 

occurred when students read different books, shared the books with each other. 
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and searched for connections among the books. The books in the set are related 

in some way-theme, topic, author, genre, or culture (Short, 1997). I designed 

the curriculum cycles to include literature discussions of both a single picture and 

a text set made of multiple titles. It is important to mention that nature of the two 

kinds of discussions is very different. The students discussing the different 

books within a text set spend more time retelling their books. When students 

discussed a single title they spent very little time retelling and their discussions 

seemed more focused on the deeper issues of the books. When discussing the 

text set, they made many connections to the single picture book that was 

previously discussed in the same cycle. 

Because I was introduced to the group as an artist most of the students 

made comments about the illustrations. I think they felt this would be of the most 

interest to me. They knew that the curricular design we were using would give 

the students an opportunity to respond in art to the picture books. Sandy and 1 

talked about this because discussions that took place at other times in the class 

did not follow this pattern of focusing on the illustrations in the picture books. 

The discussions with Sandy seemed more diverse. 

Space for Students' Voices to be Heard 

Space within a learning environment encompasses not only physical 

space but also time, encouragement, and opportunity. In effective learning 

environments, students work at understanding what they are doing, seek out 

connections with their experience, and reflect on what they have learned 

(Peterson, 1992). The characteristics that allow space for student voices to be 

heard are environments where there is learning through action and reflection, a 

sense of democracy, and the valuing of expression in language and other symbol 
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systems. 

Students within this study had opportunities to be actively involved through 

discussion, observing illustrations, and creating art. They had opportunities to 

reflect upon these experiences through the reflective interviews, sketch books, 

and reflective dialogue. This occurred naturally as a part of the interactions 

within the classroom. 

Democracy is based on appreciation of diversity. It is such an advantage 

to work with people who have different interests, backgrounds, and experiences. 

When students with diverse interests work together, they expand the students' 

choices and opportunities for learning. Shane interest in art helped the other 

students to understand a perpective that they may not have experienced on their 

own. Ralph's experiences with his cousin who was an artist added to our 

understanding. Claire's experiences with reading allowed us to see her insights 

into the stories in the picture books which expanded our thinking. 

When teachers value ways of knowing within all sign systems 

communication opens for all voices to be heard. Students who express 

themselves most comfortably in music, visual image, or drama have 

opportunities to join the dialogue that takes place in studio. For example, Liz had 

opportunities to connect with the music in Shange's book, I liv in music. (1978) 

since she plays an instrument and practices daily. 

Flexibility, confidence, and effectiveness grow as students take risks in 

thinking and learning (Hubbard, 1996). I tried to help students have high 

expectations for themselves by working with them to construct environments that 

encourage them to take an active role in negotiating curriculum. By building a 
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curriculum that allow space for students' voices to be heard and valued, teachers 

can create environments which support children's responses to picture books. 

Physical Environment 

A studio environment is something that evolves over time. Experience 

helped the students and I make decisions about what to add and take away. A 

well developed studio starts with the basics. The room which Sandy used as her 

studio had these necessary requirements such as good natural lighting. We 

needed open shelves to organize and stock a wide range of of art supplies and a 

sink and water. Most of the materials were placed on the shelves across one 

end of the room by Sandy before school started as she prepared her classroom 

for the school year. Sandy made free standing panels which created good 

places for displaying student work. This gave everyone a chance to view the 

artwork as students discussed their work. A clamp spotlight doubled to light the 

displayed artwork and created lights and shadows on still life arrangements 

A wide variety of paint brushes and opaque paints like tempera, and oil 

and translucent paints like watercolor were available. Many small containers for 

water were provided. Drawing supplies included graphite pencils, colored 

pencils, oil pastels, crayons, and charcoal. A wide range of types and sizes of 

paper were available to the students. I encouraged the use of authentic art 

materials as well as typical school supplies. Construction paper and tissue paper 

assortment, small bottles of white, rubber cement, and glue sticks and a dozen 

pairs of high quality scissors were available on open shelves. I encouraged 

students to bring tools and media they would enjoy worthing with and it helped 

stretch the budget as well as added variety which I felt increased student interest. 

It is very important that students have opportunities to use the same type 
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and quality of artist tools as the illustrators and artists they are studying. Shane 

really wanted to have a specific type of paint brush. Because I wanted the 

students to feel like artists, it was important for them to use authentic artist 

materials. 

Shane: I want to try painting on canvas. And a feather brush. 1 

mean a fan brush. And maybe one of those two inch 

brushes and a one inch brush. 

I provided students with many examples of both two dimensional artwork, 

art prints, textiles weavings and three dimensional sculptures. Libraries 

sometimes have some art to loan. Outdated calendars are an inexpensive way 

to acquire art prints. I integrated both picture books and art materials so students 

had opportunities to revisit the images in those books and Idisplayed attractive 

arrangements of art supplies on the table. 

Integrated Learning Engagements 

Because I was a outside resource person and teacher researcher working 

with a small number of students, this curriculum cycle was primarily separate 

from the classroom curriculum. There were points at which our cumcula did 

connect. Sandy and I did attempted to coordinate our curriculum in these ways: 

Sandv's Curriculum Chen's Curriculum 

Identity Issues Self portraits in Rrst Cycle 

Sibling relationships Relationships Close up Portraits 

Parent and Grandparent Influences The Whale's Song 

Grandmother and granddaughter 

Self Perceptions Journey / Passage 

Where the Wild Things Are 
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Slavery and Prejudice Issues Clara and the Freedom Quilt 

Ballad of Belle Dorcus 

Powerful literature encourages connections with students' personal experiences 

and Sandy's students made connections between the dialogue taking place 

around the issues which arose within Sandy's class and the picture books I was 

discussing with the participants in the study. I feel that all of the learning 

engagements I introduced could be integrated within the classroom cumculum. 

Building upon a Spiralinq Cuniculum. 

Every successive part of the cycles of curriculum flowed freely without a 

seam into the next cycle. As one cycle leads into another, it canies on what went 

before. Each cycle gains distinctiveness in itself. The whole is diversified by 

successive phases (Dewey, 1934). This curriculum is a spiral that grows from 

the width of a thread to a wide ribbon. In this way the curriculum shows how 

each experience within the cycle builds upon the experiences that went before. 

Each of our experiences changes who we are and how we think. Each 

experience within our curriculum cycle changed our thinking in some way. Within 

the Journey Cycle, Claire responded to the journey Clara made toward freedom 

in the book Sweet Clara and the Freedom Quilt (Hopkinson, 1993). Claire made 

powerful connections about the slavery issue from the Journey Cycle to the book 

in the Movement Cycle, The Ballad of Belle Dorcus (Hook, 1990). This story told 

of young lovers' sacrifice because as slaves they did not have the freedom to 

choose who they wanted to marry. Claire's experience with the first book raised 

her sensitivity to issues of slavery and she built upon that experience in her 

responses to the second book. Each experience within the cycle builds on 

previous experiences and increases our capacity to understand issues more 
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deeply. 

Conclusions 

The classroom environment provided opportunities to both interpret 

meanings and compose meanings. The learning environment provided space for 

students to dialogue about the meanings they are constructing about picture 

books. The classroom provided opportunities for students to compose their 

responses to picture books within a studio setting The cuniculum described 

begins with an introduction of a single picture book to which students have 

opportunities to respond in discussions and studio experiences. This Is followed 

by a reflective interview. The second half of the cycle begins with an introduction 

of a text set, followed by discussion, studio, and reflective interview. These 

experiences must then become part of a more extensive curriculum cycle where 

each experience builds on the previous ones. As students engage in this 

curriculum cycle their construction of meaning in response to these picture books 

deepens. 
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CHAPTER 4 

CONSTRUCTING MEANING THROUGH RESPONSES 

WITHIN LITERATURE DISCUSSIONS 

Books are spread across the table in disarray. Heads are 
close together sharing thoughts as well as dialogue about the 
books in this text set. As the students examine Mv Mama Had a 
Dancing Heart (Gray, 1995), they are deeply engaged in the story 
presented within the picture book both in words and pictures. As 
the students talk about their own personal and social meanings, 
they closely examine the illustrations. At times in the conversation 
they revisit the text by reading aloud parts of the book. Student 
create their own meaning of the book in relationship to their 
experiences. In the literature discussion, they share their thoughts. 
As they listen to each other, they build on each others' ideas to 
construct their own meanings. (Reldnotes, April, 1998) 

Claire; I think this is about the loving relationship of the mother and 

her daughter. They'd like go different places for different 

times, and they'd dance. They're dancing with a thought and 

stuff. 

Liz; It sort of looks like this is what they thought, 
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now their dancing it. This is their imagination 

and they're dancing to it. 

Shanna: She's (ike dancing over this dream thing. 

Claire: It's her remembering her mother. 

And then she's older now and she's in ballet 

and she's older now and she's in ballet and 

she thinks about her mother and all the things 

they shared and she expresses them finally 

now, now that. .. 

Liz: She's had all the practice and time with her 

mother. And she thinks about the snowflakes 

and all the colors and the sea and wind. 

Claire: And then she thinks again, she thinks [Claire reads from the 

book] "bless the world, it feels like a tip-tapping, song-

singing, finger-snapping kind of a day. Let's celebrate." 

This chapter focuses on student processes of constructing meaning about 

picture books through literature discussion. The chapter has two main sections; 

Teacher Interactions and Student Interactions. Within each of these sections, 

categories of talk are Identified and examples given. Chapter 4 explores the 

research question of How do children respond to picture books? As the primary 

data sources, I used the audiotaped transcriptions of the literature discussions 

Each literature discussion was follow by a studio experience where the students 

created an artifact within the studio. The interviews sun-ounding those artifacts 

were each audiotaped and transcribed. These interview transcriptions were also 

coded for the same categories and used in the analysis. 
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I asked two of my colleagues, Gloria Kauffman and Jean Schroeder, to 

read a sample of the transcripts to help with the coding. Both have had 

extensive experiences with literature discussion analysis. We then met together 

to discuss what they had found. This colleague check on my analysis was 

extremely helpful. At their suggestion, I first looked at these transcripts to 

identify my Interactions with the students and the students' interactions with each 

other. And then I looked at the transcripts they had coded and compared those 

with the copies of the same transcripts I had coded. The overlapping categories 

became very important. They recognized some connections which I had not 

seen. One of the key issues Gloria mentioned was not only looking at the 

comments themselves but the dialogue which led up to those comments. This 

helped me search for patterns in the sequence of the dialogue. 

Teacher Interactions 

Since I am aware of the complexities of the role the teacher plays in a 

literature discussion, it was important to look analytically at the interactions I had 

with the students in the discussions. While this is not part of my research 

question, the way the teacher interacts affects the way the students respond. I 

felt that analyzing my interactions would provide important contextual information 

for analysis of the student talk and interactions. When I analyzed all the literature 

discussion audiotaped transcripts, my responses fell into four main areas: 

Conversation Maintenance, Clarifying Statements, Participant Response, and 

Informational Sharing. 

Conversation Maintenance 

These were statements I made in order to assist the flow of the 

conversation and to make sure everyone participated. I used statements to give 
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focus to the dialogue. Sometimes these were followed by the students and 

sometimes they were ignored because the focus was not of interest to them. 

Some were invitations to encourage a student to actively participate in the 

discussion. 

When we were discussing The Ballad of Belle Dorcus (1981), a folktale 

retold and illustrated by Brian Pinkney, I introduced the issue of Belle giving up 

the earrings which her husband gave her: 

Chen: Was it worth it to give up her earrings? 

Liz: Well not exactly. 

Ralph: Not at first but then when she gets to the end .It was 

really worth it. 

Liz: I don't think so because then, she never got to spend her 

whole life with him. All she got to do was have him as a 

house and then he'd groan and moan. 

In this example students did engage with my focus 

and talked at some length. 

But in the next example my focus question was 

completely ignored. Here they were not ready to 

make connections across texts as I suggested but 

needed to more closely explore the Escher painting. 

The discussion after my focus question went back to 

the unresolved issues in their attempt to make sense 

of that painting. 

Shanna: It's like a piano on here and they are like the black keys and 

stuff. 
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Ralph: I know. 

Liz: Over here it's night time and the white ones are pointing up 

Cheri: Let's take a look at that picture does it have anything to do 

with the rest of your books. 

Liz: Not to me it isn't. 

Claire: It's kind of about landscape. 

Shane: A map. 

Ralph: Yeah. 

Liz: No, it's not really a map. 

Shane: The checkerboard thing on the bottom. They sort of look like 

a map. 

Shanna: Yeah. Cause the birds like blind her and it looks like 

different shapes. 

Liz: It's hard to look at. 

Shane: It's hard to look at where the birds begin and where they 

end. 

Ralph: I know. 

Shane: You have to learn how to move your eyes. 

The students needed more time to observe this image. Escher's work is 

optical art and probably a first experience with this type of art for many of them. 

They needed time to think about the art together through their dialogue. 

Clarifying Statements 

I clarified student' statements, encouraged students to explain their 

comments, cleared up misconceptions, or restated a student's comment. In the 

Ballad of Belle Dorcus literature discussion, I asked a clarifying question which 
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encouraged Ralph to explain his comments: 

Ralph: It was sort of a bad and good book. 

Cherl; In what way was it bad and good? 

Ralph: Like the way the master would chop down the trees was kind 

of bad. It was like destroying the world I guess, the land. 

And then like at the end when they both died. Like the way 

those two trees were growing by each other. That's good. 

They were still together. 

Cheri: So you think the trees represented the two? 

Ralph: The girl and the boy. Joshua and Belle. 

My questions helped Ralph to reflect on his own thinking and to share that 

thinking with the rest of the group. Ralph became more confident in his sharing 

of ideas as the discussions progressed. 

There were times I made comments which cleared up misconceptions: 

Shanna: I wish like in this book when the wind's blowing like the trees 

and everything's kind of moving backwards, but in this 

book, like when David Christiana does scratchboard, he 

makes like swirls around everything like the wind. 

Shane: Do you mean Brian Pinkney? 

Shanna: No. David Christiana. I wish like there was swirls like there 

was in all his books when he did scratchboards. 

Ralph: Who illustrated that book? 

Shanna: And to me it doesn't look like the same. He did scratchboard 

just like Brian Pinkney. He did scratchboard like David 

Christiana, but it's not the same. 
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Cheii: Brian, ok wait a minute. We have some confusion here. 

David Christiana, show your book Shane. That's David 

Christiana's work. Brian Pinkney is the one who does 

scratchboard and this is scratchboard. 

Shane: He's the one that does a lot of wind. 

Chen: Now are you still confused? 

Shanna: Yep. I'm still.. . 

Cheri; And Brian Pinkney's the one who did Ballad of Belle Dorcus. 

And I think that's who you are thinking of, is it? 

Shanna: Yeah. 

Once we cleared up this confusion we could go back to the point Shanna 

was trying to make. She made a connection to the movement in the illustrations 

across texts and the conversation continued with this focus. 

Most of my clarifying comments were restating a student's comment. 

Many times this was to make sure the student was heard by the group: 

Claire: And so I colored this dark for the shading that represents 

bad. 

CA: So the shading represents the bad? 

Claire: Yeah sort of like the cave. 

This was a typical response, my restating what the student had said. Most often 

it was in the form of a question to invite further comments. I feel this was a 

successful technique because my question was almost always followed by 

continued dialogue with this same focus. 
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Information Sharing 

These are statements where I shared information on a topic, shared 

artifacts to illustrate the concept, or served as a resource to add information 

about an artist, time period, style, technique, or culture. Sometimes I provided the 

name of something students were discussing: 

Ralph: Cause you know the way it's suppose to be like, you know 

straight and it kind of goes up. That's what I mean like how 

to show the whole thing up. 

Chen: Ok. There's a name for that it's called horizon line. 

In this Instance the students have an understanding of the concept of horizon but 

can't necessarily express that concept in words. They have an understanding of 

horizon but didn't have the term which helped facilitate the discussion. 

Participant Responses 

These are some of the statements I made as a fellow participant in the 

dialogue with the students. In these personal connections, I shared a 

perspective of culture, or gender, or affirmations which were indications of being 

an active listener: 

Jessica: It says Belle Dorcus ran through that noon day heat five 

miles down the road. 

Cheri: Have you guys ever looked out across the highway down the 

road and... 

Ralph: . . .and it looks like there's water. 

Claire: Off the ground you can see like there's little pools of water 

ahead of you, a mirage. And it looks like there are a bunch 

of different waves. 
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In this example my comments helped students make similar connections 

to their own personal experiences and therefore helped them construct 

transactional meaning from the picture books. 

Conclusions from Teacher Interactions 

Based on this analysis I learned most of my comments were clarifying 

statements. I often restated a student's comment to emphasize what had been 

said. In this way, I encouraged everyone to hear the student. I repeated their 

comments as a question to invite students to tell us more about what they had 

said. 

Some of my conversation maintenance comments were after long pauses 

in the conversation and I asked a focus question. Many of these focus 

questions were ignored because the issues I brought up were not of interest to 

the students. When they did not respond, I simply let the conversation continue 

naturally in the direction the students took. Sometimes I think just saying 

something helped them to refocus on issues that were of interest to them. 

As I looked back at the transcripts, I felt my wait time in the pauses 

between conversation shifts was probably not long enough. My information 

sharing could have been smoother to the flow of the conversation. I need to 

reflect on whether this was helpful to the students' construction of meaning or 

not. I would not present new information unless I felt it deepened their meaning 

making process. 

My overall participation did not seem dominant within the context of the 

dialogue. Often students would carry on the extended conversation without my 

participation. I was concerned about taking over the conversation during the 

literature discussions. My comments did not seem to make much of an impact. 
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Often students ignored my comments and continued their own discussions, i 

don't think I helped to extend their construction of meaning to a deeper level. 

This research experience suggests I need to pay close attention to other teacher 

comments that lead students to deeper insights as I observe literature 

discussions. 

Student Interactions 

In order to examine student interactions, I copied all of the transcripts 

twice and collated them in order of their occurrence. The other set I read through 

and made marginal notes. I looked for commonalities in the kinds of talk in which 

the students engaged. Separate categories of response began to emerge from 

these readings. I coded all the transcripts for the types of talk. I examined these 

smaller categories and I looked at ways to collapse these into larger more 

comprehensive categories. These broad general categories show students' 

ongoing meaning making processes to make sense of picture books. One 

complete set of transcripts I laid aside for later analysis in answering my fourth 

research question. 

The analysis of these categories guided me in answering the second 

research question, How do children respond to picture books? Each category 

will comprise a section of this chapter. These categories are Use of Symbolism, 

Prediction, Intertextuality, Personal Connections, Story Elements and Structure, 

Examining Details to Shift Perspective, and Noticing Illustrations 

Use of Literary Svmbolism 

Inferences are made by reasoning from something known to reach new 

conclusions. Literature is second to no other area of the curriculum in offering 

students opportunities to engage in critical thinking and to dialogue about the 
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transactional character of meaning construction (Peterson & Eeds, 1990). Use of 

Literary Symbolism is the first category. The response of the student indicates 

that the student has transacted with the symbolism of an actual object or event in 

the story to infer deeper meaning, in my analysis of students' responses that 

were inferences, I found many used symbolism. Symbols in story function to put 

the reader in touch with meaning that cannot be directly stated. Abstract 

meanings are made accessible to the mind and heart of the reader through 

symbols (Peterson & Eeds, 1990). Symbols stand for a feeling or a concept to 

develop story tension, influence characters, or intensify mood. Different symbol 

systems, pictures, fonts, text layout, type size, white spaces, and graphics, 

represent the information more completely than alphabetic writing can by itself 

(Goodman, 1996). 

As 1 examined and coded the transcripts, I realized that Claire was making 

many inferences using symbolism. In her discussion of Outside Over There 

(Sendak, 1981), she was able to make meaning for herself by seeing the horn as 

a symbol the author used for solution to the conflict in the story. The symbol of 

the horn as the hero of the story represents resolution for Claire. 

Claire: Well the horn to me in the book of Outside Over There. 

it was a symbol. It was like a hero sort of. Because if it 

wasn't for the horn, she wouldn't have brought the baby 

back. Then I colored this dark for the shading and also like 

over here and that represents the bad the shading and was 

this. Sort of like the cave. It was where the babies, the 



goblins lived. And they took the baby there to be their bride. 

And so this was like their cave and then here's like the road. 

So it's like two paths. And the horn saved the day because 

she would play music for the baby and when she played the 

horn, the goblins started dancing real fast, it was like they 

turned into water I guess. Except one baby, her baby sister. 

This horn is the symbol of the hero. Because if it wasn't for 

the horn all would be lost. 

Claire was often the first to connect to the author's use of literary 

symbolism. She recognized the use of the eanrings as a symbol of the love 

between Joshua and Belle In The Ballad of Belle Dorcus (Hooks, 1990). She 

drew a rose as a response to Dear Mili (Sendak, 1988) to symbolize the peace in 

the story. As she made comments about the use of a symbol, the other students 

would also find new meanings in the stories. The dialogue that followed these 

connections was more productive. 

Prediction 

In literature discussions, as children read the story, look at the illustrations, 

- and participate in the 

discussion that takes 

place, they are 

presented with a 

wealth of new 

information that 

enables them to 

confirm or discomfirm 
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their predictions (Short and Pierce, 1990). The same predictions apply to the 

story students feel the artist is telling with the images he/she creates. They 

return to the image searching for details to confirm their predictions. They rely on 

their knowledge of written story structure to help them reconstruct their meaning 

in story being told by the artist. Here they show their knowledge of problem 

solving, story climax and resolution as they were observing an art print by 

Katsushika Hokusai and making predictions: 

Liz: I think it's about rescue. Yeah it's a 

rescue back in the olden days or 

something. 

Shane: Yeah but look at the boats back there. 

Is that just a mountain? 

Liz: They're going across the water to save 

someone then they'll take them home to 

the mountain. 

Intertextualitv 

The connections the students made from one book to another were 

classified as intertextuality. I found some strands which ran across books within 

a text set. Some intertextual connections were to books which they had read 

outside this study within the regular classroom or outside of school. Some were 

to books with which students had previous experience from other cycles of our 

curriculum. Others were connections to texts other than books such as art prints, 

drama experiences, and music. These are connections with other sign system 

texts. 
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Three types of Intertextuality occurred. The first type I will discuss is 

Intertextuality with texts the students had encountered outside of the picture 

books introduced in the study. When we were looking at the text set with close 

portraiture, Ralph recalled a connection to a illustration he had encountered two 

years before when Peter Catalanoto visited his school; 

Ralph: Yeah the book with the Dalmatian. He 

(Catalanoto) showed us how he drew it 

and everything. Wasn't his name 

Dillon? Yeah there were two guys there. 

It was in the library. Here in this book 

they use more realistic faces 

than in the book about Dillon. They 

don't show his face that much. These 

are better than, and look realistic 

compared to that one. 

The next type of intertextual connections was across picture books within 

a text set introduced in the study. Early in the discussion of the Maurice 

Sendak's books, the students noticed the reoccurrence of the dog character: 

Jessica: He's the one (dog) like in all the books. 

Ralph: Like in all the books? In Chicken SOUP 

and Rice and this book, it's the 

same.. .(Maurice Sendak text set, p.10) 

Claire: They have the same little dog and the 

same boy. Just a different color. 

In their attempts to actively construct meaning with the book, they 
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searched for possible explanations for this repetition of the dog character; 

Ralph; Maybe he can't draw (different) dogs. 

Claire; And Shanna pointed this out that she 

was looking in this book and that's the 

dog from Where the Wild Things Are. 

Ralph; This person must have a couple of dogs 

and then like all kind of the same. 

Claire; Or maybe its the same dog. 

Shane; I think that this dog is like his Motto. 

Ralph; Probably he (Maurice Sendak) had a 

dog and it died or something. That kid 

might be him (Sendak) Like he has like 

memories of him and the dog or 

something like that. 

They began to use the adult reference book, The Art of Maurice Sendak (Lanes, 

1980) to research the origin of the character that Sendak used in so many of his 

books. 

Jessica; (reading from text) No sooner had Sendak returned to 

the United States when he discovered that his 

beloved dog, Jenny had cancer too. Sendak told a 

friend, "It was a nightmare but Jenny never 

complained. She wasn't a complaining dog." After she 

died Sendak wrote an old acquaintance, "My best 

friend, my dog Jenny has died." 
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Another type of intertextual connection the students nnade in their 

responses was to other sign system texts. Language, art, music, drama, 

mathematics, and movement are sign systems the students referred to. They 

represent ways in which humans have learned to mediate the world in an attempt 

to make and share meaning (Short & Harste, 1997). It is important to recognize 

and value the responses students have within and across the alternate ways of 

knowing. In the movement text set the students were discussing Dancing by 

Denys Cazet (1995). They had been exploring the concept of status and how 

your body language changes with the change in a person's status in the 

students' regular classroom. They explored this idea through dramatization. 

Here Liz brings into the discussion her experience in the sign system of drama: 

Liz: When you're scared, your body 

movement changes. Like you're real 

stiff. 

Jessica: To me you're real jerky. 

Shane: Actually I think you would get less stiff 

because I mean the fire flight effect, with 

adrenalin I mean, you would be looser 

so you could move faster. 

Liz also makes a an intertextual connection to the sign 

system of music In the discussion of the text set on movement. She 

is discussing i live in music by Ntozake Shange (1993): 

Liz: I connect with this picture because I play 

the saxophone. It says saxophones wet 
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my face. Which I don't get. 

Jessica: Maybe all the sweat from practicing. 

Liz; I don't practice like that. 

Jessica: [reading] "Sounds fall around me 

like rain on other folks" 

Liz: This page right here. I think it means like 

do you connect? Do you express your 

feelings in music, you know, do you live 

with music, you know. 

The students also connected to the system of mathematics in their 

responses to the art prints and picture books: 

Shane: If you put that under a microscope, 

you'd see a million dots. 

Ralph: Talk about millions, thousands, cabillion, 

trillion billions. 

Shane: Million is more than a thousand. 

Ralph: Thousand of millions though. 

Shane: It looks like all he did was like get this 

itty bitty paint brush and just painted 

colors to it. It looks like somebody 

helped him too. If you can imagine it, 

people just got little dots and just 

painted it out. 

The students made intertextual connections across the texts of different picture 

books and across the texts of different sign systems. 
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Personal Connection 

Students make emotional connections as they connect their own 

experiences and the story. As the students discussed Maurice Sendak's dog 

they made personal connections to their own pets. It was obvious many of the 

students personally connected to this dialogue and their responses in studio 

indicated that. Many of them drew their own pets or copied Sendak's Jenny 

during the studio session: 

Ralph; I liked the dog because I liked the way 

he was formed and I like the guy who drew 

him. I like the way the feet are like flat like that 

and the tail. I drew it because it was the part 

that was most meaningful to me. 

Claire: Because of what happened to the 

dog? 

Ralph: Yeah, the dog. 1 just saw it and it looked 

kind of like my favorite picture out of the 

whole book because it was I don't know 

I like dogs and that's it. 

Claire: If I would have drew that, I'd probably draw it 

because I thought it was really sad after the dog 

died. 
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Ralph connected with the drawing technique and wanted to try and copy that 

technique. Claire confirmed that both she and Ralph personally connected with 

the dog in the story because of their emotional connection to Sendak's dog. Liz 

also drew about this connection as one of her responses within studio: 

Liz: My first book was Chicken Soup With 

Rice and I like the little puppy on it. So I 

drew the little puppy drinking some soup 

out of his bowl. I drew this picture 

because in another book about Sendak 

it said the dog died and so I drew the 

dog. I did that and I don't know, I said I 

drew this because I am feeling a 

thousand things when I read this book. I 

put Jenny with sadness because Jenny 

died and so did his (Sendak's) mother in 

the same year. 



Liz was able to talk about her personal connection to Jenny, Sendak's dog and 

Sendak's sadness at both the loss of his mother and his dog. Because we used 

Lanes' reference book, we had knowledge of these losses. Ralph and Claire 

connected to their own experiences of having a pet die: 

Ralph: He was probably real close, like when he 

would come home and the dog would jump on him or 

something., and he misses that. It's sad when pets 

die and tough too. 

Claire: I had a bunny, two bunnies, and they 

died of heat. I was so upset. We were 

out of town.We like put lots of water and 

we even had neighbors to check on 

them. I just was so mad at the 

neighbors. 

Ralph made connections to his own pet later in the discussion: 

Ralph: My cat ran away, cause, well she was a 

real.. . her name was Cindy Crawford. But my 

cousin left the door open and she was a real 

wild cat. She would like in the morning, she 

would run around in circles chasing after her 

tail. And so one day me and my cousin... we 

let her out... I let her out. Cause she has to 

have freedom once in a while and just like get 

out for a while. And then we let her out and 

me and my cousin, she's only like six or five. 
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and we like got real into basketball, and so we 

had forgotten about her and like she ran away. 

She got eaten by coyotes. 

Shane: My grandparents' dog died. It was a 

black Lab. His name was Max. He... 

you could grab him, pull out every hair 

one at a time, and he wouldn't even nip 

at you. He'd just stand there and let you 

do it. He was so sweet and then he 

died. 

All the students personally connected to the loss of a pet and therefore identified 

strongly with Sendak's inclusion of Jenny in his illustrations. Another personal 

connection was reflected in the student's dialogue about Sendak's story Where 

the Wild Things Are (1963). The students remembered times they were sent to 

their own rooms: 

Shanna: I sit in my room and stand there and get 

mad or hit the door or something for a 

while. But then... 

Liz: My mom says when I was little I used to 

get mad and I used to just twirl my 

arms everywhere. Just go like that. That's 

what my mom said I used to do when I was 

little. 

Shanna: 1 would get up on the bed and jump off. 

And then I calmed down and I would 
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play with stuff or something, my Legos, 

or draw. 

Claire: My mom says when I got mad I would 

rip the heads off of my Barbie dolls too. 

Liz: You can always put them back on 

though. 

Shanna: Not always. Unless the plastic ball thing 

fall in. There's a round ball thing that 

you have to have. 

Liz: There's this ball that sticks right to the 

magnet. This little ball and you can put 

it back on. It makes it twirl. 

Ralph: When you get sent to your room, you've 

got to have a good imagination to like 

pretend like your mind or something, 

that you have tossed a crowbar or 

something. Like I do that like 

when I see like I live up in a house and 

I have magic things, it's like an animal or 

a person up there. And then I just tell 

my mom and she says I have a good 

imagination. That's it. I have a little 

confession of myself. Sometimes 

when I am very angry, I have a 

punching bag outside and I'll kind of 
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imagine that its whoever I'm mad at and 

then I'll try beating it up. It 

doesn't quite feel as good, but it's fun, 

Liz: I just go beat on my pillow. 

Claire: I just like do something else to get my 

mind off it. 

Shane: Yeah sometimes I do. I like playing 

chess. 

Ralph: Yeah like play Nintendo. 

Liz: No I get mad at Nintendo. 

Shane: I know, I'll be playing my Sego and then 

some like Coco, one of the characters, he'll 

throw coconuts at you in the tree, he's a 

monkey, I'll get all angry at him and he's on 

one side of the hill and there's a hill that goes 

up.I'll do sonic spin or something.I'll hold down 

and press AAAA really fast after getting him 

going. Then I'll let go and hit, tap at the top, 

and I go [sound of explosion] And I lose all my 

rings cause he.. .Every time that I tried it that 

he came out,he's always got a coconut right 

there. Its hard. 

Students connected to each others' experiences and the experience of Max In 

Sendak's story. They shared their own ways of coping with their emotions when 

being punished. Another way in which personal connections were made to the 
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books dealt with family members who were artists. Ralph told us about his 

cousin who was an artist: 

Ralph: I'll bring in my cousin's art. 

Jessica: Bring in your cousin so we can talk to 

him. 

Ralph: I can't bring in my cousin. He's only 

fifteen. He goes to Flowing Weils. Man 

he's good at it. I'll bring in a picture of 

Marcia. That's my sister. 

Jessica: One of my cousin's grandma, she's like... 

she's an artist and she sells paintings. 

She's like not a really famous artist but 

she sells paintings in the stores and 

stuff. She draws landscapes. 

Later Ralph did bring in his cousins' scratchboard drawing. This helped us guide 

our curriculum decision to look at books which were illustrated in scratchboard. 

As I analyzed the transcripts, I saw that some literature discussions 

contained many personal comments while others had very little. I began to 

reflect on why I found the difference. The Journey text set which was mainly 

focused on the two folktales Mouse Match (Young, 1997) and TheMouse Bride 

(Christiana, 1997) had very few personal connections, possibly because these 

were folktales about finding a mate and more removed from the children's 

experiences. But all of Sendak's books inspired lengthy dialogue about their 

personal connections to relationships to their pets and their experiences with 
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being punished by being sent to their room. Sendak has special insight into the 

world of children. 

Story Elements and Structure 

This category refers to the responses of students that referred to story 

structure, genre, or story elements such as character analysis, plot, or setting. 

In the TheBallad of Belle Dorcusdiscussion Jessica relates it to other 

genres of the books she has read: 

Jessica: It's like a scary romance. 

Claire: The boy and the girl. Joshua and Belle. 

Jessica; It's like a scary romance novel thing. 

I Liz discovers that TheMouse Bride is 

a circular story. In the end it comes back to 

where the story started. She uses a sketch 

to stretch of her thinking to help the rest of 

' us see what she means: 

/ 

Liz: Maybe she went in a circle cause the mouse was in 

the house in the first place. So she probably went in 

a cycle looking at it. She starts at the house and then 

goes to the sun and then she goes around to find the 

cloud and then she goes to the wind. And then she 

ends up back in the house and there's a little mouse 

There were few responses concerned with story elements and structure. 

The students didn't seem interested in the story from this analytical stance. 
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Examining Details to Shift Perspective 

Originally, I coded these as two separate categories, Supporting Details 

and Shift in Previous Assumptions. But as I coded these responses it became 

obvious that this shift always occurred after an intense look at the illustrations. 

Whenever there was a definite change in a previous perception, it was always 

preceded by close observation. The students used the illustrations to support a 

point and new perceptions grew from this intensity in looking at the details of the 

illustrations. 

In the following excerpt from the transcript, the students were matching 

the story and illustrations in the two books The Mouse Bride (Christiana, 1995) 

and Mouse Match (Young, 1997): 

Ralph: In Shanna's book. Mouse Match, there's 

pages... I mean did the mouse match with The 

Mouse Bride? 

Shanna: It doesn't really match. 

Ralph: It's got this picture of this little giri being 

sent to her room by her father or something. 

Claire: Shanna turn the pages. 
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Ralph: See? 

Claire: Look at that. 

Ralph: It's like over here (pointing as in the 

illustration). 

Up to this point the students are accepting the action in the book as if it really 

happened. Now a shift in that assumption comes: 

Shanna: Maybe she's dreaming. 

Claire: Or maybe she's telling the story. 

Again they search for details in the illustrations to support this new assumption: 

Ralph: That's the same shirt that she is 

wearing. See? 

Claire: Or maybe she was telling the story to 

not make her feel bored any more. 

Shanna: Yeah. Cause she was sent to her room. 

Ralph: See, she's telling the story. 

Shanna: Cause she goes, "Come here and I'll 

tell you a story." 

Claire: To us. 

Ralph: Yeah. So she's telling the story. 

The students intensely searched the illustrations to find details to support 

the theories they were forming throughout their thinking. Many places throughout 

the transcripts the students would play a "Where's Waldo" game taking turns 

searching out details in the illustrations to support a theory they were 

constructing. They continued with this searching in TheMouse Bride book: 

Jessica: There's a mouse right here at the bottom of the page. 
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Ralph: There's a mouse in every picture. 

Jessica: If you look through maybe you could find a mouse. There's 

a mouse. 

Claire: Where's the mouse? 

Ralph: Or probably she's telling the story to the mouse. 

Jessica: You skipped a page. 

To assure accuracy in the hunt, Jessica lays down a rule. She says, "We must 

observe every page." Claire joins the game. 

Claire: Let's see if we can find the next mouse. 

Ralph: Oh yeah. There's the mousy. 

Jessica: And there's the little girl again. She's reading a book. 

Ralph: And the mouse is in every picture, so it's happening to them. 

Claire: Maybe she's reading a book to the mouse. 

Jessica: Ok. In the picture there's.. . in every picture at the 

beginning when the girl gets in a room.. .there's a mouse in 

the picture and the girl's just. .. 

Ralph: She's probably being sent away. Like the way, it kind of 

relates to her and the mouse. Cause she's always like 

getting you know pushed away, and the girl was kind of 

getting pushed away too. 

Claire: The sun is telling her to go somewhere else and don't bother 

him. 

Initially the students are simply searching for the mouse in each illustration. By 

closely examining the illustrations, the students shift their thinking to feel that the 

girl and mouse are being sent away. Together they have constructed their own 
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meaning for the story. They feel it has an underlying theme of rejection. It took 

an intense search of the illustrations to arrive at the point where they made an 

assumption about the underlying theme of the story. 

Ralph and Shane closely observed the progressional changes in the 

illustrations in Where the Wild Things Are and constructed meaning through 

those observations: 

Ralph: Every time he'd keep dreaming the moon 

would get fuller. Yeah every time he was 

imagining, and when he got back the moon 

was full. See here it is only half, once he starts 

dreaming more, imagining things more, the 

moon would get fuller. 

Shane: And it gets brighter too. See here it is kind of 

dim and then it gets brighter 

Ralph: And more stars come too. 

Shane; Yeah and it gets kind of bigger too (the 

illustration or field of action). 

Ralph: He's like coming there. The night is coming 

more. 

I believe this dialogue shows how Ralph and Shane closely observed the 

changes in the details in the illustrations to show their understanding of the shift 

in the story from reality to fantasy. Claire and Ralph use the supporting details 

they find in the illustrations to understand the transformation in Max's worid: 

Claire: Then remember his tent that he built? He 

imagined that it was his kingdom. He was 
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sitting on his stool and he imagined it was his 

castle. 

Ralph: He is sitting on his stool and it is getting way 

bigger and fancier. 

Claire and Ralph make a shift in their understanding of what the tent 

means within the context of the story. It is not simply a tent but becomes 

a metaphor for Max's sense of power. As the tent grows in the 

illustrations to resemble a throne so does Max's role as king of his 

imaginary world. 

Liz and Claire have a similar discussion in The 

Ballad of Belle Dorcus transcript. They both search 

intently through the illustrations examining the smallest 

details. In this case they may be seeing their own 

interpretations of images within the illustrators images. 

They are trying to discover a substory or double 

narrative within the illustrations: 

Liz: The clouds look like that. Yeah. 

Claire: It looks like wind too. 

Liz: You mean the clouds look like little creatures 

up there. 

Claire: No. 

Liz: But that's what they look like. 

Claire: Clouds are wispy sometimes like that. 

Liz: If it has wind That would add to the 

story. 
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Liz: He does that because he can't make clouds 

like that in there. They have Irttle circles. They 

have little circles in there. 

Claire; Well, that could be wind. The wind kind of goes 

in circles. 

Liz; No, not tiny ones. See, there is a person in 

there. 

Claire; Let me see. 

Liz; No wait there is his face and his hands. 

Claire; I can't see from here. 

Liz; The white part is his skin over there. The 

top circle, that's his hair. Here it doesn't make 

circle. Like his shirt is rubbed in the story. 

In the art print, "In the Well of the Great Wave off Kanagawa," Claire, Liz, 

and Shane, intensely examined the artwork in order to find what the artist has 

abstractly included in the wave to make the picture more ominous and 

threatening. They are socially constructing meaning. It is through the 

discussion with Claire that Shane and Liz construct different meanings. Claire 

has searched the illustrations of the wave and sees the similarity between the 

artist's depiction of water to fingers clawing the people caught in the storm. She 

points to this in the discussion and the others see her explanation of the images 

and other "pictures within the picture." The socially constructed meanings 

broadened perceptions of the potential images within the artwork. 

Claire; I think like the artist like makes it look like it's 

clawing the boats, and you know like right here 
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it's getting ready. 

Liz: It looks like little fingers. See? 

Shane: That looks like an eagle right there. 

Claire: Cause you know how it's like attacking the 

boat? That's probably why it's like that. 

Liz: There's like a million pictures 

Claire: Do you see like the little eagle? See its head? 

Liz: In the mountain right there. 

Shane: And like that, and then the boat, it's like people 

skiing down on a mountain on a sled. Like 

these icicles with long shears. 

Liz: Yeah, there's like pictures. 

They searched the illustrations for the golden earrings while working through 

issues such as relationships, marriage, slavery, and everlasting love: 

Liz:(read) They let her marry Joshua and live in the slave 

quarters. It was done Joshua took all the coins 

he had saved from his fiddle... 

Shanna: And bought her gold earrings. 

Shane: But see it says finally mamma said sir, she said 

I fear Belle Oorcus will die. 

Liz: She went to the master and ask him and he 

said yes. 

Jessica: Belle Dorcus would die unless she married 

Joshua: Married. 

Ralph: So she didn't get married. 
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Liz: Yes she did. 

Ralph: Where did you (they) get it done? 

Liz: See it was done. 

Jessica: I know it was done once they gave her the 

eanings it was done. 

Ralph: It could nnean something else. 

Jessica: Cause they were saying it was done. They put 

together. They're together. 

Ralph: It could have meant something else it doesn't 

just mean that. 

Claire: And the earrings are probably a symbol too. 

Liz: It was a symbol of the ring. 

Jessica: Cause they were both together. 

Liz: But they were loopy ones. 

Here Ralph makes a shift in his thinking and breaks from the bantering pattern 

of dialogue. He does this as he searches the illustrations. Jessica later 

sketched this concept in a sketch to stretch: 
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Ralph: There are two of them (earrings) so they might 

be a symbol for the couple together. 

Jessica: But not the loop earrings, like circles. Of never 

ending love. 

Ralph: The earrings are never ending. One for 

happiness and one for sadness. The difference 

between the two parts of the story, the happy 

part and the sad part. 

My expert colleagues, Gloria and Jean, suggested not only to examine these 

supportive details but to look at the deeper issues related to the "Here's Waldo 

searches." This searching for details almost became a ritual in the dialogue of 

the students which they repeatedly enacted to construct deeper meaning. 

Noticing Illustrations 

The comments within this category occurred frequently throughout all of 

the transcripts. I feel this was because of my role as artist in the classroom and 

the nature of our curriculum cycle. The literature discussions of picture books 

were always followed by an art studio experience. Much of the students' 

discussions focused on all aspects of the illustrations. As I analyzed the data, 

the importance of this category, noticing illustrations, generated more focused 

categories which will be discussed in the next chapter. 

Discussion and Conclusions 

To answer my research question, How do children respond to picture 

books?, I examined the patterns across the categories that emerged from the 

data analysis of the transcripts. Students used response to construct meaning of 

the deeper issues within the picture books. They came to understand these 
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deeper issues through the dialogue about the literary symbolism in the books. 

Students made predictions based on their experiences with texts. These 

predictions were supported by their sense of story structure. The more 

experience students have had with literature the more proficient they become at 

predicting the events within books. Intertextuality as defined in this study 

encompasses not only the connections across books but also the connections 

across the texts of sign systems such as language, drama, music, mathematics, 

movement, and visual image. Students construct meaning through the personal 

connections they make to the picture books. Some books support more personal 

connections because they are more closely aligned with the lives of the children 

who read them. These students in this study made few comments that were 

about the elements and structures of the stories. The students did search 

extensively through the details in the illustrations. This search helped them to 

come to deeper understanding of the stories. This searching became a ritual that 

led them to shifts in their thinking. Students responded in meaningful ways to the 

picture books. These responses showed their deep understandings of those 

books. 
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Well 'cause the sky isn't one shade. It would be like, in the 

sunsets and stuff there's lots of colors. And also like the yellow 

would be mixed with the green. Like blacks and whites mixed 

together. Like there wouldn't be slavery. They'd be friends. They 

wouldn't hate each other. The yellow sky is like the symbol for 

freedom where Clara was running. (Claire, Journey Interview) 

Claire is a fourth grader who loves literature and has a special 

relationship with books. Here she talks about the illustrations in Sweet Clara 

and the Freedom Quilt (Hopkinson, 1993). By close obsen/ation of the actual 

colors, Claire has made connections with the meanings of the art and the story 
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She understands the essence of the relationship between the written text and 

the illustrations. 

This chapter focuses on student processes of constructing meaning 

through the illustrations within picture books. In Chapter 4 I analyzed broad 

categories informing me about how the students constructed meaning about 

picture books through literature discussion. Chapter 5 builds upon the last 

category in Chapter 4, noticing illustrations. The research question I explore in 

this chapter is What are children's responses to the illustrations in picture 

books? This question focuses on the art of the picture book as a sign system. I 

examine the ways students respond to the illustrations as they create meaning 

for themselves. 

I analyzed the responses of the students within the transcripts of the 

literature discussions in the same way I did in the previous discussion. The 

categories of student responses which emerged from this analysis are: (1) 

Illustrator Issues: Wondering about the illustrator, (2) Medium: What were the 

illustration made from?, (3) Technique of Illustration: How were the illustrations 

made?, (4) Elements of Art: Building blocks of pictures , (5) Compositional 

Principles: How it all fits together?, (6) Style of Illustration: Where do the 

pictures fit?, (7) Book Layout and Publishing Process: How to make a book, 

and (8) Reference to an Artist: Knowing about famous artists. 

Illustrator Issues: Wondering About the Illustrator 

I believe picture books are truly an artform with many visual riches of the 

same qualities as museum artworks. Illustrators are artists who have the dual 

challenge of creating well composed, artistically interesting images on each 

page while attending to the storytelling of the picture book (Lechner, 1993). 
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Students in this study recognized illustrators as artists and wondered about 

their art process. Students closely examined the picture books and began to 

ask questions about where the "illustrator got his ideas." They also wanted to 

know if the artwork "came out the way the artist wanted it to." These are issues 

of the illustrators' sources of inspiration and their intent within the art. Ralph 

was not aware that William Hook, the author of TheBallad of Belle Dorcus 

(1990) based his story on one of many conjure tales that he listened to as a 

child growing up in the Carolinas. Conjurers were both feared and respected 

for the powerful spells they cast. 

Brian Pinkney's use 

of strong trees and the other 

plants within the 

illustrations were no doubt 

inspired by Hook's story. 

Ralph was impressed with 

Pinkney's ability to draw the 

forest and trees which bring 

r 

. % 

Hook's story alive. The double page spread which Ralph particularly noted 

exemplified the drama of Joshua, the story's main character, falling under the 

spell of the conjure woman. Granny Lizard. Ralph and some of the other 

students began to question why illustrators and artists choose certain subjects 

to paint. He wondered where they get the inspiration for their artwork. He was 

"trying on" the role of an artist in his connection: 
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Ralph; You can tell Brian PInkney likes to draw plants 

too. That's why I like it. You can tell he likes to 

draw plants because half the story's about a 

tree. 

Ralph often reflected on the artists' source of ideas for their work. He wondered 

where the artists get their ideas. He didn't feel they could just make up these 

ideas. He said, 'They could make it up in their mind. It would be pretty hard 

though." Ralph began to think like an artist as he analyzed the artist's 

intentions. He critiqued the artwork analyzing the artist's process and intent: 

Ralph: Right here it looks like he messed up when he was doing it 

Or maybe he didn't. "Cause when you go one way on a 

scratch board and then you turn around and go the other 

way on the same thing, and like it does it but it makes it so 

it's like this. And it doesn't have to touch like that. And 

that's what it looks like he did. 

Ralph reinforced his thinking when he found another example in the 

painting "In the Well of the Great Wave Off Kanagawa" by Hokusai where he felt 

the artist "messed up." 

Ralph: I noticed something right here, I think he was going to make 

a mountain, because look at this, it looks like snow coming 

down on the mountain and then he screwed up right here 

and made it too smooth and then started doing this and it 

looked kind of like waves so now he changed his mind and 

made it into waves. 
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Picasso (1991) said of his own process: "a picture is not thought out and 

settled beforehand. While it is being done, it changes as one's thoughts 

change. And when it's finished, it still goes on changing according to the state 

of mind of whoever is looking at it. A picture lives like a living creature, 

undergoing the changes imposed on us by our life from day to day. This is 

natural enough, as the picture lives only through the man who is looking at it" (p. 

12). 

Because Ralph and the other students were involved in close 

examination of picture books, dialoguing about those books, and creating their 

own art during studio, they began to think like artists. Ralph began to 

understand this concept in his own artwork. His process evolved as his art was 

created. 

Medium: What Were the Pictures Made From? 

This category focused on the students' talk about what the artist or 

illustrator used to create the illustrations. By closely examining the illustrations, 

they made informed guesses about those 

media. When looking at the book i live in 

music (Shange, 1993) all three of the students 

recognized that the book is done in collage. 

They may have been making a connection to 

Mouse Match (Young, 1997) from a previous 

discussion and to their own collage 

experience In studio as part of that cycle in the 

curriculum. 

The picture book i live in music is a wonderful weave of the poem by 
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;*•> Ntozake Shange and 21 of Romare Bearden's 

paintings. Shanna and Liz talked about two of 

the illustrations in the book. The first 

% "• illustration they recognized as collage in which 

Bearden cut and constructed the image. The 

second Liz recognized as a different medium. 

The three-quarter page spread is done with 

1 paint, white wash strokes, and strokes where 

2a»jeL_ij6BHi8HK: the brush is saturated with paint. Liz felt the 

free expression of the strokes. But because the illustration is a scaled down 

reproduction of the original painting, she thought it was done with finger paint. 

Her experience with fingerpaint gave her the sense of the same free expression 

as Bearden's original paintings. 

Shanna: I think this is bizarre. It's got like two kinds of art. It's like 

that one. It looks like they cut it out of like a picture. 

Liz; They did. It's collage 

Shanna: That's a collage? 

Liz: Collages are cool. This one's really weird. There's like one 

lady here in the first illustration and then in the second 

illustration it looks like someone did finger painting. He has 

a lot of different art in this book. 

Technique: How Were the Illustrations Made? 

The technique is not what the artist uses, but how the artist applies that 

medium. There are many techniques in illustration. Some are methods used 

by most artists and others are those uniquely developed by the artist or 
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illustrator. In discussing the illustrations in Mouse Match (Young, 1997), not 

only did students recognize the illustration medium but they took a personal 

interest in the technique the illustrator used to make it appear flat. They shared 

their prior experience with using tissue in their own artwork: 

Shanna: How do you put tissue paper so it stays on better? We did 

that in second grade. 

Not only were the students interested in the technique used but they personally 

related to the experience as an artist. Ralph noticed when looking at the 

illustrations of Brian Pinkney that there were "a lot of scratches in the 

scratchboard." He had not yet experienced it for himself but was already putting 

himself in the place of the artist as technician. What Ralph might be thinking is 

how involved this process must be. 

Lilly, the child in TheWhale Song (Sheldon, 1990) whose patience 

earns her a special relationship with the whales she loves, is exquisitely 

painted by Gary BIythe. Ralph couldn't believe that BIythe could paint eyes so 

Ralph: I bet you they cut out those eyes. 

Shanna: From a photo? 

Ralph: Those look real. They're too real. 'Cause you can almost 
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tell It. 

Liz: Photograph. 

Ralph: Well they even got a glare or something. 

Shanna: So those glints in her eyes are the reflection in the water? 

Ralph: Has to be. 

Liz: 'Cause right now Ralph's eyes have reflection from the 

window. 

The students continued to discuss 

Gary BIythe's illustration techniques. 

They were very impressed with his 

extremely realistic paintings: 

Shane: He used paint. He has to use colors and he'd have 

to do it on canvas (noticed the texture of the weave of the 

canvas in the illustrations). 

Liz: It looks like he started with brown and then mixed in 

oranges, reds, greens, and yellows. 

Shane: And added yellow, (taking an imaginary brush and 

dapping the top of the table). You know, spotting. 

Liz: He used spots very tiny and all close together everywhere. 

Jessica: He didn't, 'cause I don't understand, that looks so real, the 

face. 

Liz: It looks like grandmother's face. 

Jessica: It doesn't even look like a painting 
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Shane: And the necklace, look at the glare. Even that looks 

real cause of her wrinkles. 

The discussion of order of paint application occurred again in the discussion of 

First Snow (1997) by David Christiana. Claire and Ralph were intently 

exploring the illustration to understand which paint color was applied first. They 

supported each other's ideas with their comments: 

Claire: I think he put the white on first because the dark colors go 

over the white. 

Ralph: Because if he did them last, he would have got all kinds of 

colors on that. 

When looking at the art prints, Ralph began to apply a concept we explored in a 

previous studio experience-applying salt and alcohol to watercolor. The 

technique is not the same, but his experience helped him identify similarities in 

the images: 

Ralph: This one, it looks like a little alcohol writing or something 

'cause there's really no outline on that here (pointing to the 

picture). 

Liz: There is an outline but it's light. 

Ralph: And then it looks like these are little salts. 

Most of the student's responses to the illustrations were about the techniques 

and media the illustrators used. Many were mediums which were new to the 

students such as scratchboard. As artists themselves, they were impressed with 

the illustrators' abilities. They were interested in these techniques and how the 

illustrators used them to express the stories. 
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Art Elements: Building Blocks of the Pictures 

All picture book artists, no matter what media they use, have several 

visual elements they work with such as color, line, shape, perspective, 

texture,light and dark. In the literature discussions, many of the responses 

students had were about the elements of art. 

Exploring the Meaning of Color 

Claire made a connection to the color of the end pages in foretelling the 

story through the symbolic meaning of the color. The end papers in TheBallad 

of Belle Dorcus (Hook, 1990) are green. Ralph and Shane supported Claire's 

comments: 

Claire: It was green probably because of the trees. 

Ralph: "cause of the trees. 

Shanna: Because of the tree. .. or because it was green. 

Claire; It was partly about Belle but mainly about Joshua 

turning into a tree. To me it seems the green symbolizes 

happiness maybe or peace at the end of the story. 

Ralph noticed the white in the Japanese seascape art print. He made a 

connection between color and emotional response: 

Ralph: That white kind of makes it look like the water got more 

calm. That and the grey color of the water. It makes 

the water look calmer. 
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In First Snow. (1997) author/illustrator 

David Christiana considered the elements of 

nature and how they learned cooperation 

and appreciation for each other. When 

Ralph looked at an illustration in First Snow, 

he evaluated Christiana's use of color. 

Christiana used color and brushstrokes to 

create different textures and movement: 

Ralph: I like the way he uses the white in the picture. He doesn't 

put all kinds of brown. Like this. And then I like the way, 

like on this tree over here and here, it has like white in it, 

just not all. See the way it is kind of whitish. He doesn't 

cover it up. 

The impact of bright color was also brought up by Liz as she discussed i live in 

music (Shange, 1990). In addition she demonstrated she understood one of 

the functions of endpapers within a book: 

Liz: All these bright colors of the end papers make you go 

toward the book. It like draws you to the book. 

The students even dialogued about the symbolic meaning of color. Warm 

colors are reds, oranges, and yellows. Cool colors are blues, purples and 

greens. People tend to relate cool colors to meanings connected to cold such 

as winter, rain, and ice cream and warm colors to warm connections such as 

sun, fire, and anger. This is the basis for warm and cool color theory: 
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Liz: Now, this is weird because of the writing in the pictures, 

cause like it says this picture is as cold as winter in St. 

Louis. And it's ail blue. And this one is hot like peppers, I 

rub on my lips, thinking they were lilies. And it's red. 

Perspective: Where Did You See It From? 

Responses that related to the vantage or viewpoint the illustrators used 

their pictures were categorized as perspective. Illustrators may choose to 

illustrate from a vantage point called "bird's eye view" giving the reader a 

feeling of power or an illustrator may choose to illustrate from a vantage point 

far below the eye level of an adult. This gives the illustration a sense of 

vulnerability. Illustrators also use close-up perspective. Students recognized 

the illustrators in the picture books were manipulating the perspective from 

which they painted the scenes. When looking at his favorite illustration in The 

Whale Song (Sheldon, 1990), Shane recognized the illustrator changed the 

perspective from the previous illustrations. Some of the students didn't 

understand the point of view of the illustration, but Shane demonstrated his 

awareness of perspective: 

Shane: That has to be a reflection. 

Liz: No it doesn't. 

Ralph: It looks like she's just standing out in the ocean. 

Liz: You can't see the ocean there. 

Shane shifted his own perspective and in his mind moved himself into the 

picture: 
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That's because we are the background. Alright here 

listen to this idea. Ok. This is a concept. Picture that you 

are the ocean. Would this work correctly? Would this 

work? 

'Cause that looks like the sky. 

But even if you were the ocean, you'd still see the 

sky. You're the ocean and you're looking straight up at her. 

The background, which is the stars and the sky, you'd still 

see it. Just because she's here doesn't mean that she 

covers up the whole page. 

In this part of the dialogue, Shane was trying to understand close-up 

perspective. His question was: If Lily, the girl in the story, is close in the 

illustration would the sky still be seen around her in the picture? Shane held 

his hand over the book as if his fist were the moon in the illustration. 

Shane: Like that's her face looking down at the water and 

then her reflection looking up. 

Texture: How Does It Feel? 

These responses related to the sense of touch, either actual or implied. 

Shanna relates the concept of texture in the illustrations TheBallad of Belle 

Dorcus (Hook, 1990) to a real life experience: 

Shanna: 1 like the clothes the illustrator did in this picture. How come 

it's textured this way? 

Jessica: It looks like you could touch it. 

Shane: The scratchboard does that because of the lines it has to 

Shane: 

Ralph: 

Shane: 
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have. 

Shanna: We'll ask him about that [Shanna had suggested writing in 

a dialogue sketch journal to some of the illustrators]. 

Exploring the Meaninc of Line 

These were responses about visibly drawn line. These lines might have 

been thick, thin, straight, or curved. There were not many responses to line. 

This surprised me because line is an element with which children have many 

experiences. But the comments are powerful ones because both Jessica and 

Liz became part of the illustration. They attempted to "feel" what it was like to be 

a line. These comments referred to illustrations in TheBallad of Belle Dorcus 

(Hook, 1990). Here Liz and Jessica moved into the illustrations within the 

picture book: 

Liz: If I were real tiny and I moved into that picture, I would feel 

like I was squiggly lines. 

Jessica: And you're just walking you're like scribbles. 

Liz: And I'm going to get stepped on. I would feel surprised 

Exploring the Meaning of Light and Darks 

The contrast of light and shadow are often referred to as value. Shades 

and tints are ranges of value. Value is when black is added to a color. Tint is 

when white is added to a color. Shane and Ralph talked about the elements of 

light and dark in an illustration in TheWhale Song 

(Sheldon, 1990). They recognized the concept of 

backlighting even though they gave no evidence 

that they knew the art term. Backlighting is when a 

light source is directly behind a figure causing the 
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viewer to see a silhouette of flat black figure. It is the use of both shade and tint. 

Shane; You can see their silhouette. 

Ralph: And then 'cause their shadow. 

Shane: Yeah 'cause the sun is behind them. 

In discussing the light of the moon as it shines on the girl's face, Ralph looked 

intently at the illustration as he talked: 

Ralph: Yeah, the light really gets her face 

because she's like this and it moves this 

way so it gets the moonlight. 

Shane: It pops out sort of. 

Liz: I don't see how her face is light though. 

Ralph: Right here. I think it leaked through. 

Liz: No I know it's light but I don't see how. She is looking 

down. She's not looking straight up. 

Shane: (takes his hands and models the moon) Yeah, but you see 

the moon, Alright just my face. This is an idea. Here's my 

face, ok? The moon's over here and it's shining on me like 

this. Wouldn't that be reflected in the water. 

Given the opportunity to observe and dialogue about these art elements 

within the illustrations in picture books, students demonstrated sophisticated 

understandings of the illustrators' use of elements. Students need opportunities 

to talk about what they see in picture books to help them understand the 

integration of meanings of written text and illustrations. The close observations 

students made of the use of color, texture, perspective and light and dark 
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indicated tfieir awareness of art elements. 

Compositional Principles: How It All Fits Together 

The separate visual elements are metaphorically the pictorial vocabulary 

artists use. The selection and use of these elements in combination with each 

other are known as the compositional elements. The students talked about 

some of these compositional principles such as unity, balance, rhythm and 

movement, continuation, dominance, similarity, and variety. 

Unity occurs when separate visual 

elements work together enhancing the total 

overall effect. Claire and Shanna discussed the 

unity the composition seemed to have in an 

illustration in Where the Wild Things Are 

(Sendak, 1963); 

Shanna: It looks like it might have been the floor and now the ceiling. 

Claire: It looks like right here he just got the lines and went down 

on them. 'Cause they don't stop. He just kind of made it 

3-D. 

Shanna: It looks kind of upside down. The floor looks like the ceiling 

and the ceiling looks like the floor. 

saassaun! 

There are two types of balance within illustrations. Sometimes the 

balance is symmetrical, what is on one side of an imaginary line through the 

illustration is of equal visual weight with what is on the other side. Sometimes 

the balance is asymmetrical in which there is more visual weight on one side of 

the composition than on the other (Stewig, 1995). The students discussed a 
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need for balance within an illustration. It was interesting they felt good 

composition must incorporate a sense of balance: 

Liz; Look that has a little triangle so that should have a triangle 

too. 

Ralph: No it hasn't. But it should have. 

Controlled repetition in art is called rhythm. Illustrators may repeat a 

particular kind of line, shapes, or alternate lights and darks. This repetition 

results in visual rhythm (Stewig, 1995). Claire made this discovery while 

looking at an illustration from First Snow (Christiana, 1996): 

Claire: I like this one because it makes it look like it's blowing. The 

winds blowing and the trees keep going like that (she 

makes a repetitive motion with her hand in the air) 

Continuation responses are where students talked about how the 

illustrations direct our eyes from one place to another. The pictures are 

composed so the viewer's eye follows from one point on to the next. Liz 

understood this as she talked about her "eye being drawn" to something in the 

illustration. Shane also understood how the illustrator used radiating lines to 

show a splash of water in the illustration in TheWhale Sona (Sheldon, 1990). 

Dominance in composition results from the use 

of several elements such as size of a figure which 

cause something to be more dominant in the picture. 

Some responses reflected the size of things within 

the illustrations. When the group discussed the 

illustrations in the The Mouse Bride (Christiana, 

1995), they talked about one of the characters and 
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his role in the story: 

Shane: That's "Cloud". 

Ralph: He's a giant. Why is he so big? 

Shane: He's invincible Because he's the wind and the wind is so 

big. 

The students shared their understanding of the relationship of color as a 

dominant focal point. In David Christiana's illustrations they talked about how 

he drew the readers' eye to a point in the illustration with his use of bright 

colors: 

Liz: See the swirls. It draws your eyes [to it]. 

Claire: Oh, and look, it's like clear, you know. Right here it's 

like clear with these bright colors. 

Artists use similar elements within composition to give a sense of unity to 

the picture. A way of achieving unity is to make several objects the same color, 

texture, shape, or size (Stewig, 1995). Shane noticed this similarity as he 

talked about the mirror image created In M. C. Escher's 1938 painting, "Day and 

Night." This painting was found in the book Exploring Landscape Art with 

Children (Blizzard, 1992): 

Shane: You have to learn how to move your eyes. If you look 

at it, there's like a mirror right here. And see it looks the 

same. 

These were responses that dealt with the juxtaposition of a variety of 

elements. Liz was talking about the term "ying-yang" which she used describe 

this contrast of opposites: 
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Liz: In Shane's book there's like that one picture that he talked 

about-the eye illusion one. It leads you somewhere. And 

then they just stop. And the birds they change and it's hard 

to see where they begin and where they end. And then 

ying yang. 

Style of Illustration: Where Do the Pictures Fit? 

The responses in this section reflectresponses about the way 

illustrations parallel the movements and style in fine art paintings. Liz made a 

comment showing she was trying to categorize the style of illustration in The 

Whale Song (Sheldon, 1990). She could identify the medium but was 

searching for the style of the illustration. A photograph was her way of talking 

about a "realistic" style. We had, earlier in the year, looked at many picture 

books which were illustrated in cartoon style. The class had read and 

discussed the story of the Man in the Ceiling (Refer, 1992) about a young boy 

who was a cartoonist. Therefore Liz was placing these illustrations in The 

Whale Song somewhere on a continuum of illustration style between the 

cartoon style and realistic style with which she was familiar: 

Liz: Well you can tell that's paint, it looks like it's kind of between 

a cartoon and a photograph. 

As I mentioned previously when the students looked at the art prints from the 

book A Weekend with Winslow Homer (Beneduce, 1993), they began thinking 

about the technique where the artists made "thousands of dots." What they 

were exploring was the artist's use of pointalistic style. Pointillism or 

neoimpressionism breaks up large surfaces of color into countless small. 
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separate dots of complimentary color. The viewer's eye mixes these colors 

visually. 

When discussing another art print, the students commented on the style 

from a multicultural perspective. The painting was from another country: 

Ralph: I think this came from Japan 

Claire: See the writing in the top and the general style. 

Ralph: The little people too. 

Liz: You can tell by the style too. The style is just. .. Japanese 

or Chinese. 

Shane: Because they use really dark pens in Japan. Here they use 

light colors and dark outline. 

Liz: They also use a lot of detail like in the waves, the waves are 

failing down 

Shane: They are darker, they have more outlines. 

I was surprised by the sophistication of the responses concerned with 

style of illustration. The references involve difficult concepts and I didn't expect 

the students to make these connections. 

Book Layout and Publishing Process: How Are the Books Made? 

At times the students talked about the layout and format of the book or the 

publishing process itself. Ralph recognized a special format, the flip book: 

Ralph: One of my uncles made me one of those books that you 

draw and like wiggle and the little motions like that. You 

know the kind you have to flip. 

Students began to recognize double page spreads in the earlier discussions of 

Where the Wild Things Are (Sendak, 1963). Ralph showed confidence in his 
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ability to recognize this page layout in the art print fronn A Weekend with 

Winslow Homer (Beneduce, 1993): 

Ralph: I like the two page, the double page spread. 

As we looked at reproductions of some of the same paintings, Shane 

questioned the printing process. 

Shane: Cheri, was this part of his drawing, like making it the same 

color. Or was that the printer? Like the same color. 

The students even made the connection between the dots in Homer's painting 

to the printing process in comics in the newspaper; 

Liz: It almost looks a little like a comic. You know how the dots 

when you look real close. 

I believe the responses in this category were influenced by the students' 

exposure to computers and the printing processes involved with desktop 

publishing. Students today have more knowledge in printing processes than 

ever before. 

Reference to an Artist: What I Know About Famous Artists? 

These were responses that in some way referred to artists or their 

artwork: 

Shanna: Are all the pictures painted by Van Gogh? 

Shane: No not all of them just the cover. The ones here are by 

Pierre Brueghel. Henry Rousseau. Escher. 

Ralph continued to make connections to Van Gogh: 

Ralph: Like Van Gogh he gets his paintings... like his paint in a 

big glob and then he spreads it around, and he gets like a 

touch at one point, like at the very end. That's why it 
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reminds me of it. Because it looks like soft yet it sticks out. 

Liz: That's weird. Who would have thought of putting those right 

there and then kind of dabbling them in the middle like 

something . . 

Liz made an interesting connection between Picasso's work and the 

illustrations in i live in music (Shange, 1993). She made the connection 

between the way color is integrated in a cubistic piece of art and the use of color 

in Romare Bearden's paintings in the book i live in music. ; 

Liz: These pictures are weird. They're just like Picasso 'cause 

they have different shaped heads and they're all sorts of 

different colors. Because the girl's hair is bright red and her 

body is purple. Then her hands are cream color. He used 

his imagination. Very colorful. 

Some of the students have had more extensive art backgrounds and 

exposure to various artists. Also the students had studied Vincent Van Gogh, 

Alexander Calder, Norman Rockwell and other artists during this school year. 

Such studies encouraged an interest in famous artists and their artwork. The 

inclusion of art informational books and art prints helped support this interest. 

Discussion of Student Responses to Illustrations 

The majority of students' responses were under the two categories of 

medium / technique and elements of art. The category of responses about 

medium / technique included the artists' materials such as watercolor, oil paint, 

collage and others discussed eariier in this chapter and the techniqueinvolved 

in the illustrators' application of these mediums. The category of art elements 
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included responses on color, line, shape, space, perspective, light and dark, 

and texture. Students sought more information within the medium/ technique 

category because they wanted to explore the "hows" and "whats" of the images 

in picture books. 

Students noticed the basic art elements because they had prior 

experience with these elements. As toddlers they first began to scribble on 

paper using lines. It was natural for students to talk about swiriing lines in 

Pinkney's illustrations because as young artists most have used line in their 

own drawings. Although there were few comments about line the depth of 

those comments indicates students have previously used and thought about 

lines. Children have experimented with color adding yellow to blue and 

delighted in the resulting magic on the page. Children experiment with color 

from the time they first draw with crayons or paint a picture. Because of this 

experimentation with color, students seek to understand the illustrators' use of 

color in picture books. 

Students recognized the use of lines, color, shapes, and other basic art 

elements in the illustrations. Because of the students' experience with these 

elements, they were a natural connecting point for them to explore in their 

discussions of the illustrations. It was not because they were analytically 

dissecting a whole image to its parts but rather building from their experiences. 

They were not isolating the elements from the images' transactional meanings 

but responding to the natural connections they make because of previous 

experiences with the elements in the illustrations. Students were building from 

their experiences to construct meanings as they responded to the elements 

within the illustrations in picture books. 
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Conclusion 

Students beginning to dialogue about the illustrations in picture books 

wanted to understand the illustration process. This was even more meaningful 

for the students in this study because they were involved in studio as "art 

makers." The students made remarkable connections in their own meaning 

making. They were intensely interested in all aspects of illustration, both from 

their view as art makers and art interpreters. As art makers, they wanted to 

examine the mediums and techniques. They wanted to know how illustrators 

and artists use color, line and other art elements to tell their stories within the 

images they create. Using illustration and art as a way to explore gives the 

learner ways to truly work with their ideas. Taking control of learning is at once 

intellectual, personal, meaningful, and powerful (Goldberg, 1997). 

This chapter explored art as a sign system. The students' responses to 

the illustrations in picture books exemplified the ways in which they used visual 

image as a sign system to construct meaning together through discussion. 

Students wondered about the illustrators as artists. They dialogued about the 

things that inspire illustrators and their art process. Students discussed the 

mediums they felt the illustrators used to create the illustrations. They examined 

the illustrations closely to support their predictions about the mediums, 

techniques, and the illustrators' use of art elements. 

Students connected with these issues because they were immersed in 

the illustration process through interpreting the illustrations in picture books and 

composing their own artwork. It was both the literature discussions of the 

illustrations within the picture books and the responses within an art studio that 

enabled them to construct complex meanings from close examinations of the 
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images they encountered in picture books. 

The students' ability to construct such complex meanings from close 

examination of illustrations surprised me. I had expected students to make 

connections to the illustrations but was surprised by their depth of 

understandings shown by their responses to those picture books. When they 

responded to certain art elements such as color within one literature discussion, 

they would build upon that understanding in further discussions of other picture 

books. Students recognized similarities across illustrations within a single 

book they were exploring and across illustrations from other books. They made 

connections from these illustrations to their own artwork, the artwork of their 

classmates, and other artists' work they encountered. It was an important 

feature of the curriculum that students had extended opportunities with four 

cycles of literature discussions, reflections, and studio experiences. These 

cycles enabled them to build upon their previous understandings. 
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CHAPTER 6 

PORTRAITS OF THREE STUDENTS 

This chapter presents individual case studies of three of the students 

introduced in Chapter 2. Each case study is a portrait of one student and is 

divided into three sections. The first section, Artist's Identity, introduces each 

student and describes the student's self awareness as an artist. The 

information is drawn from the data collected during observations within studio 

time, two-tiered interviews with each student, and the students' own artwork 

selected from their portfolios and sketch joumals. 

The second section has two parts. These are Meaning Making Within a 

Picture Book and Meaning Making Within Artwork for each of the three students. 

It focuses on each student's interpretation of the illustrations in picture books 

and the composing of his/her own artwork in response to picture books. In this 

section I explore the fourth question: How do children create their own 

interpretations of the illustrations and written language in picture books? This 

case study presents data from transcripts of the literature discussions and 

interviews, art portfolios and sketch journals. The third section is a summary of 

the analysis of the data in this chapter. 

In Chapter 2, I discussed the case study selection process and provided 

an overview of the participants selected. To review briefly, the three students in 

the case studies were all students at Robins Elementary School in Sandy 

Kaser's fourth and fifth grade multi-age classroom. The students were selected 

because of their distinct meaning making within the visual sign system and the 

language system. Shane was very comfortable with creating and conveying 

meaning within the visual sign system. I observed Shane creating cartoons and 
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sharing those with others. Claire was an avid reader and was articulate in class 

discussions about the literature. She showed a strong sense of meaning 

making within the language symbol system. Ralph struggled with reading and 

relied heavily on the visual images within picture books to construct meaning 

therefore also using the visual system. 

Portrait of Shane 

"I have been an artist ever since 1 can remember. It's who I am" 

I had lunch with Shane today. He has been asking me to do this 
since I first started visiting the class. He brought one of his cartoon 
magazines to share and his sketch log [one of many Shane has at 
home.] As we stand in line to pay for lunch, he shares his 
cartooning process with me. His friend in line asks "Who is she?" 
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He says that I'm a friend and an artist. Shane wants to belong to 
the artists' comnnunity in the way most students want to belong to a 
reading community. After we sit down, two kids reluctantly 
(because I'm there) sit down with us. I ask whether they have to sit 
with their class. Shane acts surprised that this would be the 
normal procedure at most schools. He tells me they can sit 
anywhere, and with anyone they want to. One of the boys tells me 
that Shane taught him how to draw better. He says he can draw 
pretty good but Shane taught him to start the figure with joints and 
add arms and legs from those joints. Shane always draws the 
same way; stick, pipe, and last music (muscles). (Entry from Field 
notes, September, 1997) 

Shane was a fifth grader. He was larger than most of the kids in the class 

and stood out in the group. He never seemed to be part of any one group of 

kids within his classroom. He wasn't in the central circle of classmates. 

Although he wasn't a loner, he did have one or two other boys with whom he 

hung out. He was an average student academically, but Shane's parents had 

concerns about his attitude toward school and his work. Sandy had 

conferences with the parents early in the first semester and continued 

communication throughout the year. Shane seemed happier and more 

confident toward the end of the year. 

In one early conference, Sandy had with Shane's parents, they 

mentioned they were pleased Shane was selected as a participant in my study. 

Sandy told them he was chosen because I see myself in Shane, and that I was 

an artist who didn't fit the "norm." I was always drawing at home and in school. 

in school I often took the role Shane took in class discussions. In a 

discussion in Sandy's class which was centered around a sketch to stretch 

journal entry, Shane used an infinity symbol and discussed it with the rest of 

the class. He explained it was a symbol for the relationship of two main 
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characters in the story. Most of the students didn't see this connection and 

responded in a negative way to Shane's comments. They either felt that it 

wasn't a thoughtful comment or ignored him. Sandy said it was indicative of 

most of Shane's participation in literature discussions. He frequently used the 

symbolic meaning of infinity. 

I know from listening to other artists and having experienced it myself that 

often artists' comments are taken as "out of context - off the wall - too far off 

track." The structure of our dialogue causes misinterpretation. We just "throw 

out" our comments expecting others to make their own connections. We don't 

articulate our ideas well. I wonder if this is the case with Shane or if he was 

taking the easy way out. Sandy felt he repeated those typical comments to 

avoid thinking deeply about the issues of the book. Sandy and I discussed this 

further, and I shared that I saw myself in Shane in this way. 

Artist Identity: I Am an Artist 

Although Shane and others saw him as an artist, this perception placed 

him in a vulnerable role. He always had to have the right answer as the art 

authority. He always had to be able to create the perfect images in the role as 

the "resident artist." As the literature discussions progressed Shane lost much 

of his "artist packaging." Shane's role shifted. Initially, he tended to shut down 

dialogue with all-knowing comments about the illustrations. He was perceived 

as the authority on art, therefore further dialogue was unnecessary. But in later 

discussions his comments were less all-knowing and more open to multiple 

perspectives. He also Invited others' opinions. 

Shane was aware of his own art processes and shared those with the 

other students during discussions centered around the making of art within 
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studio. Sliane was aware of his own observations and responses and reflected 

upon his processes and identified art ideas. He selected which art ideas to 

work on and which to save in the files of his mind for later exploration. He 

developed ideas over time, and prepared to make art works by experimenting 

with tools and materials. 

Shane made entries in his sketch journal such as, "When I draw, I never 

know what it will look like. In a way, my pencil does the work, not me." He 

seemed to be more comfortable when making art and helped others to relax 

and let their creativity take over. 

Shane did consider the art making process to be both creative and 

cognitive. He was aware art doesn't just happen. He said in the second tier of 

the interviews in cycle two, "I think no matter what, art uses your imagination. 

It's fun no matter what. Except when someone says do this and do that!! That's 

the only time it's not fun. I personally prefer to use my imagination. It's easier 

for me because I just have to close my eyes and think." 

For Shane to be able to "read" and interpret illustrations and artwork, he 

also had to compose his own artwork. The next section. Making Meaning within 

Picture Books, discusses the analysis of Shane's interpretations of picture 

books. This is followed by a section discussing the analysis of Shane's 

composing his own artwork in response to picture books. 

Making Meaning within Picture Books 

In Shane's interpretations of picture books, I examine Shane's use of text 

and illustrations to construct meaning in the "reading" of picture books. 
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Prediction and Symbolism 

Shane used prediction or symbolism in his construction of meaning 

within picture books only once. He made this connection during the literature 

discussion of the Sendak text set. Sendak's repeated inclusion of his dog, 

Jenny, in many books led Shane to say that he thought the dog was like his 

"motto." Shane showed his understanding of having an object stand for another 

deeper meaning. He knew that Sendak's relationship to his dog was special 

and became a "signature" within his illustrations. 

Intertextualitv 

Shane noticed the similarity of subjects, styles and color in the 

illustrations of the text sets which were introduced. He was often the student 

who identified the strand which the text sets were built upon. For example in the 

journey text set, Shane said all the books had landscapes within the 

illustrations. 

Personal Connections 

The personal connections Shane shared gave us glimpses into his life. 

One such snapshot occurred when he told us that his grandparent's black Lab 

died. "The dog would stand and let someone pull on his hair and never get 

mad and nip at anyone." Shane ended his story with a quiet somber tone, "He 

was so sweet and then he died." This was a rare glimpse into Shane's feelings 

and emotions. 

Story Elements and Structure 

Although Shane has had many experiences with a great number of 

books, he did not talk about story elements or structure. He was more 

conscious of the structures and elements within the illustrations in the picture 
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books. 

Examining Details 

Shane took an active role in discussing and examining the details within 

the illustrations. He felt secure and knowledgeable in these kinds of 

discussions. Shane noticed the moon become brighter and larger as Sendak's 

story in Where the Wild Things Are (1963) progressed. In the Movement Cycle 

of curriculum as the students observed and talked about the art prints, Shane 

pointed out details within the painting "In the Well of the Great Wave Off 

Kanagawa." He pointed to parts of the painting and said, "That looks like an 

eagle right here." 

Noticing Illustrations and Illustrators' Issues 

Because of Shane's intense interest in art it seems natural that most of 

his comments related to illustrations. Shane noticed everything about the 

artwork in the picture books. He observed these illustrations from the point of 

view of an artist and was interested in the strategies the illustrators used to 

create the art. 

Medium and Technique 

Shane used his personal experience with art to construct meaning within 

picture books. Because Shane considered himself to be an artist and had 

extensive experiences with art, he drew upon those experiences when 

constructing meaning within picture books. Shane made personal connections 

to the illustration mediums and techniques. He recognized and demonstrated 

the technique of pointillism in the illustrations in the book, TheWhale Song 

(Sheldon, 1990). He said, "It looks like all he did was get this itty bitty bnjsh 

and dab the table top." 
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The group looked to Shane as an expert in this area. When they were 

examining the texture within Pinkney's illustrations, Shane informed them that 

scratchboard creates the texture because of the lines necessary for the medium. 

Initially this expertise tended to shut off dialogue but as everyone became more 

knowledgeable with the features of illustration, there was a sharing of 

understandings. 

Principles of Composition 

In looking at M. C. Escher's painting "Day and Night," Shane explained 

to the group the principle of focus of interest. Escher taught me to move my 

eyes around the painting to find the central focus. Shane understood that his 

eye follows paths which the artist lays out for the viewer. Shane discussed 

movement throughout that curriculum cycle. The relationship between focal 

point and movement was an interesting one which Shane explored in his own 

artwork. 

Elements of Art 

Shane explored the various art elements within the illustrations. He 

relied on these heavily for his construction of meaning. He recognized the use 

of perspective within many illustrations in TheWhale Song (Sheldon, 1990). 

He would imagine his viewpoint as if he were part of the illustration. He said to 

the other students in the group, "Even if you were the ocean you'd still see the 

sky. You're the ocean and you're looking straight up at Lilly." Shane also 

talked about the elements of light and shadow. Again in TheWhale Song, he 

showed the group the silhouette of Lilly against the sky. This led to a discussion 

of the illustrator's use of backlighting. 
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gtyle 

Shane seemed to be the most aware of style in illustration. He talked 

about the cartoon style of his own work. He recognized the impressionistic style 

of some of the art prints. He defined Japanese style through the techniques 

used by the artist. In the discussion of the difference between Chinese and 

Japanese style art, Shane said that the artist used really dark pens in Japan. 

They used light colors and dark outlines. 

Book Layout 

Shane did not talk about book layout duhng the discussions. 

Reference to Artists 

This was an area of strength for Shane. Shane discussed the artists as if 

he were very familiar with their artwork. The artists Shane talked about were 

Pablo Picasso, Vincent Van Gogh, Pierre Bruegal, Henri Rousseau, and M.C. 

Escher. The other students respected Shane's expertise in this area and 

valued his input in the dialogue. 

Shane as a Reader 

Although Shane was a strong reader and had many experiences with 

books, most of his construction of meaning within picture books came from his 

perspective as an artist. Of the three case study participants, Shane was the 

one who looked at art as separate from the book. He took on the perspective of 

an artist. He noticed features of the illustrations within books and made 

connections across texts. Shane used his personal experiences with art to 

construct meaning within picture books. He used his knowledge of art 

elements, media and technique to think critically about the illustrations within 

the books. Shane searched for details within illustrations and constructed 
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meanings from those details. He used his prior knowledge about master artists 

to add to literature discussions and expand his own and others' thinking. But it 

is clear that he also used art to construct meaning of the book. 

Making Meaning within Artwork 

have included the four cycles of curriculum which show 

Shane's choices of artwork within his studio time: 

Shane's Portrait Cycle 

Picture Book Introduction (Whale Song) 

Literature Discussion 

Studio 

Sketch Joumai Entries 

Portrait Strategy Lesson 

Reflective Interview 

Picture Book Introduction 
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Wilderness Cat 

Angel for Solomon Singer 

More Than Anything Else 

All the Places I Love 

From Miss Ida's Porch 

Literature Discussion 

Studio 

Oil on Canvas 

Reflective interview 

Shane's Journey Cycle 

Picture Book Introduction (Amber on the Mountain) 

Literature Discussion 

Studio 

Free Exploration within studio 

Oil on Canvas Landscape 

Heavy Impasto Technique 

Reflective Interview 

Picture Book Introduction 

Mouse Match 

Mouse Bride 

Jesse's Journey 
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iiTiTiiisyi 

Shane's Sendak Cycle 

••tlfCTT I 

A Train to Somewhere 

The Great Migration 

How Many Days to America 

Come Look With Me; Exploring Landscape 

Literature Discussion 

Studio 

Free Exploration stained glass 

construction paper collage 

Strategy Lesson-whole class 

Water color Desert Scape 

Tissue Paper Collage 

Reflective interview 

Picture Book Introduction 

(Where the Wild Things Are) 

Literature Discussion 

Studio 

Sketch to Stretch Experience 

Sketch Journal Entries 

Reflective Interview 

Picture Book Introduction 

Alligators All Around 

Seven Little Monsters 

Hector Protector 

The Sign on Rosie's Door 

Outside Over There 

My Mili 

Chicken Soup with Rice 

In the Night Kitchen 
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Literature Discussion 

Studio 

Sketch Journal Entries 

Reflective interview 

Picture Boole Introduction 

(Ballad of Belle Oorcus) 

Literature Discussion 

Studio 

Free Exploration with Scratch board 

Scratchboard Strategy Lesson 

Reflective Interview 

Picture Book Introduction 

Miranda and Brother Wind 

The Rrst Snow 

Dancing 

I live with nnusic 

Various £irt prints 

Literature Discussion 

Studio 

Free exploration of mural painting 

Free exploration with pencil drawing 

Reflective interview 

Shane'sThemes Within Artwork 

The subjects Shane chose to portray in his work such as pirates, 

dragons, and many cartoon superheroes reflected the themes of power and 

strength. However, he conveyed his themes through the process of composing 

meaning rather than the actual content of his work. Most of his theme was 

expressed not in the content of the picture but how it was executed. Shane 

i 
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used many metaphors within his process to express these overall themes that 

spread across all his artwork. His use of bold brush strokes, bold color, and 

diagonal lines gave a sense of high energy to any composition. Shane never 

used hesitant short sketchy strokes in either his drawing or his painting. His 

artwork did not look delicate in anyway. His were forceful strokes done with 

confidence in his process. 

Compositional Principles 

In Shane's oil painting, the 

bright blue sky dominated over half the 

canvas. Purple mountains topped with 

snow occupied the background. The 

bold blue was balanced with other 

bold colors and abstracted shapes in 

the foreground or lower part of the 

composition. Use of distance 

perspective was necessary in the 

interpretation of the theme of isolation. 

This theme was within the story Amber 

on the Mountain (Johnson, 1994) and was repeated in Shane's use of 

foreground, middle ground and background. He also added white to the purple 

tone in the mountain showing his knowledge of aerial perspective. The farther 

something is in the distance, the lighter and bluer it appears. 

Shane showed an intuitive sense of balance between the flowing lines 

and the bold white shapes where he removed more of the black coating of the 

scratchboard. His repetition of pattern gives a sense of rhythm and vibrancy to 
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his overall design. This reflects Shane's' connections to Brian Pinkney's 

medium and his use of rhythm and repetition in the illustrations in TheBallad of 

Belle Dorcus. 

During the second tier of interviews in the Journey cycle, Shane made a 

connection between the use of movement in his comic books and his own 

artwork. Although he is unaware of the art term, continuous narrative, he sees 

the use of it in illustrations: 

Shane: And sometimes like in a lot of my comic books, if you look at 

how they draw say a knight's sword moving quickly, they'll 

draw like one where you can barely see it, then one you 

can see slightly better, and then better and then you see the 

ones that's in his hand where it's suppose to be. 

Application of Elements. Media, and Technique 

The texture of the canvas was a topic that was mentioned in the literature 

discussion of TheWhale Sona (Sheldon, 1990). Students recognized texture 

in the illustrations and knew it was a result of painting oils on canvas. Shane 

used open spaces in his composition to allow the viewer to feel the same 

texture of the canvas in his own painting. He said he was playing with this idea 

when applying his paint. Some places he applied it thicker than others. When 

he applied it thicker, he lost the texture of the canvas. Shane's response to The 

Whale Song showed the expression in his freedom of stroke as he applied the 

paint. 

Use of Stvie 
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Use of Style 

In his response to TheWhale Song (Sheldon, 1990), Shane took a 

definite departure from his own cartoon style. There were no outlines around 

the figures and the painting has a more impressionistic feel to it. He was 

definitely exploring ways to apply the paint. He used a looser approach than is 

required in the more rendered style of cartoon. Shane told me before our 

studios began that he preferred to use only black and white. Shane felt he 

usually messed up his work when adding color. 

Shane made a portrait during this cycle but 

retained his cartoon style because "he accidentally 

made it into a vulcan." When responding to the 

portraiture strategy lesson in his sketch journal, he 

wrote next to his drawing, "a sorry attempt at a 

portrait." Shane actually copied the cover of The 

Whale Song. He used it as a jumping off point for 

his own artistic interpretations: the style was very 

different from his usual cartoon style. 

I believe that artists can use art as a meaning making process and stay 

within their own art style. I didn't want to push him away from his own style 

which he obviously had already established. I believe Shane needed 

validation of the style he had chosen for his own, but he also needed exposure 

to other styles as well. 

Use of Visual Metaphor 

During this preadolescent phase, forth and fifth grade students begin to 

use visual images as symbols or metaphors for emotions or concepts. Students 

.r 
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are becoming conscious of the capacity pictures have to refer to nonconcrete 

entities (Snnith, 1993). Shane used the cartoon characters he portrayed in his 

artwork to represent the power and 

strength he explored throughout his 

work. 

He painted a pirate in his 

watercolor as a response to TheWhale 

Song (Sheldon, 1990). He used a 

strong diagonal line to indicate 

movement within the picture. He created 

a more interesting asymmetry within the 

composition than the symmetrically 

balanced compositions most children 

use. This was a daring departure from 

the straight frontal view of figures more 

typically seen in other children's paintings. 

When Shane chose to use color, he used the vibrating contrast of 

complimentary colors such as red and green or orange and blue. These are 

colors which fall on opposite sides of the color wheel and when placed side by 

side tend to create a visual vibration with one another. He also chose to use 

colors in full intensity; very few pastels or even darkened shades of color. It was 

as if the colors must reflect the same power as his subjects and composition. 

The one exception to this use of color was his response to TheMouse 

Bride (Christiana, 1995). His subject was the main character of the book, a 

mouse. And he used an analogous color scheme, colors adjacent to each other 
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on the color wheel. He used a much softer and 

calmer color pallet. I feel that Shane was less 

^ connected to this book, and this might be the reason 

for departure in his pattern of responses within 

studio. The use of strong angular line did remain 

consistent with the rest of his work. 

For the last studio experience everyone chose 

to work on a mural painting 

on a large piece of cardboard. Shane was the only one 

who worked with his canvas standing vertically. This 

allowed him to move more easily while painting. I 

brought in the tape of "Nutcracker Suite" to play as we 

painted. Shane painted his strokes with the music. I 

asked him in his interview if he felt the music influenced ••• 

his painting. He said he was an artist and music 

didn't make any difference to him. He was the 

most comfortable with using his whole body in his 

brush stroke. He also splattered paint across his 

painting physically releasing the energy in his own 

body that he wanted his painting to have. Shane 

at one point took off his paint shirt, laid it on the ground, and started using it as a 

paint pallet. He seemed to be immersed in this studio experience. 

Shane as an Artist 

Shane considers himself to be an artist. Throughout the year, his 

definition of what it means to be an artist changed. Early in the study, Shane 
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had the role of an art expert and during literature discussions of the picture 

books, he would inform the rest of the group about features of the illustrations 

such as medium or technique. This type of talk tended to discourage dialogue 

with the others in the group. As his definition of an artist broadened, he became 

more of a risk taker with his peers. He was not afraid to try things within the 

group that he had not previously mastered. He would collaborate with others 

interested in making meaning through visual art. He still had a strong sense of 

his own style of art. His cartooning style may direct Shane to his career goals 

as an adult. The power and strength within his artwork will help him achieve 

those goals. He used his applications of art elements, mediums, and 

techniques to help him understand the meanings in the picture books within our 

study and the images he encountered within his life. His experiences this year 

led him to make this connection, "Life in its own way is art." 

Reflections on Shane 

In summary, Shane's reading influenced his artwork and the ways in 

which his artwork influenced his reading. Shane was a strong reader and had 

no trouble constructing meaning from printed texts. However his perspective as 

an artist was so powerful, it dominated his construction of meaning. He drew 

upon his experiences with composing art to help him interpret the meanings 

within picture books. Shane's reading had less influence on his artwork. The 

connection from his reading to his artwork is more subtle. He often used the 

same medium as the related picture book, but the style and subject of his 

artwork were Shane's own concepts. 
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"I wanted a story inside my artwork." 

The girl in my mural painting has this determination to get her 
berries even if it means fighting wind. And I put the trees, and the 
berry bushes high sort of to make the girl look small and so like 
some people would say, "You can't do it because you're too 
small." I was trying to get that detemiination. I was trying to tell 
that small people can do things; and girls can do things, 'cause 
sometimes I think they think only men can do things. So that's 
what I was trying to get. I wanted a story inside a picture. (Claire's 
Interview) 

Claire interpreted her mural painting for us. She was a fourth grader who 

is a good student and gets along well with her peers. She was eager to please 

her teachers. Claire loved books and is an avid reader. She often connected 

with the characters within these books. 
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Artist Identity: I am a Member of the Artist Community 

More than either Shane or Ralph, Claire seemed to understand her 

collaborative role within the artists' community. Claire was supportive of others' 

artistic processes and asked them questions to deepen her understandings of 

her own artistic process. Throughout the interview transcripts, Claire made 

comments such as "Jessica, 1 like the way you put the yellow in there. It reminds 

me of fields." When Shane wanted us to look more closely at his collage to see 

the "thin layer of white around the mouse," Claire responded with affirming 

dialogue: 
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Shane: It's very hard to see it. If you look really hard, you'll see it. 

Claire: Oh I can see it. 

Shane: Kind of gets lighter around there. 

Claire: Yeah I thought it was white paint. 

At one point Shane felt rushed because our studio time was ending. In 

the second tier of the interview, Claire supported Shane and asked a question 

which directly related to her own inquiry of her artistic process: 

Shane: I started hurrying as soon as Cheri said it was almost time to 

stop. 

Claire: Shane, why would you hurry? You did such a good job, 

and everything, why would you hurry? 

Shane: I don't know. 

Claire: Shane if you got another chance to draw the same thing 

and you had like the whole day to finish rt, would you draw 

tiny scales? 

Shane: Yeah. 

Claire: Yeah? Why do you think so? Why do you say that? 

Shane: Well I think it looks better. I mean look at that. That looks 

way better than these scales here, do you think? 

Claire: Uh hm. 

Shane : And I prefer my art to look good. 

Claire continued to be a supportive member of the group. Claire and the other 

students drew collaboratively in a dialogue sketch journal. In this engagement, 

one student begins the drawing and then the sketch joumal is passed from 

student to student with each adding to the drawing. She talked about the 
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delicate negotiation that occurs when you add to another's drawing. Claire 

said, "if it changes a lot, like if you're going to put lots of apples on it, they (the 

person who drew before) might not want it to be an apple tree. But, if you just 

make it bigger, it doesn't really matter You make it bigger and you don't make 

them feel bad." 

Claire was quiet and reserved but thought deeply about ideas. In 

reflecting on this studio experience, she made an interesting connection 

between the space within her artwork and her own personal space. When I 

asked Claire whether she liked using the large cardboard in the movement 

cycle. She said that she liked drawing smaller, "I am not a person who takes up 

a lot of room. So it's hard for me, I don't know it's just hard." 

She took pride in her artwork and recognized her growth as an artist. 

She said, "1 feel proud of my drawing. I started with just an outline then I started 

here so it looked three dimensional." 

Making Meaning Within a Picture Book 

This section describes the ways in which Claire interpreted meanings 

within the picture books. Interpreting picture books involves constructing 

meaning through "reading" both the written text and the illustrations (Evans, 

1998). 

Prediction 

Claire has had more experiences with reading than Shane or Ralph. 

Claire talked about books in a more articulate way than the other two 

participants in the study and her classroom teacher's comments reflected 

Claire's extensive experiences with books. Therefore, as Claire read picture 

books, she relied on a solid sense of story. She predicted the meanings that 
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would unfold as she read both the text and the pictures. When Claire read the 

text as it was integrated with the illustrations, she could predict possible 

complexities within the plot. In the TheMouse Bride (Christiana, 1997) Claire 

predicted that the girl at the beginning of the story was narrating the story for us, 

the readers. Claire's insight into the interactive role of the reader with the book 

was indicative of her extensive experiences with books. 

Symbolism 

Claire was the first of the students to recognize the symbolic meanings in 

picture books. In the TheBallad of Belle Dorcus (Hook, 1993) she understood 

the earrings were a literary symbol of Joshua's and Belle's love for each other. 

When discussing this book she also said that it was as though they started their 

life because the baby tree began the growing cycle and this synnbolized the 

renewed life of Belle and Joshua. Claire recognized that the horn in Outside 

Over There (Sendak, 1979) was a symbol of heroism. She saw the yellow 

horizon in Sweet Clara and the Freedom Quilt (Hopkinson, 1993) as a symbol 

for freedom. Even the mixing of green and yellow in the book's illustrations as 

well as her own artwork symbolized the mixing of Blacks and Whites in the 

issues of slavery. She made connections to the meaning of the color of the end 

pages in foretelling the story. She felt the green symbolized the peace at the 

end of the story. In the discussion of Mv Mama Had a Dancing Heart (Gray, 

1995), Claire revealed her deep understandings as she talked about the loving 

relationship of the mother and her daughter. She said that they were dancing 

"with their thought." She recognized the relationship between the mother and 

daughter and how "the thought" stayed with her daughter throughout her life as 

she became a professional dancer. 
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Intertextualitv 

Because of Claire's extensive experiences with many books, I would 

have predicted she would have made many intertextual connections in her 

construction of meaning within picture books. The data within the literature 

discussions within this study did not indicate Claire referred to many other texts. 

Personal Connections 

The personal connections Claire made were closely tied to her emotions. 

Claire made a connection between Jenny, Maurice Sendak's "poor little 

doggie," and the death of her own pet rabbits. When she told us the story of 

how her rabbits died from the heat while a neighbor was watching them, she 

obviously had strong emotions about that event in her life. When discussing My 

Mother Had a Dancing Heart (Gray, 1995) she connected her own experiences 

with her mother to the experiences described in the book. It was because of 

Claire's emotional bond with her mother that she constructed the meaning from 

the story in which the daughter carried the loving memory of her mother with her 

throughout her dancing career. 

Storv Elements and Structure 

Because of Claire's extensive experiences with books, she had 

knowledge about story elements and structure. She used this knowledge to 

help her make the predictions mention eariier. Although she often did not bring 

this subject to the conversation, she could support the dialogue when someone 

else did. When Liz talked about the circular structure to the Mouse Match 

(Young, 1997), Claire reinforced this recognition of story structure by affirming 

Liz. 
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Examining Details 

Claire did not need the ritual of searching for details within the 

illustrations in the same way as Ralph and Shane. She could make the leaps to 

deeper insights within her thinking about the picture books without this 

searching process. I feel that it was because of Claire's prior experiences with 

books and her interest in the symbolic meanings within books. 

Noticing Illustrations and Illustrators' Issues 

Although all the students focused on the illustrations in the picture books, 

Claire did so less than either Shane or Ralph. Claire is most comfortable within 

the sign system of language and therefore uses the written text more 

extensively in her construction of meaning. When Claire did join in these 

conversations it was in the role of supporting someone's thinking with affirming 

comments. 

Illustrator Issues, Medium and Technique, and Elements of Art were all 

areas where Claire engaged in limited dialogue. Claire seemed less interested 

in the art of the picture books, but she did seem to understand the delicate 

relationship between written text and illustration in a picture book. Claire 

noticed when the words said something that the picture did not. She was aware 

that the illustration does not mirror the text. She understood the intenweave of 

both text and illustration in a picture book. To construct meaning within a 

picture book, Claire read both the written text and illustration. She would often 

refer to the written text and read aloud sections for clarification. This occurred at 

the end of the discussion on Mv Mamma Had a Dancing Heart (Gray, 1995) 

where she wanted to clarify that the mother had dialogue even though she was 

not pictured within the illustration. The illustration shows the girl grown and 
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alone in her dance studio, but the text says, "Bless the world it feels like a tip-

topping song-singing finger-snapping kind of a day." These were her mama's 

words although she is not pictured in the illustration. 

The one compositional principle which Claire noticed extensively was 

movement. I feel that this was because of the emphasis placed on this principle 

during the fourth cycle of the curriculum which was built upon this concept. The 

students talked about movement when discussing TheBallad of Belle Dorcus 

(Hook, 1990). Claire and others noticed the swiriing lines which Brian Pinkney 

used in the illustrations to create the effect of movement. 

Although Claire acknowledged and supported dialogue centered around 

Style, Book Layout, and Reference to Artists, she did not initiate conversation in 

those areas. 

Claire as a Reader 

Although Claire was quiet, she was articulate in her comments during 

discussions. Claire seemed to be the most comfortable with written and oral 

language as a symbol system through which she created and conveyed 

meanings. She was an avid reader and was articulate in sharing her thinking 

during the discussions and interviews. But Claire also made connections 

between meanings of the written text and illustrations. Claire seemed to have 

the most insight into the construction of a picture book. She understood that it 

takes the interweave of both written text and illustration to construct meanings 

within a picture book. 

Making Meaning within Artwork 

Claire did not join our group until near the end of the Portrait Cycle, but 

she did participate in the first whole class strategy lesson. I have included all 
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Claire's Portrait Cycle 

Picture Book Introduction (Whale Song) 

Literature Discussion 

Studio 

Portrait Strategy Lesson with whole CIEISS 

Reflective Interview 

Picture Book Introduction 

Wilderness Cat 

Angel for Solomon Singer 

More Than Anything Else 

All the Places I Love 

From Miss Ida's Porch 

Literature Discussion 

Studio 

Claire was not in the study yet 

Reflective interview 

Claire's Journey Cycle 

Picture Book Introduction (Amber on the Mountain) 

Literature Discussion 

Studio 

Free Exploration within studio 

Water c»lor 

Landscape 

Reflective Interview 
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Claire's Sendak Cycle 
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Picture Book Introduction 

Mouse Match 

Mouse Bride 

Sweet Clara and the Freedom Quilt 

Jesse's Journey 

A Train to Somewhere 

The Great Migration 

How Many Days to America 

Come Look With Me: Exploring Landscape 

Literature Discussion 

Studio 

Oil on Canvas 

Sketch to Stretch 

Strategy Lesson-whole class 

Water color Desert Scape 

Tissue Paper Collage 

Reflective interview 

Picture Book Introduction 

(Where the Wild Things Are) 

Literature Discussion 

Studio 

Sketch Journal Errtries 

Reflective Interview 

Picture Book introduction 

Alligators All Around 

Seven Little Monsters 

Hector Protector 

The Sign on Rosie's Door 

Outside Over There 

My Mili 
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Chicken Soup with Rice 

In the Night Kitchen 

Literature Discussion 

Studio 

Sketch to Stretch Experience on Mili 

Sketch to stretch on Outside Over There 

Sketch Journal Entries 

Web of connections 

Reflective interview 

Picture Boole Introduction 

(Ballad of Belle Oorcus) 

Literature Discussion 

Studio 

Free Exploration with Scratch board 

Strategy Lesson-Whole Class 

Scratch board 

Sketch to Stretch 

Reflective interview 

Picture Book Introduction 

Miranda and Brother Wind 

The Rrst Snow 

Dancing 

I live with music 

Various art prints 

Literature Discussion 

Studio 

Free exploration of mural painting 

Free exploration of portrait drawing 

Reflective interview 
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Claire'sThemes Within Her Artwork 

A concept Claire explored throughout 

the study was determination and its 

relationship to gender. When Claire read 

Sweet Clara and the Freedom Quilt 

(Hopkinson, 1993) she said, "1 connected with 

the book because I think I am like Clara 

because of her determination to get back 

home." Claire always came prepared to the 

literature discussions. She made notes for 

herself of the things she wanted to discuss. 

Claire had in her notes, "Talk about Clara's 

braveness and determination." The integration of yellow and green within her 

oil painting was symbolic of the integration of "Whites and Blacks" within the 

slavery issues. The vignette at the beginning of this section showed the 

importance of this issue for Claire. 

Claire painted a small girl in her mural who was struggling in against the wind. 

She talked about the mural 

show the determination of 

that young girl. 

Compositional Principles 

Claire used complex 

compositional principles in 

her studio explorations. A 

reoccurring theme within 
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Claire's studio art works was the exploration of landscape and sinnplified 

horizon line. She returned to this concept in different mediums. She simplified 

the landscape to the essence of "horizon," eliminating any other details. In her 

later artwork she reduced her composition to simply the sky and ground. Claire 

showed us how important it is to allow opportunities to revisit and reflect on a 

concept, to think more deeply. 

In Claire's landscape watercolor painting she used 

a wet-on-wet technique creating a soft dreamlike image. 

The lone cactus which dominated the simple composition 

became intriguing in this misty light. The light tinted hues 

added to the soft quality of the painting. 

Claire made the connection between mixing the 

colors yellow and green in response to Sweet Clara and the Freedom Quilt 

(Hopkinson, 1993) and the slavery issue. In her painting over half the canvas 

was the sky. In 

the sky section 

of the painting, 

there was an 

underpainting 

of green with 

overlay of 
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in the sky and the ground. She painted with this process to ensure the symbolic 

meaning of slavery issues discussed earlier. For Claire the integration of green 

and yellow was symbolic of the 

integration of Black and White races. 

Her tissue paper collage had 

stratified paper strips blending one color 

into another. Claire explored the 

concept of horizon in a new way and 

saw the sunset as a range of these 

beautiful colors. 

Claire selected the 

invitation to do a 

watercoior, salt, and 

alcohol painting. Her 

artwork had exquisite 

textures created within the 

blue sky and the purple 

ground. She wanted to 

assure the viewer that her 

painting was a landscape 
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so she included the sun in the upper right hand 

corner. 

In Claire's artistic response to TheBallad 

of Belle Dorcus (Hook, 1990), she again created 

a landscape. Her scratchboard art had a blue 

sky above and 

the brown ground below. This time she added 

the grass blowing at the horizon line 

surrounding the island where the two symbolic 

trees grow side by side. The short rhythmic 

strokes gave her artwork a feeling of pulsating 

excitement reflecting Hook's story. By revisiting 

this horizon theme through experimentation with 

many mediums and techniques, she had the 

time and space to work through her inquiry. 

She made a deliberate decision to place one of the characters out of 

what Uri Shulevitz called the "field of action" (1985). Claire explained her 

reasons for doing this when I interviewed her in the last interview of the 

movement cycle; 

Claire; I didn't want another person because I was thinking about 

Ralph's book Dancing. It would show a frame around a 

person, but I didn't want that. I wanted to be focused on her 

and you wouldn't see the wind. I still wanted people to focus 

on her. So I thought if I put the person on then it would look 

like two people who are talking and fighting. 
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One of the people who are talking (Claire gave speech bubbles to both the girl 

in the painting and the character who is beyond the field of action) is off the 

picture. Claire explained what the characters in her picture are saying: 

Claire: The little girl is saying "I'll never give up" Well to me when 

I'm like walking through the winds, It feels like I'm fighting It 

and so 1 wanted to make a reason why she was fighting the 

winds. So I made the berry bushes, just so and the person 

[out of the field of action] says, "Come on give up the wind is 

too strong. Then she says "I'll never give up til I've got my 

berries" And then it says even if it means fighting the wind. 

Cause I feel sometimes when the wind is strong; I have to 

fight to get back home. 

Claire showed her understanding of repetition and movement when she 

portrayed the wind in her last painting. She said in the interview that she made 

things move using white in the picture. She explained, "I made the wind. Some 

white marks on the wind go this way. I tried to make the trees go the way the 

wind does. And the little girl, I made her hair going the way the wind was." 

Applications of Elements. Media, and Technique 

Claire's responses were often about the elements of art medium or 

technique. In her responses to Sweet Clara and the Freedom Quilt 

(Hopkinson, 1993), she shows her understandings of elements such as line. 

On her studio planning sheet, she wrote, "In the books I read they all had in the 

painting some lines that showed movement. I want to try to do that with lines in 

my painting." Claire understood the concept of aerial perspective. She also 

wrote on the same planning sheet, "I teamed how to plan out my drawings. I 
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also learned that blue in the background helps make the picture seem back 

further. "It changed my thinking by learning all these strategies." 

Use of Style 

Claire made only one reference to style in her artwork. In one of the last 

interviews, Claire asked that I draw her portrait. She pulled from her portfolio a 

portrait drawing she had just completed. 

She was very concerned with how she 

could draw portraits more realistically. She 

wanted to know how artists drew hands also. It 

was important to Claire to draw these in a very 

realistic style. In response to Claire's question, I 

reminded her that illustrators often use family 

members as models for their drawings. I 

suggested she had her own family model for her 

and continue to practice drawing hands and 

faces. 

Use of Visual Metaphor 

In Chapter 4, I discussed Claire's recognition of literary symbolism in 

Sendak's book Outside Over There (1979). She recognized Sendak's use of a 

horn as a symbol for heroism. She often saw the metaphorical 

connections within picture books. She showed 

understandings of a visual metaphor in her sketch to stretch 

response to Dear Mili (Sendak, 1988). She drew a rose and 

wrote next to her drawing: 

I thought it was an important part of the story because 
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the peace. Like the rose brought their hearts to peace because they both 

died at the same time and they were with St. Joseph again. (Claire, 

Sketch to Stretch) 

Claire as an Artist 

Within the compositional principles, Claire made some very sophisticated 

decisions to include or not included figures within the field of action in her art. 

Most of Claire's responses reflected her use of art elements, medium, and 

technique. Her use of visual metaphor showed some of the strongest and most 

provocative insights. Claire used both the sign system of language and visual 

image to create the "stories" which she created in studio. 

Reflections on Claire 

Claire's reading influenced her artwork. As Claire constructed meaning 

within her reading, she would play with these concepts over time in studio. An 

example is her exploration of determination. When Claire composed art, her 

reading greatly influenced her artwork. When Claire explored a concept in art, it 

influenced her meaning making in her reading. Claire moved fluidly between 

interpreting and composing meaning. Her art influenced her reading and her 

reading influenced her art 
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"Finding myself as an artist" 

Well, I painted water moving. That's why I did the black lines to 
make it look like it's floating down, freely flowing. And I just am like 
standing there. It's like the water just comes over my mind. I drink 
a lot of water and that's the way water sounds, it's like peaceful. It 
kind of relaxes you. And that's the way I felt when I was drawing. 
(Movement Interview) 

Ralph was a young fourth grade student in the classroom. He struggled 

in school. I think he felt a lot of pressure to achieve better grades and be a 

better student. Although my contact with Ralph never revealed that he was a 

"problem" student, Sandy said Ralph acted out a lot in school. Often, Ralph 

came to literature discussions having either not read the book or having the 

story somewhat confused. He relied heavily on illustrations in the books. 
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Ralph: I didn't read the book but I read like some of it. Like 

something I think I didn't get to read. I saw it, and It just 

looked like my favorite part. 

Ralph frequently came to discussions confused about the picture book, 

indicative of his struggle with reading. He relied on the illustrations to piece 

together the meaning of the story: 

Ralph: They are shoveling snow. That doesn't look like snow. It 

looks kind of like sugar or something. But, I don't know why 

it's not over there [pointing to another part of the picture]. 

Ralph did attempt to read the text aloud with some help from me: 

Ralph reads: "I ate every drop of my meal; I stare at the white mountain. 

Salt is heavy and rough. The shiny white crystals leave 

cuts on my hands." 

Now with both the pictures and words, he made meaning of these white 

mounds: 

Ralph: So they're eating sweet potatoes [shown in the pictures] I 

guess they have salt on them. I thought it was snow. 

Artist Identitv: I Am Free to Be an Artist 

Ralph's image of himself as an artist grew over time. When reflecting on 

a page in Where the Wild Things Are (Sendak, 1963), Ralph discovered a 

picture of a monster hanging on the wall. Ralph said that it reminded him of his 

mother who had "lots of his art pictures around." 

Ralph developed a concept he called the artist "messing up." It was a 

concept that developed over time and was revisited in both our literature 

discussions and in this interview about his own artwork: 
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Ralph; I really like the way he said a lot of mistakes in art make a 

good picture, (referring to Shane's comments.) 

Cheri: And you just have to be able to recognize it and when it 

looks good. You do it more. 

Ralph; Yeah. 

As Ralph discovered real artists make mistakes, he felt empowered; 

Ralph; You know how I accidentally spilled that one there. Cause 

like once I spilled it, I thought, I am like God. I kind of 

thought of it.. .well, that's a good idea, mixing those colors. 

Ralph also addressed the issue of when an artist was "done" with his artwork. 

He said that when he thinks he's done "you kind of keep looking at, you kind of 

go at a distance and see if it looks good like that." He mastered one of the most 

difficult dilemmas for many artists-when to stop. 

Makinc Meaning with Picture Books 

In Ralph's interpretations of picture books. He took the role of a "reader" 

of the illustrations and text within the picture books rather than a composer of 

art. 

Prediction 

Ralph made few predictions about the picture books. His limited 

experience with reading books made it difficult for him to make accurate 

predictions within the stories. He had limited knowledge about the structures 

within stories because of his struggles with reading. The few predictions Ralph 

did attempt were based upon the information he gleaned through the 

illustrations. He would search the illustrations for details supporting his 
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predictions. 

Symbolism 

When Ralph was supported by others' dialogue, he made symbolic 

connections to the story. Ralph connected the white pages at the end of 

Sendak's Where the Wild Things Are (1963) with the end of Max's journey 

within Max's imagination. He also said the white was symbolic of the "hotness" 

of his supper much the same as steam is white. Claire gave him support with 

her comments. These comments helped give Ralph confidence to engage in 

the dialogue about symbolism. 

Intertextualitv 

Surprisingly because of Ralph's reading ability, he was the only one to 

connect to books outside the ones in this study. Ralph referred to a personal 

experience with Peter Catalanoto on a visit to Ralph's school. He connected 

the dog, Dillon, from Catalanoto's book to, Jenny, Maurice Sendak's dog. 

Ralph used both his personal connections and his experiences with other texts 

to construct his own meaning. 

Personal Connections 

Ralph interpreted meaning through the picture books by using personal 

connections. As Ralph talked about some of these personal experiences, he 

painted a picture of those experiences in the students and my mind with visual 

details. In connection to Maurice Sendak's Inclusion of his beloved dog, 

Jenny, in many of his books Ralph told us about his own pet cat. Ralph said his 

cat, Cindy Crawford, ran away because he and his cousin left the door open. 

Cindy was a real wild cat who in the mornings would run around in circles 

chasing her tail. The boys let her out because "she had to have freedom once 
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in a while." When they became involved in playing basketball, they forgot about 

letting her out. Ralph thought she ran away and was eaten by a coyote. 

Ralph also used great detail in relating his personal experience at 

Christopher Columbus Park. Ralph had to climb over a fence because he got 

his fishing lure caught on the dock. The dock felt to Ralph as if it were going to 

collapse under him. He caught a big fish with a plastic coca cola cup in the 

water. He thought it was a catfish. They just restocked the lake and fish were 

easy to catch. He also caught a baiby bass that was real small, but his uncle 

killed it because he was trying to get a catfish. The details helped us to relive 

Ralph's experience. Ralph used details and personal connections to construct 

meaning. 

Storv Elements and Structure 

Ralph did not make many comments about the story elements or 

structures. I don't feel that Ralph had many opportunities to become aware of 

these. Of the three students, Ralph struggles enough reading that he is still 

trying to understand the plot of most stories which he reads on his own. 

Examining Details 

Ralph searched for details in his illustrations to help him construct 

meaning within the picture books. He was a student who intensively searched 

the illustrations to find details to support a theory about the story he was 

constructing. In the Mouse Bride (Christiana, 1997), he and other students 

searched for the mouse on each page to prove the theory that the little girl was 

telling the story to the mouse. Ralph closely observed the progressive changes 

in the moon in Sendak's illustrations in Where the Wild Things Are (1963). He 
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constructed meaning through those close observations of details. Ralph 

concluded as the moon became full, Max's imagination completely constructed 

the story's plot. 

Noticing Illustrations and illustrators' Issues 

Most of Ralph's strategies to construct meaning were directly related to 

noticing the illustrations in some way. He would search the illustrations for 

details or try to understand what the Illustrator's process was to construct his 

own meaning from the story 

Ralph often attempted to place himself in the role of the illustrator to 

understand the illustrator's thinking as he created the images in the picture 

books. Ralph noticed illustration details. Max carried a fork as he chased the 

dog out of his room, past his picture of the monster tacked to the wall. This was 

a fork which the illustrator included to remind the viewer it was dinner time and 

Max was being sent to his room without dinner. Ralph placed himself in the role 

of the illustrator by saying in the discussion that it was "good idea" for Sendak to 

do this. Ralph enacted the role of illustrator by copying the same illustration as 

a journal entry in his sketch journal. 

Medium and Technique 

Ralph often mentioned medium and technique in the literature 

discussions especially toward the end of the study as his confidence in himself 

grew. He talked extensively about Sendak's use of crosshatching and added 

this word to our web of curriculum chart. He used crosshatching in several of 

his sketches. Ralph recognized Brian Pinkney's scratchboard medium and 

mentioned it in the discussions. Again this related to personal connections to 

his cousin using the scratchboard medium. 
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Principles of Composition and Elements of Art 

Ralph searched the illustrations for details in color, line, texture, and 

movement. Ralph's experiences with composing art during this school year 

helped him recognize the art elements and compositional principles illustrators 

use in picture books. Ralph's meaning making strategies grew stronger as the 

study progressed. He constructed meaning by puzzling together the details. 

$tyie 

Ralph recognized that one of the art prints examined within the 

movement text set discussion came from Japan. This was an indication of his 

awareness of style. Style was a very sophisticated concept which was not 

discussed by Ralph as much as other features of the picture books. 

Book Lavout 

Ralph talked about the layout in two ways. First, he shared with the 

group his experience with a "flip book" his uncle was an artist made for him. 

Ralph also recognized the use of double page spreads in the discussion of 

Where the Wild Things Are (Sendak, 1963). The students discussed how the 

illustrations became larger and spread across more of the pages as Max's 

adventure unfolded. 

Reference to Artists 

Although Ralph connected securely with his own identity as an artist at 

the end of the study, he did not have the personal experiences with other well-

known artists as Shane did. The connections to other artists in the dialogue 

were related to his experiences with the artists within his family. Ralph has a 

cousin and an uncle who are artists. When he talked about them, he clarified 

that they weren't "real well known." 
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Ralph as a Reader 

Ralph relied most heavily on his own personal connections in making 

meaning within the picture books. Although he used the other categories to 

construct meaning, they were often interfaced with some personal connection. 

Ralph searched for details to build upon in making sense of the picture books. 

He relied heavily on the illustrations to search out these details. The 

illustrations helped him to construct meaning from a written text where he might 

have difficulty reading the print. 

Making Meaning within Artwork 

I have included the four cycles of curriculum which show Ralph's choices of 

artwork within his studio time: 

Ralph's Portrait Cycle 

Literature 

Picture Book introduction (Whale Song) 

Literature Discussion 

studio 

Portrait Strategy Lesson 

free exploration of watercolor 

Reflective Interview 

Picture Boole Introduction 

Wilderness Cat 

Angel for Solomon Singer 

More Than Anything Else 

All the Places I Love 

From Miss Ida's Porch 



Ralph's Journey 
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Literature Discussion 

Studio 

Oil on Canvas 

Reflective interview 

Picture Book Introduction (Amber on the Mountain) 

( Literature Discussion 

Studio 

Free Exploration within studio 

watercolor experience 

with alcohol and salt 

Reflective Interview 

Picture Book Introduction 

Mouse Match 

Mouse Bride 

Sweet Clara and the Freedom Quilt 

Jesse's Journey 

A Train to Somewhere 

The Great Migration 

How Many Days to America 

Come Look With Me: Exploring Landscape 

Literature Discussion 

Studio 

Free Exploration 

Tissue Paper Collage 

Strategy lesson with whole class 

desert landscape 

oil on canvas 

Reflective interview 
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Ralph's Movement Cycle 
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Picture Book Introduction 

(Where the Wild Things Are) 

Literature Discussion 

Studio 

Sketch to Stretch Experience 

response to Where the Wild Things Are 

Sketch Journal Entries 

Reflective Interview 

Picture Book Introduction 

Alligators All Around 

Seven Uttle Monsters 

Hector Protector 

The Sign on Rosie's Door 

Outside Over There 

My Mill 

Chicken Soup with Rice 

In the Night Kitchen 

Literature Discussion 

Studio 

Sketch Journal Entries 

Sketch to Stretch Experience 

response to Chicken Soup with Rice 

Reflective interview 

Picture Book Introduction 

(Ballad of Belle Oorcus) 

Literature Discussion 

Studio 

Free Exptoration with Scratch board 

Strategy Lesson-Whole Class 
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Scratch board 

Sketch to Stretch 

Reflective Interview 

Picture Book Introduction 

Miranda and Brother Wind 

The Rrst Snow 

Dancing 

I live with music 

Various art prints 

Literature Discussion 

Studio 

Free exploration of charcoal drawing 

Free exploration of mural painting 

Reflective interview 

Ralph'sThemes Within His Artwork 

Ralph's reoccurring theme throughout his artwork and the discussions of 

the Illustrations in the picture books was "water." He made a special connection 

to water. It became a visual metaphor for the freedom and peacefulness Ralph 

sought in his life: 

Ralph: Well this is just a big Saguaro with a river and then some 

barrel cactus and I did like black marks on it. Did you 

notice? It has thorns on it far away. It is supposed to be 

outdoors. And this is like a river 'cause I felt like drawing 

something that kind of felt free like in my mind, and this just 

came out from my mind and I liked it. Since it's like the 

desert out there and hot. There's all these cactuses and 

water, but I never see rivers or nothing. I just added the 

river to look more like a desert. It just gives like a little 
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touch of more, it feels like you're in the picture. To me it 

does. Since the water is fresh and cold it makes me want to 

be in the picture. 

In Ralph's studio response to TheWhale Song (Sheldon, 1990), he 

painted a solid blue background in his depiction of the lake. Ralph moved the 

horizon line in his picture up so he would feel close to the water and painted it 

with a full intensity ultra blue. The 

black lines are Ralph's depiction of 

the dock. This dock represents the 

connection between Sheldon's book 

The Whale Sona and a real dock from 

which Ralph had fished. 

As a studio response to the 

Journey text set, Ralph depicted a 

sunset at dusk with beautiful glowing pinks. The rolling hills added a rippling 

effect with energy and interest to the desert sunset. The salt added texture to 

the swirling watercolor brush 

strokes. Ralph placed one 

saguaro in the middle 

ground and one at the 

horizon in the background to 

create depth in the 

watercolor. The central 

focus of the composition was 

the river which flowed from 
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the landscape. Ralph wanted to show the importance of the river in his painting. 

It was a rich mixture of blue and green. The river led the viewer into the painting. 

The river was wide in the foreground becoming more narrow as in led up to the 

setting sun. This was what Ralph said in the interview about this art work: 

Ralph: I just like water. It's free and spread out. There's so much 

water. 

Ralph's next piece was done in response to 

the book Mouse Match (Young, 1997). It was a 

tissue paper collage. The blue water stretched 

across the bottom of the vertical horizon. The 

purple mountain rose up from the water. Ralph 

created texture in the mountains by sprinkling salt 

on the mountain. He left open white spaces in the 

sky for the yellow sun to move across. He talked 

about his art in the interview: 

Ralph: In my tissue paper collage, it is suppose to be like night and 

then like this big mountain. See the mountain's purple. 

And I put some salt, like to me to make it seem rocky 

[combining techniques from previous studio] and then I got 

blue paper and made an ocean kind of thing. I don't know 

why. I just have a lot of water in my pictures. 

When Ralph completed his mural painting on the large cardboard, he 

had this to say: 

Ralph: It was fun, how I did the water. Especially the water with a 

lot of blue. When I saw my picture from far away, the river 
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looked weird. So I "touched it up" bigger and added those 

cactuses. I added two snakes, right there that one and that 

one. 

Ralph explored the concepts of freedom and peacefulness across all 

these art works. These were important issues for him. He needed time and 

space to explore the concepts of freedom and peacefulness issue. 

Compositional Principles 

Ralph drew Max raging in full rumpus with his weapon, a "fork," raised. 

The wall behind Max was entirely covered with crosshatching. On the wall 

breaking the field of action was a picture (like the one in Sendak's illustration) 

drawn by Max. 

Within the Journey cycle, Ralph 

responded to Amber on the Mountain 

(Johnson, 1994) by painting a canvas 

landscape. The deep purple sky indicated 

this was a night scene. The purple melted 

into the distant murky mountains of blues 

and greens. Ralph set the upper half of 

the picture apart with a strong bold dark 

zig-zag line. The painting had a stark 

white foreground with four green cacti 

growing from the front edge of the 

painting. Many students responded in 

this cycle by painting landscapes. But 
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the landscapes were each unique in style, medium, and techniques. 

In the final Movement Cycle, Ralph chose to do a landscape in 

scratchboard. Ralph removed the black coating to allow the stark contrast of the 

snowcapped mountains to draw the viewer's eye. The sun peaked out from 

behind these mountains. The graceful tree was a symbolic connection to Brian 

Pinkney's scratchboard illustrations. The tree was reminiscent of human form 

with arms (tree limbs) waving and body (trunk) swaying. Ralph also did a 

sketch to stretch in response to 

TheBallad of Belle Dorcus 

(Hooks, 1990) where two 

golden rings entwined are the 

symbol of Belle and Joshua's 

love. 

Ralph expressed that he 

preferred simple composition to 

more complex compositions. 

His artwork within our studio 

time reflected this: 

Ralph: I left that white space because it's better 'cause like to me if 

you fill the whole paper with darkness you couldn't really 

tell if it's the mountains or just the whole sky. 'Cause I don't 

like pictures that have a lot in them. I just like going with 

kind of white space. 

Ralph really enjoyed painting with oils and chose to do a second painting 

on canvas. It was a clean white canvas with a golden horizon and two round 
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figures laying on the ground that breaking the horizon line. He said this about 

the experience: 

Ralph: This is like my second oil painting. I was going to try and do 

this book. I don't know where it is though. I was trying to 

rennember the ground and do the grass around like that. 

Cheri: What are the circles? 

Ralph: They're like suppose to be these kids right here. For some 

reason I gave up on it. 

Cheri: Why? 

Ralph: Because I didn't really like what I got out of it. But like now I 

have an idea for it. 

Cheri: So you think you might go back and paint more some time? 

Ralph: Yeah. 

Cheri Ok. That's the nice thing about oil paint. You can do that. 

Ralph: And it's still wet too. 

Cheri: Do you think illustrators ever do that? Do you think they 

ever lay things down and then come back to them later? 

Ralph: Yeah. 

Applications of Elements. Media, and Technique 

In the interview when Ralph responded to TheWhale Song (Sheldon, 

1990) he referred to both the light and darkness of the picture and also the 

direction from which the source of light comes. He said that this picture was his 

favorite because of the way the water reflected the sunset. "I made the water 

dark 'cause it was at night. You can tell it's at night. It reflects certain parts of 

the body and different parts it doesn't. You can tell it's the moon facing this 
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way." 

Ralph; That's the sun. No actually that's the moon. Cause I added 

white to it. It couldn't be like just yellow, 'cause there's like 

white in the moon. 

Ralph was aware of size and scale in his work. He said this about working on a 

large mural: 

Ralph: I think I like working the bigger the better. 'Cause it's like 

funner.lt's kind of challenginger. It's fun. 

Impasto was a technique used by Anne Magill in Jesse's Journey 

(McAllister, 1992). "Impasto" is a build up of paint on the canvas. On a studio 

planning sheet Ralph wrote that he learned about the technique of impasto 

when he was painting. We discussed it when looking at the illustrations in that 

book. He used this technique on his last mural painting. 

Use of Style 

Ralph did not refer often to the style in his own artwork. He was 

concerned about drawing realistically. As he and Shane reflected on a chapter 

book, they read in their classroom with Sandy. Ralph said this: 

Ralph: I think when Jimmy tries to draw something from life it is 

hard but when he draws something from cartoonism it is 

easy. 

Use of Visual Metaphor 

As I discussed earlier, Ralph chose water as a subject in much of his 

artwork. He used this as a visual metaphor for peace and freedom. Ralph also 

talked about the use of a flower in the picture book TheWhale Song (Sheldon, 

1990): 
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Ralph: The flower is a symbol of love. It's like probably like to say 

that I love you or something that they really cared. 

Ralph as an Artist 

Ralph totally immersed himself in his artwork. It was a chance to become 

free in the creative flow. Ralph grew in confidence as a composer of art. He 

used details to construct meaning in his own artwork as he did in interpreting 

meaning within the picture books. He puzzled together the details in his art to 

compose a deeper meaning for himself. 

Reflections on Ralph 

Ralph became more confident in his artwork and in his participation in 

discussions. Early in the study, Ralph would often simply echo others' 

comments or agree with comments like "um hm" and "Veah." Ralph did not feel 

confident as a reader and therefore had trouble taking an active part in the 

discussions of the books. He relied heavily on the illustrations to make 

meaning within the picture books. As it became apparent that we were also 

discussing the art in the picture books, Ralph's confidence grew. His 

confidence grew as an artist, and therefore, he became more confident in 

discussing the illustrations and the meanings he constructed from the images. 

The group valued his comments and began to see him as an artist who added 

informative dialogue. Ralph interacted more in the discussions and studio than 

at the beginning of the study. I feel this helped him to overcome some of the 

academic pressure he felt. 

Summary of the Three Cases 

These three students not only enjoyed the art experiences within studio 

time but also benefited from those experiences. They reflected upon the 
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connections between the illustrations within the picture books and their own 

artwork. They explored new mediums and techniques in composing their art. 

The students applied art elements, and compositional principles they 

recognized and interpreted within picture book illustrations. 

I learned that given opportunities to talk about their interpretations of the 

images in picture books and their own artwork, students reveal much deeper 

understandings than would be recognized without opportunities for reflection 

and discussion. Students have more sophisticated understandings of picture 

books than I assumed at the beginning of this study. I gained insights in the 

following areas. 

Artist Identity 

All three students at the end of the study thought of themselves as artists 

capable of exploring the meaning making process within the visual sign 

system. Shane, who already perceived himself as an artist at the beginning of 

the study, broadened his concept of what being an artist meant. He became 

more of a risktaker and gained confidence with his peers. This confidence 

enabled him to expose his vulnerability as an artist. He did not feel that he had 

to know everything about art but could explore new experiences with art without 

having mastered art content. Claire, who was open to grow and change at the 

onset of the study, naturally gained from the new experiences she undertook. 

Claire integrated her experiences within language and her experiences with 

visual image. Ralph gained confidence in other areas as his confidence grew 

in art. As he became surer of himself in interpreting the images in the picture 

books and more confident at composing images, this confidence spilled over 

into other areas in his life. He could take a more active role in discussions with 
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his peers. 

Making Meaning with Picture Books 

Ail three students used illustrations to interpret meanings within the 

picture books. Shane constructed meaning from an artist's perspective. He 

relied heavily on his previous experiences with art to support him in making 

meaning within the picture books. He used art elements, techniques, mediums, 

and compositional principles within his meaning making process. Claire 

constructed meaning from a reader's perspective. She made many predictions 

within the picture books in this study. Claire made symbolic connections more 

frequently than either Ralph or Shane. She connected easily to the deeper 

meanings within the stories. Ralph constructed meaning by building from his 

personal experiences. He relied almost exclusively on the illustrations in the 

picture books for meaning. He searched for details in these images to puzzle 

together meanings. 

Where Ralph and Shane both relied heavily on the illustrations to 

construct meaning, Claire integrated both the written text and illustrations to 

construct meanings within the picture books. Ralph relied on the illustrations 

because his understanding of the pictures were stronger than his 

understandings of the written text. Shane relied heavily on the illustrations for 

meaning making because as an artist he felt an expertise within this area. 

Although Claire was a competent language user and more of a novice as an 

image maker she could integrate both symbol systems in her meaning making 

process. This parallels with the way a picture book is constructed. A picture 

book is an inten/veave of both written text and illustration. It requires both the 

written text and illustrations to construct meaning effectively. 
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Meaning Making within Artwork 

Although each student planned his/her own choices during studio, some 

chose the same invitations. The experiences which were common to all three 

students were scratchboard, oil on canvas, and mural painting. No one had 

worked with the scratchboard medium before this study. Ralph's cousin worked 

in this medium so he had seen scratchboard before Brian Pinkney's 

illustrations. Shane felt that scratchboard was "his medium" and wanted more 

opportunities to work in this way. The mural painting seemed very natural to 

both Ralph and Shane but Claire found the large size uncomfortable. All three 

chose tissue paper collage but in response to different books. All three had 

multiple opportunities to paint with watercolors. Shane is the only one who 

chose paper towel tie dye and the only one who did a construction paper 

collage. They all worked in their sketch joumal but at different times. They all 

did some sketch to stretch. The choices everyone made together occurred 

when a new medium or technique was introduced. All the students seemed to 

want an opportunity to try new things. During the strategy lessons for the entire 

class, all three took part. The right to choose their own invitations and express 

themselves in their own way was very important to all three students. 

Themes Within the Artwork 

All three constructed themes. Shane explored the themes of strength and 

power. He conveyed his themes through the process of composing. Shane's 

themes were connected to "how" his work was composed rather than the "what." 

His use of bold brush strokes, bold color, and diagonal lines gave his artwork 

strength and power. Claire explored the theme of determination and its 

relationship to gender. She used complex art principles in her artwork to 
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explore this theme. Ralph explored the themes of freedom and peacefulness. 

His reoccurring use of water in his artwork was a metaphor for these themes. 

All three students needed the time and space to continue to explore these 

themes as they progressed through studios invitations within all four curriculum 

cycles. 

Compositional Principles. 

All three students exemplified a strong sense of balance within their 

artwork. Claire and Ralph used more of a symmetrical approach to balance 

where Shane often used a more involved asymmetrical balance. His use of 

diagonal line in many of his compositions created the schema for asymmetry. 

Diagonal lines also create a feeling of movement. Of all the compositional 

principles the one which all three students used most extensively was 

movement. The last cycle was based upon the principle of movement. Ralph, 

Claire and Shane created a sense of movement with the use of repetition in 

their art. This use of repetition also created rhythm. Claire used the most 

sophisticated composition in the final studio when she placed one of the figures 

beyond the field of action out of our eyesight. 

All three used elements such as color in extremely thoughtful ways. They 

connected certain colors with deeper more symbolic meanings. These 

meanings were reflected not only in their own artwork but in the illustrations 

seen in picture books. Shane's use of bold lines and shapes made his work 

have a sense of strength and power. The deliberate use of line to create 

swiriing movement was in most of the scratchboard work and in the murals. All 

three students talked about the use of texture in the illustrations throughout the 
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cycles, and they used different techniques, exposing canvas, crosshatching and 

adding salt, to achieve a feeling of rough texture in their own artwork. Both 

Ralph and Claire used aerial perspective to achieve distance within their 

compositions. These are sophisticated uses of the art elements. I don't feel 

that children are recognized for their complex understandings of art elements, 

the basic building blocks of visual image. 

I don't feel the picture book genre is understood as a complex and highly 

intricate artform. Because it is perceived as an area appropriate only for 

younger children, it is often interpreted as simplistic. Because the artform must 

stay within few pages and few words, the creation of a picture book is more 

complex. If picture books are not recognized as having complex meanings and 

interpretations, children's deeper understandings of picture books are also 

ignored. 

Use of Stvie 

Shane was the most aware of style within art because of his experience 

with cartoon style. He was the most committed to one particular style, although 

he did make a few of his studio pieces in other styles of art. Claire used a soft 

impressionistic style in her landscape watercolor but didn't discuss this in the 

interviews. She may have had a visual awareness of this style of art but did not 

know the art term to discuss impressionism. Ralph had not developed a style of 

art and did not discuss style in the interviews. Style was a category which 

required some previous art history knowledge to be discussed very extensively. 

Shane's interest and previous knowledge with cartoon style made this a critical 

category to this study. 
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Use of Visual Metaphor. 

All three used visual metaphors but in very different ways. Shane's 

consistent use of bold color, brushstroke and composition became a metaphor 

for a theme in his artwork, strength and power. Claire's ability to identify and 

use objects such as the horn or the rose, showed her connection to visual 

metaphor as it related to her sense of story. Ralph's continuous use of water as 

a theme across all of his studio experiences was an indication of his use of 

water as a visual metaphor for freedom and peacefulness. The category of 

visual metaphor was the most insightful to me. Students at this age may be 

more aware of the symbolic use of an object to stand for a deeper meaning than 

simply the object itself than younger students. 

Conclusions 

Without the analysis of both the dialogue about the art works of students 

and the artwork itself, a major piece of this study would be left out. It is critical 

that all students have opportunities to compose artwork therefore constructing 

meaning within other sign systems such as visual image. But, it is as critical that 

we closely examine students' art for the meanings that students create within 

visual image. They understand the visual meanings but may not be able to 

articulate those understandings. We must not underestimate the cognitive 

process behind the images of students' artwork. 
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CHAPTER 7 

IMPLICATIONS OF THE JOURNEY 

Claire maintained her focus on that place where 
earth meets sky. She kept her intent on a journey 
toward the far reaching horizon. And yet Claire's 
inquiry is a constant reminder..It is not a destination 
but the journey along the way that enriches our souls. 
(entry in my field notes) 

My journey began last fall as I stepped into the classroom. As a 

researcher I began an ethnographic study examining children's responses to 

picture books in a fourth and fifth grade multiage classroom. The issue of 

children's responses to picture books was of interest to me because I value 

students' responses that reflect multiple ways of knowing. The students 

responded through dialogue about picture books, artwork within studio, and 

reflections on those experiences. Through in depth analysis of those 

discussions, interviews, observations, and the students' artwork, I sought to 

understand the meanings students made of picture books. 

The principal questions which guided my study were: (1) How is a 

learning environment constructed to support children's responses to picture 

books? (2) How do children respond to picture books? (3) What are children's 

responses to the illustrations in picture books? (4) How do children create their 

own interpretations of theillustrations and written language in picture books? 

The major areas of professional literature that provided the theoretical 

frames for this research are semiotic theory, transactional reader response 

theory, children's responses to picture books, visual literacy, children's 

responses to art, literary content analysis of picture books, and illustrators' 
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reflections on their own illustration process. These theoretical frames provided 

the foundations from which this study evolved. 

This study qualitative ethnographic case study followed students in a 

fourth and fifth grade multiage class. The study examined the students' 

responses to picture books documented by literature discussions, interviews, 

and artwork. I selected three students to follow and studied their responses in 

depth. Shane was chosen because of his strong interest in art and his sense of 

self as an artist. Claire was chosen because she had many experiences with 

literature. She considers herself to be a good reader and enjoyed reading both 

picture books and many other types of literature. Ralph was chosen because 

expressing himself through art seemed to be a way for him to feel successful. 

Ralph struggled in other academic areas of school. 

The curriculum spiral I developed for this study began with an initial 

reading of a single picture book and was followed by a literature discussion, a 

studio art experience, and a reflective interview with the students about their 

artwork. The second half of this curriculum cycle was an introduction of a text set 

related to the first picture book. The students selected books from this text set 

which they wanted to read and discuss. This literature discussion was followed 

with another studio art experience and reflective interview. This curriculum built 

on the students' choices and experiences and was student negotiated. 

The data sources I collected from these events were my fieldnotes, 

literature discussion audiotapes, interview transcript audiotapes, and the 

artwork of the students. I collected this data from January through April. I 

analyzed the data through the summer months. As I analyzed the data I 

discussed my insights with both Sandy Kaser, the classroom teacher, and two 
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peer debriefers, Gloria Kauffman and Jean Schroeder. I gained nnuch from this 

peer collaboration. 

Research Findings 

The first research question was How is a learning environment 

constructed to support children's responses to picture books? The findings from 

this study relate to the characteristics of the learning environment in which 

students are provided space to negotiate their curriculum by having 

opportunities to explore their own interests in learning. The following 

characteristics emerged from the data analysis of my fieldnotes. One 

characteristic was creative freedom. Students want opportunities to explore 

creative freedom within their own learning rather than to always be given a 

learning "assignment." They wanted opportunities to freely explore within their 

own inquiries. Another characteristic was the role of the teacher within the 

learning environment. My role as a teacher was to facilitate learning by 

supporting students' inquiry within the students' learning processes It is a 

delicate role in which the teacher balances supportive instruction with allowing 

space for the students to freely explore their own teaming. The third 

characteristic was selection of the literature within the curriculum. Selection of 

the literature introduced within the curriculum was based on student interest 

and inquiries. The literature was chosen which provided enough depth that 

issues to explore further will surface. The next characteristic which emerged 

was space for students' voices. The learning environments provided space for 

students' voices to be heard. Students within this study had opportunities to be 

actively involved through discussion, observing Illustrations in picture books, 

and creating art. They had opportunities to reflect upon these experiences 
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through reflective dialogue and sketch journals. The last characteristic which 

emerged from the data analysis was that teaming built upon previous 

experiences. The curriculum that evolved was a splraling curriculum where 

each new learning engagement built upon previous learning engagements. 

Children's Responses to Picture Books 

The second research question was How do children respond to picture 

books? and involved analyzing the literature discussion and interview 

transcripts. To provide context for looking at the ways in which students 

constructed meaning through their responses to literature, I first examined 

Teacher Interactions to see how my talk affected their discussions. The teacher 

interactions fell mainly into four areas. The first area was Conversation 

Maintenance. These were the comments I made in order to assist in the flow of 

conversation and make sure everyone participated. The second area of 

teacher interactions was Clarifying Statements. These were statements I made 

encouraging students to explain their comments more completely. The third 

area was Participant Response. These were statements in which I participated 

within the literature discussion as an equal with the others in the discussions. 

The last area was Informational Sharing. These were statements where I 

shared information on a topic or served as a resource to add information about 

an artist, time period, style, technique, or culture. 

I analyzed the student interactions and developed categories of 

responses to picture books. The first category was Use of Symbolism where 

students used symbolism to explore the meaning of deeper issues within 

picture books. They came to understand these deeper issues through their 

dialogue about symbolism within the written language and illustrations. The 
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second category was Prediction. Students' predictions in the picture books 

were in direct correlation with their previous experiences with books and 

stories. Intertextuality was the third category and focused on the connections 

students made across books and across the texts of sign systems such as 

language, drama, music, mathematics, movement, and visual image. Personal 

Connections was the next category. Students relied on personal connections 

they made with the stories and illustrations to construct meaning for themselves. 

Anothert category was Examining Details to Shift Perspective. The students 

examined details within the illustrations to such a great extent that it became a 

ritual in the dialogue of the students which they repeatedly enacted to construct 

deeper meaning. These detailed examinations led to shifts in their thinking. 

Story Elements and Structure was the next category but was not discussed 

neariy as frequently as the other categories. This category refers to the 

responses made to story elements such as character, plot, or setting. Noticing 

Illustrations was the last category in student responses to picture books. The 

frequency and depth of the comments within the category "Noticing Illustrations" 

led to a more in depth examination of these responses in the third research 

question. 

Art as a Sign System 

The third research question was What are children's responses to the 

illustrations in picture books? Students wondered about the illustrators as 

artists including their sources for inspiration, which mediums the artists used, 

and in what ways they applied those media. All picture book artists no matter 

what media or technique they use have several visual elements they work with 

such as line, color, shape, perspective, texture, and light and dark. This study 
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found color to be an Important art element used by the children to construct 

meanings from illustrations. Color was explored for its symbolic use in the 

illustrations. It was seen as a way to introduce the story through its use on the 

endpapers of the book. The emotional impact color can give the story was 

discussed by students. They recognized that illustrators use different 

perspectives and demonstrated their understandings of point of view 

inillustrations. Some of the students' responses related to texture and sense of 

touch, either actual or implied. There were many responses that had to do with 

the contrast between light and dark. The responses within the category of art 

elements were extremely sophisticated and showed students were capable of 

complex understandings of these elements. 

The compositional principles occur when separate visual elements are 

selected by the illustrator and used in combination with each other. The 

students talked about some of these compositional principles such as unity, 

balance, rhythm, and movement, continuation, dominance, similarity, and 

variety. 

Students noticed the basic art elements because they have prior 

experience with these elements. This experience begins at toddler age for most 

of us as we first make scribbles on a page. We experimentally play with lines-

long lines.curvy lines, short jagged lines or color bright vivid color soft muted 

color. The mixing of colors fascinates us as we play with paint pigments and 

slowly we begin to combine the lines and color or we begin to combine art 

elements much the same as an illustrator does in his or her own artistic process. 

It was therefore natural for students to talk about the elements they recognized 

in these illustrations. They saw the use of lines, color, shape, and other basic 
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art elements in the illustrations in picture books. It was a natural connecting 

point for them. It was not that the students were analytically dissecting the 

whole image to its parts but rather building from their experiences with these 

basic elements. 

Case Study Research Findings 

The findings related to the case study of three students were organized 

within two main areas: meaning making within a picture book and meaning 

making within the artwork. This second area explores the question: How do 

children create their own interpretations of the pictures and written language in 

picture books? 

Shane was a fifth grade student who saw himself as an artist. He loved 

to cartoon and had several sketch journals filled with his artwork. From the 

beginning of the study students in the class looked to Shane as the "art expert" 

and in the early Irterature discussions he took this role. In later discussions he 

became more of an equal participant. Although Shane was a strong reader and 

had many experiences with books, most of his construction of meaning within 

picture books came from his perspective as an artist. 

Shane conveyed strength and power within his artwork. The content of 

his art changed from pirates, dragons, and other characters representing power. 

But more than the content of the artwork was the strength and power reflected in 

his bold color and the forceful strokes with which he applied the paint. He used 

the applications of art elements, media, and techniques to help him understand 

the meanings of the picture books within our study and the images he 

encountered within his life. 

Claire was a fourth grade student who is a good student and gets along 
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well with her peers. She is an avid reader and loves books. Because Claire 

had more experiences with reading, she relied on a solid sense of story to 

construct meaning from the picture books. Claire also recognized the symbolic 

meanings within the books both in written words and in the pictures. Claire 

seemed to have the most insight into the construction of a picture book. She 

understood the inten/veave between the written words and the pictures to 

construct meaning. 

A concept Claire explored throughout the study was determination and 

its relationship to gender. She often made connections between the 

illustrations in the picture books and her own artwork by exploring the concept 

that girls could be determined and accomplish great things in life. 

Claire was supportive of others' artistic processes. She asked questions 

of her classmates to extend her own thinking about art. Claire made 

sophisticated decisions as she composed her art. Her reading influenced her 

artwork. Her art also influenced her meaning-making in her reading. 

Ralph was a fourth grade student who struggled in school. He often had 

trouble reading the books to be discussed in literature circles. He relied heavily 

on the illustrations in order to make sense of the picture books we read He 

would search the illustrations for details to support his thinking as he 

constructed meaning. Art provided a way for Ralph to escape from the 

pressures he felt to do well in school. Water was a theme Ralph explored over 

and over in his artwork. He felt rt represented the freedom he felt as he became 

immersed in his art. Art was a place Ralph grew to be successful in school. 

By the end of the study, all three students thought of themselves as 

capable artists able to explore the the visual symbol system in their own 
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construction of meaning. All three students used illustrations to interpret 

meanings within picture books. 

Implications 

I will discuss the implications from this study in six major areas; 

implications for students, implications for classroom teachers, implications for 

art teachers, implication for researchers, implications for the Visual Literacy 

Project, and implications for further study. 

Implications for Students 

This study has major implications for students with diverse approaches to 

meaning-making. Students need opportunities to interpret both the meanings 

of written language and the illustrations of picture books and compose meaning 

within their own artwork in response to those picture books. A balance between 

experiences of interpreting and composing supports students' construction of 

meaning. This study showed students benefit from having opportunities to 

interpret meanings for themselves from the written text and pictures within 

stories and thus come to deeper understandings about these books. In 

response to picture books students need to have opportunities to compose 

meanings within their own artwork. These responses can be sketch to stretch 

engagements, free explorations in studio, entries in their sketch journals, or art 

from strategy lessons. Just as children learn to write by reading and to read by 

writing (Anderson, Short & Kauffman,1998), students who compose their own 

meanings within these engagements use art as a tool for constructing meaning 

about picture books. 

In valuing students' use of art as a way of showing understanding, we 

can encourage them to think visually. Using art as a visual response supports 
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the belief that integrating the arts more fully helps to draw Into the circle those 

students who are still on the margins (Noll, 1995). Ralph is a good case study 

to illustrate this point. When Ralph first listened to dialogue about reading as 

meaning making, he had no real frame of reference with which to deal with that 

information. He made no significant connection. His primary way of making 

meaning was visual details. It wasn't until he saw that he could use this visual 

method of meaning making as a frame of reference in understanding reading as 

an interpreting process that he was able to grow as a reader. Bridging from one 

sign system to another appears to be crucial to the growth of students who 

struggle in school with the traditional approaches to learning. Ralph was a 

student who communicated through artwork; he discovered that his hands knew 

a lot his head didn't know it knew (Gallert, 1992, p.88). 

Students who are more comfortable using visual image as a way to 

understand their world need to have opportunities to use art as a way to think 

within the school setting. The learning circle is widened, and the walls of all 

kinds begin to disappear. Divisions between disciplines begin to blur as 

students look at leaming from multiple perspectives (Blecher & Jaffee, 1998). 

Learning through the sign system of visual image cuts across all curriculum 

disciplines. The curriculum cycle developed for this study enables students to 

use alternate ways of knowing across the disciplines of language arts and fine 

arts. 

Implications for Classroom Teachers 

The implications for classroom teachers from this study directly relate to 

curriculum. The curriculum must be student centered and built upon student 

interest. Learning through and learning about picture books is not restricted to 
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younger students. Older students gain from integrating the study of picture 

books into their curriculum. Classoom teachers need not feel intimidated 

teaching art content through the context of illustrations in picture books. They 

should be co-leamers with their students. 

The curriculum cycle in this study supports a cumulative effect of linking a 

series of selected picture books. This selection of picture books should be 

based upon students' interests. The selected literature must have the depth 

and potential to engage children in powerful ways. This study showed it is 

important to select a balance of different genres of books. An author or 

illustrator study can be included in this selection. 

The picture books must also be connected through a broad meaningful 

focus such as Joumeys or Movement. Literature can be organized in a way to 

help students explore as away to know the worid and to critique that worid in 

which we live (Short, 1997). 

The linking of a text set to discussion in which children generalize and 

share their ideas with others adds new dimensions. When they discuss their 

own connections to the literature and must justify those connections to others, 

deeper meaning making occurs.The careful choice of subtly linked books, the 

teachers' support during the discussions, and the students' responses were all 

important aspects of this study. 

Student-negotiated curriculum is built around the interest of the students. 

When the students have choices in the curriculum, they are more directly 

engaged in their own learning. I built the curriculum cycles around the interest 

of the students. The negotiated curriculum provided choices within studio to 

empower students by allowing them to make decisions about their own 
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learning. Negotiated curriculum provides teachers with an opportunity for input 

into thaWhen t curriculum. 

Teachers make informed choices in the selection of literature and 

support dialogue, they increase the possibilities for depth in students' 

construction of meaning. The dialogue between students and the teacher 

increases their ability to use the languge of art. Therefore students can better 

express their understandings about illustration through newly introduced art 

language. 

This study shows the importance of giving students opportunities to 

reflect on their own artwork and its relationship to the literature. The reflective 

interview began as a data source and became critical to the development of the 

curriculum. Students became more aware of their own connections through the 

reflective interview. The interviews are vital in informing the students and the 

teacher of the cognitive process not always evident when viewing the artwork 

alone. 

This study demonstrates the pleasure older students experience when 

they discover the complexity and depth of good quality picture books. The use 

of picture books with older students has been seen by some educators as 

unnecessary. The assumption is they should not rely on the pictures to carry 

the meaning when they read. Students' use of both written text and illustrations 

within picture books to construct meaning is not dependent on chronological 

age. People of all ages can transact meaning within a well constructed picture 

book. Picture books should be part of the curriculum for older students as it is 

for younger ones. 
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The curriculum design developed for this study integrates children's 

literature and art. The infusion of fine arts into the classroom curriculum more 

closely resembles the multiple ways children approach learning in the world 

outside school. In the real world we approach learning with all our senses. 

Literacy in art is a process, similar to that in print-based literacy. Students 

generate, revise, edit, and reflect upon their meaning making. They develop 

and integrate expression with their evolving techniques (Blecher & Jaffee, 

1998). 

Teachers need not feel intimidated if they lack an art background. They 

can rely on professional art resources such as Kiefer's book The Potential of 

Picture Books (1995) or teachers may attend literature conference sessions 

which focus on art. There may be other classroom teachers in their school 

buildings who have strong art backgrounds and could be wonderful resources. 

Teachers might be introduced to intergrating literature and fine arts by having 

resource teachers such as the staff of a Visual Literacy Project help encorporate 

the arts into their classrooms. Teachers need to avail themselves of all of these 

resources but ultimately they need to see themselves as co-learners with their 

students. They need to be risktakers and try some of art explorations "along

side" their students. 

In this study, time was given for students to dialogue about the written 

language and illustrations in picture books. They also had opportunities to talk 

about their responses in art to those picture books. Students need time to 

dialogue about their interpretations of meaning within the picture books and 

their composition of meaning through their artwork. Students' questions, their 

talk, and listening is central to their learning. The rest of the curriculum is 
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enhanced when talk is treated as the catalyst that drives learning (Blecher & 

Jaffee, 1998). 

Students had time to engage with their own artwork and the artwork of 

others, so that they could think critically about the images they created. 

Learners need time to work with the elements and principles of art in order to 

construct meaning. When students have uninterrupted time with art and making 

art, they begin to experiment with such art concepts as art elements and 

principles which invite revision, critique, reflection, and further inquiry (Albers, 

1997). As students have opportunities within studio to make art and dialogue 

about their artwork, they become more confident in their expression and 

technique. Experiences such as authentic art engagements, reflective 

dialogue and strategy lessons provide the extended time students need for 

constructing deeper meanings about picture books. 

Time is always highly valued in the school day of teachers and students. 

Drawing slows the act of seeing and allows new insights to develop. Students 

looked at illustrations new ways, visually thinking and using what they learned. 

Looking and looking again is a way of life in the artists' environment (Kirby & 

Kuykendall, 1991). Students used the drawing to help them notice first, then 

moved inside where their experience was (Ernst, 1994). Looking intently and 

examining closely always requires extended time, but it is time well spent. 

Although this study occurred in a school that had a separate studio room, 

most elementary schools would not have this extra space available. I selected 

this site because I felt the additional space would be an asset. Although it was 

beneficial in some ways, I feel it inhibited the use of art as a way to think 

throughout the day. This curriculum could occur in any school by incorporating 
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a studio space within the regular classroom. Students would then have access 

to art tools whenever they felt it would support their meaning construction 

throughout their school day. 

Implications for Art Teachers 

It is the function of art to see (Greene, 1973). Through engagements with 

making, viewing, and talking about the art in picture books and their own 

artwork, students can construct deeper meanings about their world. The 

students in this study examined the illustrations of picture books and 

constructed their own meanings about those books. The illustrations in these 

picture books also were demonstrations of art strategies and techniques. These 

experiences were reinforced with strategy lessons where they could learn about 

new techniques or media. Art teachers can provide experiences where 

students are immersed in literature first, and then allow the art content to evolve 

from the contexts of literature discussions. 

Literature and art together stretch our imaginations and transform us. Art 

teachers can work collaboratively with classroom teachers to provide 

experiences where literature and art are combined in powerful ways for their 

students. In this study students had opportunities to engage in a variety of 

invitations such as exploring new media such as scratchboard,and new 

techniques like wet-on-wet watercolor techniques. Students should also be 

asked to engage in illustrator studies such as the Van Allsburg study described 

here. Karen Ernst, an art teacher, invites students to paint in the styles of 

different illustrators. Just as literature provides models in the writer's workshop, 

the work of illustrators from picture books provides students with models of 

technique and style. We are following in the footsteps of many well-known 
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artists by trying on tiie styles of the masters (Ernst, 1994). Students can take 

illustrators' ideas and build on them if provided with opportunities to experience 

the art within picture books. 

Art is a pathway to knowing and understanding the world. Art has the 

power to touch our very core of emotion in much the same way as a novel. 

Literature connects our hearts and minds {Huck, 1990). Art and written 

language interwoven within a picture book can help reconnect students' 

feelings and thinking. Using picture books children can become aware of 

sensory properties or elements of art-line, shape, color, texture, and value, or 

the principles of art such as balance, rhythm, repetition, contrast and variety 

(Lechner, 1993). Teachers of art can tap into these powerful connections 

through the inclusion of picture books within their curriculum. 

Students of art teachers must have time to interact with other students 

and reflect upon their own work. The significance of art lies not within the 

artwork but in the interpretations and personal experiences that students bring 

to their meaning making. Students need sustained time in which they are 

authentically engaged with art as a means of creating and conveying meaning. 

They must have time to interact with others and reflect upon their own work. 

Implications for Researchers 

Many students communicate more effectively through the arts. We are 

silencing these students if we don't explore all types of responses using 

alternate ways of knowing. As researchers we must explore the exciting 

possibilities for student learning by Including responses within multiple sign 

systems in our analysis. The inclusion of children's artwork as a data source to 

be analyzed is an important implication for other researchers. If we value all 
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symbol systems as ways in which to create and convey meaning, we must 

utilize data sources that reflect the diversity of systems students use to construct 

meaning. Researchers must learn to examine the artwork surrounding picture 

books for its potential to convey meaning. There are important and exciting 

challenges to be met as we include multiple data sources within our research. 

Researchers must look at the ways in which students use images, art elements, 

and art techniques to construct meanings in response to picture books. 

Because of my role as an artist in this study, the data centered around the 

art within the picture books. Sandy's students discussed deeper conceptual 

issues when she facilitated discussions with these same students. I feel they 

centered their dialogue around the illustrations within this study for these 

reasons: (1) The students' previous experience with resource teachers coming 

into the classroom were artists-in-residence programs. These were resource 

teachers such as the drama specialist Paul Fisher who worked with the students 

this year. (2) Sandy had introduced the students to three master artists, 

Chagall, Van Gogh, and Calder as part of a theme on Inquiring Minds. In these 

studies they specifically looked at the artists' techniques and strategies. (3) 

Students were introduced to me as an artist and they naturally felt I was 

interested in the talk about the art within picture books.They wanted to provide 

me with what they felt I wanted. (4) Because of my expertise within this area 

they had genuine questions about the illustrations they wanted to pursue with 

someone who might know the answers to their questions. (5) As students 

initially come together to discuss picture books, they have a tendency to 

overfocus on the art elements, techniques, and strategies used by the 

illustrators because this is a new area of learning for them. 
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In constmcting any further studies, I would include data collected from 

literature discussions where the classroom teacher facilitated the discussions. I 

feel the central focus of these discussions would be based upon the meanings 

the students constructed from the whole picture book. The art related meanings 

would have been interwoven throughout those discussions. 

Implications for the Visual Literacy Project 

Choice is essential for learning. Through choice learners can make 

connections to the interests and experiences that are significant to them. They 

take ownership of their leaming (Short, 1997). Students must be given choices 

of invitations. They can select those in which they wish to participate. 

In order for strategy lessons In the Visual Literacy Project to be directed 

toward the creation of meaning, they must be focused on the significant 

experiences of the students. Unless meaning making is grounded on 

significant experiences, there is a weak focus for the creation of meaning. The 

dialogue around students' artwork must help them to recognize more fully the 

meaning of their work. A fundamental goal of art making within studio is to 

support students' capacity to create meaning and to make sense of themselves 

and the world around them (Smith, 1993). Strategy lessons implemented in the 

Visual Literacy Project must be constructed with students' own inquiries at the 

center. 

The Visual Literacy Project has an obligation to provide a wide range of 

new picture books to students. All students will find themselves in books and 

view the world from new perspectives, but they need access to a wide range of 

literature and art within these picture books. Through the sharing of many new 

picture books, we can broaden the exposure of students across the district to 
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good literature. The power of the picture book is undeniably evidenced as 

teachers, artists, and students are deeply engaged in the story told through the 

written text and the illustrations within a picture book. This deep engagement 

creates a creative flow which carries students into the studio where they engage 

intently In the making of art. 

The picture book is familar to classroom teachers and students. It is a 

context in which classroom teachers feel comfortable and because of this they 

are willing to take risks within the teaching of art content. Teachers who are 

unfamiliar with the arts can build upon a foundation that will allow them to see 

the possibilities which the arts hold for learning. It must be the intent of Visual 

Literacy artists to empower classroom teachers to use art in their classrooms as 

ways of knowing. The artists must form partnerships with classroom teachers to 

help support students' use of visual art in their meaning making. 

The teachers of Soleng Tom Elementary asked to extend Visual Literacy 

Project in some way to allow their students more time to explore the picture 

books and art experiences intoduced within the project. Extension boxes were 

developed as support for the students who need time to "muck around" (Short, 

1997) with concepts within this focus. These were developed in the same way 

teachers plan invitations from which students choose experiences that appeal 

to them. The boxes were developed to give students additional time to explore 

and reflect on their understandings of the art and literature introduced. 

The Visual Literacy Project must select a broad focus which will support 

inquiries of many students across the district. Visual Literacy invitations relate 

to broad themes such as Sense of Self, Relationships, Journeys, or Sense of 

Identity. Art demonstrations given by the Visual Literacy staff must anticipate 
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students' inquiries. Tiiough this is difficult given the numbers of students with 

whom we interact, some inquiries are more pervasive than others. We need to 

select demonstrations given by the artists based on the interests of most 

students in our district. 

A specific example of this might be centered around the "desert as 

inquiry" where students have opportunities to look more closely at the desert 

plants and animals and their habitats. Through the use of the picture book. The 

Desert Scrapbook (Wright-Frieson, 1996), students explored scientific drawing 

of desert plants and animals. They can begin to discover the reccuring patterns 

relate to why certain plants have common characteristics which help them adapt 

and survive the harsh surroundings. This is a common inquiry for our students 

who live in the Sonorran Desert. It is also appropriate because our school 

district has just received a large federal grant for scientific inquiry. Many of the 

students and teachers will be involved with this grant. By giving students 

opportunities to learn about scientific drawing and close observation, we can 

develop extension boxes with multiple choices for learning invitations within this 

inquiry. 

Implications for Further Studv 

I return to the central question with which I began this study: What are the 

students' interpretations of the written language and illustrations within picture 

books? Authors and illustrators often make use of other strategies to draw the 

reader into the text and therefore respond to the story. They use the concept of 

gaps where the reader has to use his or her imagination to interpret the words 

and pictures together to make sense of the text (Evans, 1997). I wish to explore 

the ways students fill these gaps. It is students' understandings of the 
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relationships between written language and illustrations within picture books 

that still interests me. Claire used both written text and illustrations to construct 

meanings within picture books. In a future study if I could follow Claire's 

responses to picture books she might lead me to better understand this 

relationship. 

As Claire journeyed, she explored each new horizon that came into view. 

She understood the relationship between the story and Alex's sense of isolation 

in the picture book Dancing (Cazet, 

1995). Denys 

boy's by the 

boy alone the 

The father 

and be 

discovered that Cazet used an 

inserted picture which is set apart by a border. In this smaller picture the boy is 

not alone but has his father watching over him. As he gazes out across the star 

lit horizon, the boy has the support of his father's watchful love. Claire is 

beginning to understand the complex relationship between written text and 

illustration. She understands that both written language and illustrations tell a 

story of deeper and complex meanings. 

One journey ends where another one begins. Claire also explored 

horizons in her studio experiences within this study. She searched for meaning 

by simplifying this visual concept over and over in her artwork. This is much the 

same process as abstract artists who eliminate the mixing of color and brush 

strokes. They simplify to the essence of color and form. For Claire this was part 
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of her journey of exploration of meaning. It was not merely a surface feature of 

her pictures. It was a complex metaphor which she explored in the same way 

she explored metaphors which authors and illustrators use in picture books. I 

feel Claire used horizon as a metaphor for the joumey her thinking has taken 

throughout this study. 

Claire's use of horizon is not a surface feature of illustration. It is a 

powerful metaphor for her thinking. The images she composes are the traces of 

her meaning construction. They are the clues she uses to lead us through the 

joumey of her meaning making. And I now ask, "Claire, where do you lead us 

from here? Wherever your joumey takes you, I will follow." 
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